The One Hundred Seventy-third

Commencement

May Fourteenth, Two Thousand Eighteen
The Alma Mater

IN THE HEART OF DEAR OLD EMMORY
WHERE THE SUN DOOTH SHINE,
THAT IS WHERE OUR HEARTS ARE TURNING
'ROUND OLD EMMORY'S SHRINE.

WE WILL EVER SING THY PRAISES,
SONS AND DAUGHTERS TRUE.
HAIL WE NOW OUR ALMA MATER,
HAIL THE GOLD AND BLUE!

THO' THE YEARS AROUND US GATHER,
CROWNED WITH LOVE AND CHEER,
STILL THE MEMORY OF OLD EMMORY
GROWS TO US MORE DEAR.

WE WILL EVER SING THY PRAISES,
SONS AND DAUGHTERS TRUE.
HAIL WE NOW OUR ALMA MATER,
HAIL THE GOLD AND BLUE!

—J. MARVIN RAST 1918
The Order of Exercises

Gathering Music
Processional
National Anthem
Invocation
Presidential Address
Presentation of the Marion Luther Brittain Service Awards
Presentation of the Scholar/Teacher Award
Presentation of the Thomas Jefferson Award
Authorization to Confer Degrees
Conferral of Honorary Degrees
Keynote Address
Conferral of Degrees
Welcome to the Emory Alumni Association
Closing Remarks
Benediction
Alma Mater
Recessional

Atlanta Symphony Brass Quintet
Atlanta Pipe Band
Atlanta Symphony Brass Quintet
Atlanta Symphony Brass Quintet
Robert M. Franklin Jr.
James T. and Berta R. Laney
Professor in Moral Leadership
Claire E. Sterk
Paul Marthers
Interim Vice President of Campus Life
Dwight A. McBride
Provost and Executive Vice President for Academic Affairs
Allison Dykes
Vice President and Secretary of the University
Robert C. Goddard III
Chair of the Board of Trustees
Claire E. Sterk
Michael Dubin 01C
Claire E. Sterk
Ashley Moran Grice 97PH 03B
President, Emory Alumni Board
Claire E. Sterk
Raviteja Alla 16Ox 18C, Hindu
Gillian Grace Hecht 18C, Jewish
Micaela Violet Petersen McCall 18C, Buddhist
Ivena Santilair 18B, Christian
Rabiah Sundus Tameez 18C, Islamic
Alexander King Bedenbaugh 19C
John Lawrence Graham 19C
Ryan Redmond Lehrman 18C
Winston Leung 18B
Justin Y. Yoo 20C
Atlanta Symphony Brass Quintet

Guests are asked to please remain seated during the processional and recessional. Please silence any electronic devices and refrain from talking during the ceremonies. The Quadrangle and Emory College of Arts and Sciences ceremonies can be viewed in rooms 206, 207, and 208 in White Hall and on the web at www.emory.edu/commencement. Overflow viewing for the Quadrangle ceremony is available at McDonough Field.

In support of Emory’s sustainability initiatives, we ask that you return any unneeded copies of this program to the program distribution tables and take the time to properly dispose of your recyclable and compostable waste items in the proper containers.
Gathering Music

Jubilate Deo .......................................................... Gregor Aichinger
Sonata from Die Bänkelsänglerlieder ............................ Daniel Speer
The Throne Room .................................................. John Williams
English Folk Song Suite .......................................... Ralph Vaughan Williams
The Raiders March ................................................ John Williams
The Fairest of the Fair ............................................. John Philip Sousa
Pirates of the Caribbean .......................................... Klaus Badelt
Georgia on My Mind .............................................. Hoagy Carmichael/Moore
Contrapunctus IX ................................................ Johann Sebastian Bach
Soliloquy for Solo Trumpet ................................. John Anthony Lennon

The Atlanta Symphony Brass Quintet performs this morning’s commencement music, which includes arrangements by Michael Moore.
Stuart Stephenson and Michael Tiscione, trumpet
Jaclyn Rainey, horn
Nathan Zgonc, trombone
Michael Moore, tuba and artistic director

Processional

Emory and Old St Andrews ............................ Henry Frantz 71C 74L/Moore
An Academic Procession .............................. Johannes Brahms/Moore
Prelude to “Te Deum” ...................................... Marc-Antoine Charpentier/Moore
Fanfare to “La Peri” ........................................ Paul Dukas

Please remain seated while the platform party, faculty, and graduates process into the Quadrangle.

Recessional

La Rejouissance from “Royal Fireworks Music” .......... George Frederick Handel/Moore

Please remain seated until the platform party, faculty, and graduates have departed.

Order of Procession

The Atlanta Pipe Band

Candidates for Baccalaureate and Professional Degrees

Each school is preceded by the bearer of its gonfalon.

Candidates for Master’s Degrees

Candidates for the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy and Faculty Sponsors

Corpus Cordis Aureum (The Golden Corps of the Heart)

Members are Emory University alumni from the Class of 1968 or earlier. They are attired in distinctive golden robes.

The Faculties

CHIEF MARSHAL OF THE UNIVERSITY
Professor Bobbi Patterson 94PhD

THE PLATFORM PARTY
Vice President and Secretary of the University Allison Dykes
University Historian and Senior Adviser to the President Gary S. Hauk 91PhD
University Trustees
Recipients of Special Awards
Commencement Vocalists
Senior Adviser to the President Robert M. Franklin Jr.
Senior Vice President for Communications and Public Affairs David B. Sandor
Senior Vice President for Development and Alumni Relations Susan Cruse
Senior Vice President and General Counsel Stephen D. Sencer
Executive Vice President for Health Affairs; President, CEO, and Chairman of the Board, Emory Healthcare Jonathan S. Lewin
President of the Emory Alumni Board of the Emory Alumni Association Ashley Moran Grice 97PH 03B
President of the University Senate Henry Bayerle
Registrar JoAnn McKenzie

STUDENT MINISTERS
Director of Yerkes National Primate Research Center R. Paul Johnson
Interim Vice President of Campus Life Paul Marthers
Dean of Oxford College Douglas A. Hicks
Dean of Rollins School of Public Health James W. Curran
Dean of Roberto C. Goizueta Business School Erika James
Interim Dean of the School of Law James B. Hughes Jr.
Dean of Candler School of Theology Jan Love
Dean of Nell Hodgson Woodruff School of Nursing Linda A. McCauley 79N
Dean of the School of Medicine Vikas P. Sukhatme
Dean of Emory College of Arts and Sciences Michael A. Elliott
Vice Provost for Academic Affairs–Graduate Studies and Dean of the James T. Laney School of Graduate Studies Lisa A. Tedesco
Provost and Executive Vice President of Academic Affairs Dwight A. McBride
Bill Bolling
Carmen de Lavallade
Gay J. McDougall
Michael Dubin 01C
Chair of the Board of Trustees Robert C. Goddard III
Bedel of the University Gurbani Singh 18B
President Claire E. Sterk

DEPUTY UNIVERSITY MARSHALS
Associate Professor Henry Bayerle, Faculty Marshal
Associate Professor Jason Schneider, Faculty Marshal at Large
Professor Pamela Scully, Faculty Marshal at Large
Professor Arri Eisen, Emory College of Arts and Sciences
Professor Nancy J. Newman, Medicine
Assistant Professor Laura Zajac-Cox, Allied Health
Professor Marcia Holstad, Nursing
Associate Professor Steffen Lösel, Theology
Professor Thomas C. Arthur, Law
Professor Doug Bowman, Business
Associate Professor Dawn Comeau, Public Health
Professor Vicki S. Hertzberg, Graduate School
Kim Chenevey 02Ox 04B, Alumni
Presentation of the Marion Luther Brittain Service Awards

This award, symbolic of all honors bestowed on students by the university, is an expression of gratitude for service performed without expectation of reward or recognition. The award was established at Emory in 1942 through a bequest from a distinguished Emory alumnus, former President Brittain of the Georgia Institute of Technology. The Brittain Award is presented annually to two students, one each representing Emory’s undergraduate and graduate student bodies.

JALYN G. RADZIMINSKI 18C
Undergraduate Recipient

Jalyn Radziminski, a graduating senior majoring in linguistics and interdisciplinary studies with a human rights focus, has been named the 2018 undergraduate recipient of the university’s highest student honor, the Marion Luther Brittain Service Award, recognizing meritorious service to the institution.

Radziminski is a member of the first cohort of the 1915 Scholars program, which provides support for first-generation students. A trailblazer in her family, she is also a trailblazer in the Emory community through her tireless commitment to the university and her fellow students—serving, for example, as a peer mentor to encourage and support other 1915 Scholars.

As an activist, Radziminski helped lead Emory’s first Racial Justice Retreat and founded the Black Mental Health Ambassadors, a program that connects communities of color with mental and emotional health resources. Through her leadership in Theta Nu Xi Multicultural Sorority, Multiethnic Racial Group at Emory, and Issues Troupe, she executed social justice initiatives and dialogues around multiracial identity, intersectionality, and solidarity among communities.

During her internship with the Emory Alumni Association, Radziminski fostered alumni engagement and improved student recruitment. She also served as outreach chair for Students for Prison Education and Resistance and as a representative to the Emory University Senate.

Throughout her Emory experience, Radziminski has embraced numerous opportunities to serve and lead and to enhance the Emory experience for all students. In so generously sharing her time, talent, and commitment, she encouraged others to do the same, bequeathing an extraordinary legacy of “significant, meritorious, and devoted service to Emory University.”

NICOLE J. SCHLADT 18L
Graduate Recipient

Nicole Schladt, candidate for the juris doctor at Emory’s School of Law, has been named the 2018 graduate recipient of the Marion Luther Brittain Service Award. With a master of philosophy in international relations and politics from the University of Cambridge, Schladt came to Emory on a Woodruff Fellowship.

Even in a community of leaders such as Emory, Schladt is distinguished by her extraordinary commitment to leadership and service on behalf of those who are underserved. She has provided significant support for a range of Emory’s public service organizations including OUTlaw, the Legal Association for Women Students, the Emory Law Diversity and Inclusion Coalition, and the Emory Public Interest Committee, among others.

When Schladt decides to address a problem, no matter how daunting, she finds a way. For example, she was instrumental in launching Emory LGBTQ Legal Services, helped prosecute felony cases with the Office of the DeKalb County District Attorney, drafted legal memoranda for the Southern Regional Office of Lambda Legal Defense and Education Fund on behalf of LGBT and HIV-positive individuals, researched Islamic law and international human rights issues for the School of Law, and organized an important panel discussion for Emory’s Office of LGBT Life.

Schladt has made enormous contributions to the School of Law, the university as a whole, and the larger community—informing Emory students and delivering legal services to historically underserved Atlanta communities.

In the best tradition of Brittain Award recipients, Schladt has dedicated herself to “service performed without expectation of reward or recognition.”

Presentation of the University Scholar/Teacher Award

Chosen by the university president from nominations by the deans on behalf of the United Methodist Church Board of Higher Education and Ministry.

MICHELLE LAMPL
Charles Howard Candler Professor of Human Health
Director, Center for the Study of Human Health

A physician-scientist, Michelle Lampl has developed and shaped programs such as Predictive Health and the Study of Human Health, which distinguish Emory on the national stage.

Her research represents an exciting paradigm shift in the science of human growth, proving that we grow in spurts instead of continuously. Lampl established the science behind the salutary nature of growth by developing a methodical sequence of investigations involving descriptive human and animal studies, analytic method development, and innovations in noninvasive approaches that can be applied to children as they grow in real time. At the forefront of work that is fundamentally interdisciplinary in nature, Lampl has collaborated with colleagues both close to home and international.

With early growth recognized as a cornerstone of health across the life span, Lampl and an Emory colleague are investigating “smart clothing,” which will enable real-time assessment of body dimensions and a noninvasive approach to measuring growth. Smart clothing would permit assessment of growth among the most vulnerable individuals in need of this science—preterm infants. This exciting and far-reaching research has led to invitations to speak worldwide as well as extensive media interest.

Fostering participation and creative expression in the classroom, Lampl is recognized as a pedagogical master who was called upon to deliver the Distinguished Faculty Lecture in 1999 and earned the Emory Williams Distinguished Undergraduate Teaching Award in 2003. A model for many of her peers, Lampl sparks student imagination by pushing hard at the edges of the speculative, never failing to acknowledge the partnership between teacher and student in unearthing new knowledge. In addition to deep support of graduate research, she has advised more than a dozen undergraduate research projects.

Her ample service record extends to the university’s most significant committees, including tenure and promotion and strategic planning. Beyond her preeminence as a scholar and teacher, Lampl is an institution builder of the first order.
Presentation of the Thomas Jefferson Award

Awarded each year to a faculty member or administrative officer for significant service to the university through personal activities, influence, and leadership.

Charles E. Moore
Professor of Otolaryngology—Head and Neck Surgery
School of Medicine
Chief of Otolaryngology, Grady Memorial Hospital

Dedicated to the underserved of Atlanta, Charles Moore founded the HEAL (Health Education Assessment and Leadership) program in 2004 as a mobile educational resource. Initially focused on head and neck cancer, he soon expanded his efforts to other areas of medicine and eventually secured a home base: the HEALing Community Center, which provides health education and primary and specialty care in the neediest West Atlanta zip codes.

The recipient of federal funding, thanks to Moore, the center serves as a teaching base for a variety of Emory units—the Schools of Medicine, Nursing, and Public Health; Emory College; Laney Graduate School—as well as partners at Morehouse School of Medicine, Mercer School of Nursing, and Georgia Institute of Technology.

As codirector of the Urban Health Initiative, which advances equity in health and well-being throughout metro Atlanta, Moore obtained a $1 million grant to support operations. And before investing, Moore never fails to ask people what they need. Access to healthy food is one, and in response, the Urban Health Initiative created a community garden alongside a Super Giant grocery store.

Highly respected by his peers, Moore is a member of the Board of Governors of the American Academy of Otolaryngology and of the American Cancer Society. He is also president-elect of the American Association for Cancer Education.

At Emory, Moore has been honored with the Faculty Excellence Award, the Hidden Gem Award, and the Martin Luther King Jr. Community Service Award. In 2015, the American Academy of Otolaryngology—Head and Neck Surgery chose him for the Jerome C. Goldstein, MD Public Service Award, and in 2017, he was the recipient of the Atlanta Hawks Inspiration Award for Excellence in Community Service. To Moore, though, the highest honor came from a patient at the HEALing Community Center, who said, “This is a lifesaver to me—a complete game changer.”

The following awards will be presented during the diploma ceremony at the school of each recipient.

The Emory Williams Awards for Distinguished Teaching

The university’s oldest awards for teaching were established in 1972 by alumnus Emory Williams 32C. Awards in the arts and sciences are determined by a committee of Emory College faculty. Emory College gives three of these awards each year, while other schools of the university give one award.

Valérie Loichot
Professor of French and English
Emory College of Arts and Sciences

Wesley Longhofer
Assistant Professor of Organization and Management
Goizueta Business School

Melissa I. Owen
Assistant Clinical Professor of Nursing
Nell Hodgson Woodruff School of Nursing

Florian Pohl
Associate Professor of Religion
Oxford College

Tracy L. Scott
Senior Lecturer, Sociology
Emory College of Arts and Sciences

José de Jesús Soria
Senior Lecturer, Chemistry
Emory College of Arts and Sciences

The George P. Cuttino Award for Excellence in Mentoring

Established in 1997 by John T. Glover 68C.

Eric Weeks
Chair, Department of Physics
Samuel Candler Dobbs Professor of Physics
Emory College of Arts and Sciences

The Eleanor Main Graduate Faculty Mentor Award

Established by friends and family whose lives were impacted through Main’s love and mentorship.

Patricia J. Bauer
Asa Griggs Candler Professor of Psychology
Emory College of Arts and Sciences
Professor, Psychology
James T. Laney School of Graduate Studies

The Emory Medal

The Emory Medal honors outstanding alumni for their achievement and service to Emory University and to the Emory community.

Crystal S. Johnson 00N
Laura A. Mitchell-Spurlock 95Ox 97N
Jason M. Slabach 13N
H. Kenneth Walker 56Ox 58C 63M 65MR 70MR 71MR

Emory University Commencement 2018
The conferring of degrees is authorized in formal session by the Board of Trustees of Emory University on the recommendation of the president and the faculties. At today’s ceremony, Chair Robert C. Goddard III symbolically will authorize President Sterk to confer degrees upon the graduates, including the recipients of honorary degrees.

Honorary Degrees

Bill Bolling
Activist and Community Ambassador
Doctor of Humane Letters, honoris causa

Bill Bolling founded the Atlanta Community Food Bank in 1979 and served as its executive director until June 2015. Over the span of those thirty-six years, he led the organization’s distribution of more than half a billion pounds of food and grocery products through a network of more than six hundred local and regional partner nonprofit organizations that feed the hungry across twenty-nine Georgia counties. Bolling currently serves as board chair and senior adviser at Food Well Alliance, which unites Atlanta communities to build a robust local food system.

As a charter member of Feeding America, the national network of food banks, Bolling was instrumental in the creation of food banks across the country. He is a frequent speaker on topics related to hunger, poverty, regionalism, affordable housing, and public policy reform. His skills in bridging various public sectors have made him a leader in strengthening the community to serve those most in need.

Born and raised in Lexington, North Carolina, Bolling holds degrees from Central Piedmont College and Appalachian State University in business and education, and he received a master of arts degree in psychology and counseling from the University of West Georgia in 1976. He has served as an adjunct professor at the Georgia Institute of Technology and has taught classes at Emory, Georgia State, and Oglethorpe Universities.

Prior to founding the Atlanta Community Food Bank, Bolling served as director of community ministries for St. Luke’s Episcopal Church in Atlanta. Georgia Trend magazine named him their 2012 Georgian of the Year, and in January 2015 he joined Georgia Trend’s Most Influential Hall of Fame. He currently serves on the advisory boards of the Atlanta Falcons, the Georgia Chamber of Commerce, and the Regional Commission on Homelessness, and on the nonprofit advisory committee of the Andrew Young School at Georgia State University. He is founder of the Atlanta Housing Forum, serves as moderator of the Regional Housing Forum, and is on the board of directors of the Arthur M. Blank Family Foundation.

Bolling’s recent awards include, among others, the 2015 Dan Sweat Award presented by Central Atlanta Progress; the 2015 Heroes, Saints & Legends Award presented by the Foundation of Wesley Woods; and the 2014 Award for Distinguished Service presented by the Atlanta Business League.

Mr. Bolling will be presented by James W. Curran, dean of the Rollins School of Public Health.

Carmen de Lavallade
Dancer, Choreographer, and Actress
Doctor of Fine Arts, honoris causa

Carmen de Lavallade, an accomplished actor, dancer, and choreographer, has amassed more than six decades of professional experience in the arts. The Los Angeles native made her debut at the age of seventeen with the Lester Horton Dance Theater in the role of Salome, and she appeared in four films, including Carmen Jones (1954), with Dorothy Dandridge, and Odds Against Tomorrow (1959), with Harry Belafonte. In 1954, she made her Broadway debut in House of Flowers, written by Truman Capote with music by Harold Arlen. Her career includes dancing in ballets created for her by Lester Horton, Geoffrey Holder, Alvin Ailey, Glen Tetley, John Butler, and Agnes de Mille.

De Lavallade succeeded her cousin Janet Collins as the principal dancer with the Metropolitan Opera and was a guest artist with American Ballet Theatre. She has choreographed for Dance Theatre of Harlem, Philadanco, Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater, and the productions of Porgy and Bess and Die Meistersinger at the Metropolitan Opera. She has also had an extensive acting career, performing in numerous off-Broadway productions, including Death of a Salesman and Othello. She taught movement for actors at Yale and was a member of the Yale Repertory Company and the American Repertory Theatre at Harvard.

De Lavallade and her late husband, Geoffrey Holder, were the subjects of the film Carmen and Geoffrey (2005), which chronicled their sixty-year partnership and artistic legacy. Her most recent work includes 651 ART’s FLY: Five First Ladies of Dance (2009), Step-Mother by Ruby Dee (2009), Porgy and Bess by Regina Taylor (2011), and the Broadway production of A Streetcar Named Desire (2012). She toured a dance/theater work about her life titled As I Remember It, which premiered in June 2014.

De Lavallade received the Dance Magazine Award in 1964, an honorary doctorate of fine arts from the Juilliard School in 2007, the Duke Ellington Fellowship Award, and the Dance USA Award in 2010. She was honored for her contributions as a dancer and choreographer at the fortieth annual Kennedy Center Honors gala in 2017. She has transcended the once-restrictive realms of American theater and ballet and continues to inspire generations of artists and audiences.

Ms. de Lavallade will be presented by Michael A. Elliott, dean of Emory College of Arts and Sciences.

Gay J. McDougall
Attorney and Human Rights Advocate
Doctor of Laws, honoris causa

Gay J. McDougall, an attorney who has been instrumental in crafting human-rights legislation for emerging democracies, is an Atlanta native. She holds a JD from Yale Law School and an LLM from the London School of Economics. She received a BA from Bennington College and attended Agnes Scott College as the first African American woman to integrate the school.

McDougall is engaged in human-rights advocacy, litigation, and training activities in Asia, Africa, Latin America, and Eastern Europe. Her contributions to the fight against apartheid in South Africa have been both innovative and highly effective. As director of the Southern Africa Project of the Lawyers’ Committee for Civil Rights Under Law, she worked closely with South African human rights attorneys, defended political prisoners, worked with South African negotiators to evaluate constitutional options, and successfully lobbied the US Congress to pass the Anti-Apartheid Act. McDougall’s efforts were so effective, and her network of lawyers and supporters so extensive, that when South Africa established the Independent Electoral Commission to organize and oversee the country’s first nonracial democratic election, she was one of only five non–South Africans—and the only American—appointed to the fifteen-member commission. It was in that capacity that she accompanied Nelson Mandela as he voted on April 27, 1994, in the election that would result in his becoming South Africa’s first black head of state and that country’s first elected in a representative democratic election.

After McDougall stepped down as director of the Southern Africa Project in 1994, she continued her human rights work in a
number of key positions. She was the executive director of Global Rights, an international human rights organization that focuses on adoption of gender-equality laws and the development of indigenous leaders on issues of gender equity. She has served in several roles in the United Nations, including the first UN Independent Expert on Minority Issues, expert member of the UN Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination, and expert member (alternate) of the UN Sub-Commission on the Promotion and Protection of Human Rights.

McDougall has been a visiting scholar or distinguished scholar at several American universities, including Georgetown Law Center and Fordham Law School. She currently is Distinguished Scholar-in-Residence at the Leitner Center for International Law and Justice at Fordham Law School in New York.

Ms. McDougall will be presented by James B. Hughes Jr., interim dean of the School of Law.

MICHAEL DUBIN 01C
Alumnus and Entrepreneur
Doctor of Humane Letters, honoris causa

Emory alumnus MICHAEL DUBIN, cofounder and chief executive officer of Dollar Shave Club, is a creative entrepreneur, executive, and trailblazing brand builder. Under Dubin’s leadership, Dollar Shave Club revolutionized the razor industry, growing to become the second-largest men’s razor seller in the US. The company gained attention in 2011, after Dubin’s YouTube marketing campaign went viral for its unique brand of humor. The company made a name for itself as a direct-to-consumer subscription razor blades service, cutting costs and passing on savings to consumers. It has been recognized with several prestigious designations and awards, including two Webbys, a CLIO Image Award, several Internet Retailer Excellence Awards, and an American Business Award. The company was acquired by Unilever in July of 2016 for $1 billion in one of the largest deals in ecommerce history. Under Dubin’s leadership, the company has expanded into more than thirty products across five categories. He has been recognized by Ernst & Young as the 2016 Entrepreneur of the Year, in Fortune’s 40 Under 40, and in Business Insider’s 30 Most Creative People in Advertising.

Dubin, who received a BA in history from Emory in 2001, was the keynote speaker at the first Emory Entrepreneurship Summit, organized and hosted by Goizueta Business School in April 2015. He was an inaugural recipient of the Emory Alumni Association’s 40 Under Forty Alumni Recognition program in 2017.

Dubin grew up in Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania, and began his career in New York as an NBC page, followed by an editorial stint at MSNBC. He then transitioned to digital marketing, developing custom content for brand advertisers, including Gatorade and the video game company EA, and on behalf of properties such as Time Inc. and S.Lom. Just before founding Dollar Shave Club, Dubin worked in the video seeding space, creating and driving engagement to branded content made by companies such as LG, Ford, Capital One, and Taco Bell.

Dubin is passionate about content, comedy, and entertainment. He studied improv and sketch comedy for more than eight years at the Upright Citizens Brigade in New York. He currently resides in Venice, California.

Mr. Dubin will be presented by Erika James, dean of Goizueta Business School.

Diploma Ceremonies

FAIR WEATHER (includes LIGHT RAIN)
Diplomas will be awarded in individual ceremonies after the close of this university celebration except as noted. The map in the back of this program shows the locations of the diploma ceremonies, held as follows:

School of Graduate Studies, Master’s Program, Emory Conference Center Hotel, Silverbell Pavilion, 3:30 p.m., Sunday, May 13

Emory College of Arts and Sciences, Quadrangle, 10:45 a.m.

Business School, BBA Program and Master of Professional Accounting Program, Woodruff Physical Education Center (WoodPEC), 11:00 a.m.

Physical Therapy Program, Woodruff Health Sciences Center, Woodruff Health Sciences Center Administration Building Auditorium (WHSCAB), 11:00 a.m.

School of Law, Gambrell Hall Lawn, 11:00 a.m.

School of Nursing, McDonough Field, 11:00 a.m.

Genetic Counseling Training Program, Whitehead Biomedical Research Building, Whitehead Auditorium, 11:30 a.m.

School of Graduate Studies, PhD Program, Schwartz Center for Performing Arts, Emerson Hall, 11:30 a.m.

School of Theology, Glenn Memorial Auditorium, 11:30 a.m.

Business School, MBA Programs, Woodruff Physical Education Center (WoodPEC), 12:30 p.m.

Medical Imaging Program, Harland Cinema, Alumni Memorial University Center, 12:30 p.m.

School of Public Health, McDonough Field, 1:30 p.m.

School of Medicine (MD), Glenn Memorial Auditorium, 1:45 p.m.

HEAVY RAIN
If the heavy rain schedule is activated, the Quadrangle ceremony will be canceled and the diploma ceremonies for the various schools will be held as listed below:

School of Graduate Studies, Master’s Program, Emory Conference Center Hotel, Silverbell Pavilion, 3:30 p.m., Sunday, May 13

Emory College of Arts and Sciences, Woodruff Physical Education Center (WoodPEC), (indoors and ticketed), 8:00 a.m.

School of Theology, Glenn Memorial Auditorium, 8:00 a.m.

Genetic Counseling Training Program, Whitehead Biomedical Research Building, Whitehead Auditorium, 9:00 a.m.

Medical Imaging Program, Harland Cinema, Alumni Memorial University Center, 9:00 a.m.

Physical Therapy Program, Woodruff Health Sciences Center, Woodruff Health Sciences Center Administration Building (WHSCAB) Auditorium, 9:00 a.m.

School of Graduate Studies, PhD Program, Schwartz Center for Performing Arts, Emerson Concert Hall, 9:00 a.m.

School of Law, The House of Hope, Greater Travelers Rest, 4650 Flat Shoals Parkway, Decatur, Georgia 30034, 11:00 a.m.

School of Medicine (MD), Glenn Memorial Auditorium, 11:00 a.m.

Business School, BBA Program and Master of Professional Accounting Program, Woodruff Physical Education Center (WoodPEC), 11:30 a.m.

School of Nursing, Glenn Memorial Auditorium, 1:00 p.m.

Business School, MBA Programs, Woodruff Physical Education Center (WoodPEC), 1:30 p.m.

School of Public Health, McDonough Field, 1:30 p.m.

SEVERE WEATHER
If the severe weather schedule is activated, the Quadrangle ceremony will be canceled and the diploma ceremonies for the various schools will be held as follows:

School of Graduate Studies, Master’s Program, Emory Conference Center Hotel, Silverbell Pavilion, 3:30 p.m., Sunday, May 13

Emory College of Arts and Sciences, Woodruff Physical Education Center (WoodPEC) (indoors and ticketed), 8:00 a.m.
Recognition of Faculty and Staff Retirements

Faculty and Administrators

Carlos R. Abramowsky (1991)  
Walter L. Adamson (1978)  
Michael A. Allan (1997)  
Evelyn Cherry Bailey (1978)  
Peter Carl Block (2000)  
Mary Cahill (2000)  
Karen T. Carlson (1987)  
Janet S. Cellar (1996)  
Miles Crowder (1989)  
Carl D’orsi (2002)  
Jacques E. Dion (1998)  
Paul William Doetsch (1985)  
Molly Ellen Eaton (1984)  
Brian D. Evavold (1994)  
Nicholas G. Fotion (1971)  
Arthur Jackson Fountain Jr. (1993)  
Stephen William Henderson (1985)  
Alexander Michael Hicks (1986)  
Eric G. Honig (1976)  
Leonard Lee Howell (1977)  
David G. Kleinbaum (1993)  
Phyllis Ellen Kozarsky (1984)  
Clark W. Lemons (1982)  
John A. Lennon (1995)  
Kathy A. Markowski (1995)  
Louis G. Martin (1971)  
Helen Susan Mayberg (2003)  
John E. McGowan Jr. (1973)  
Fred M. Menger (1965)  
Pardeep Kumar Mittal (2001)  
John Gordon Morrow III (1990)  
Peter T. Nieh (2003)  
Stephen Roy Pitts (1987)  
Stephen Russ Price (1991)  
Dallin T. Randolph (1994)  
Thomas F. Remington (1978)  
Richard Bruce Rubinson (1989)  
Peter Simon Sebel (1987)  
Charles W. Sewell (1967)  
Cynthia Cohen Shulman (1985)  
Margaret J. Strieper (1992)  
Theodosia R. Wade (1988)  
Thomas G. Walker (1970)  
Mark J. Ward (1998)  
Roseanne Waters (2001)  
Keith D. Wilkinson (1981)  
Ihor R. Williams (1997)  
Mark E. Wilson (1979)  
Ann V. Frelsen (1991)  
Matt Patrick Graham (1988)  
Teresa Linn Henderson (1983)  
Tim Olin Ivey (1980)  
James R. Kruse (1985)  
Lauren Mann (1985)  
Charles Marler (1973)  
Donna M. Martin (1990)  
Larry Moody (1974)  
Geraldine B. Moreland (1992)  
Sharen Burton Olson (1983)  
Sharron Paige-Whitaker (1990)  
Lore Theresa Parran (1988)  
Karen Sue Pierce (1985)  
Tony Layvo Pursley (1986)  
Janet B. Reardon (1984)  
Linda Gail Scheu (1983)  
Vivian Smith (1988)  
Charles Dennis Spornick (1986)  
Glenda Stewart (1988)  
Lucinda J. Strackland (1991)  
Renee Michele Wilder (1990)  
Diana Marie Wilson (1987)  
Janis Lee Wright (1984)  

In Memoriam

We pause in memory of those members of the Emory community lost to us in the past year.

Students

Thomas William Hilchey 16Ox 18C  
Farazaz Hossain 15Ox 18B  
Leilani Christina Thomas 17PH  
Walter D. Wiggins 20T  

Retired Staff

Cheryl Pierson

Administrator

Billy E. Frye 54G 56G 15H  

Faculty

H. Jean Khoury  
Alanna C.M. Stone 07PH 11M  
Lynna Williams

Retired Faculty

Murray G. Baron  
William H. Beik  
William A. Cassel  
Zaheer M. Naib  
Theodore H. Runyon Jr.  
H. Kenneth Walker 56Ox 58C  
63M 65MR 70MR 71MR

Emeritus Trustees

Lewis Bevel Jones III 46C 49T 97H  
William C. O’Kelley 51C 53L  
William A. Parker Jr. 50C  
William B. Turner Sr.

Emory University Commencement 2018
EMORY COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

Presentation to the president, by Dean Michael A. Elliott, of candidates for the degrees of bachelor of arts and bachelor of science; conferral of the degrees by the president.

FACULTY MARSHALS
Eladio Abreu
Jessica Barber
Sam Cherribi
Jacobus De Roode
Lynne Huffer
Cora MacBeth
Hiram Maxim
Tracy McGill
Eri Saikawa
Rhachelle Spell
Peter Wakefield
John Wegner
Matthew Weinschenk

STUDENT MARSHALS
River Malachi Bunkley
Sara Temime Frank
Cameron Ben Frostbaum
Samatha Keng
William Alexander Martinez
Jason Timothy McCartney
Jamani Montague
Cassidi Nicole Schwartz

CLASS ORATOR
Mehul Bhagat

BACHELOR OF ARTS

Julia Abovich
Morgan Rachel Ackley
Alexander William Adeseye
Jonah Micah Adler**
Patrick James Agrippina**
Joon Hyung Ahn**
Tiffany Ahn
Ruchi Ahuja*
Mackenzie Aime
Soukaine Akdim
Thomas Alcalay**
Hayley Paige Alperin
Benjamin M. Alpert
Yusur Alsalhi
Jillian Keli Alsberry
Nicholas Alexander Alvarez
Jessica Ambrose*
Matthew Kofi Amegadzie**
Hea Jun An**
Zhaojun An*
Alejandra Anaya
Elizabeth Anderson
Zoe Aoussou
Frances Joycy Appenteng
Jacob Aaron Aqua
Ivelina Arnaoudova

Adrienne Nichole Ash**
Samuel Atkins
Sumer Azam*
Zahra Aziz
Astrid Elizabeth Bagger
Ahminata Gnara Bah
Ishan Bahl
Sarah Bailey
Jordan Baker-Tealer
Samuel M. Balogh**
Grant Harrington Barker
Alec Simon Barnes**
Kathryn Battaglia*
Athanasia Beasley
Samuel Jacob Beck
Katie Marie Beck-Felts
Michelle Bederman
Margaret Elizabeth Becker
Emma Belfer*
Claudia Sarah Bellido
Sariyah N. Benoit
Micah Katherine Benton
Ilana Simone Berghash
Paul Bergmann
Talia Mirir Bernhard
Carly Besser
Veronica Giuditta Bianchi
Purvi Bidasaria
Jamie E. Bigman
Nia Nicole Bilal
Jolie Blair
Paloma Bloch
Andrew Boagot-Poku
Rachel Elizabeth Boetwright
Zachary Boise*
Jose Santiago Bolanos*
Rachel Bossman*
Lillian Claire Boyer
Nika Bratman*
Nathan Braswell
Rachel Diane Brenner
Jack Jeffrey Breuer*
Ashley Nicole Brown
Liana Brown
Meredit S. Broyles
Liam John Buckley
River Malachi Bunkley
Andrew Michael Burnside*
Selena Burris
Talia Burststein
Ena Cabre Correa*
Phillip Cai* *
Paul Albert Cautic
Emma Leigh Calhoun
Kelvin Camilo***
Matthew Russell Carabasi**
Whitney Leigh Carmack
Mallory Leigh Carnes
Michael Matthew Carragher
Matthew Albert Carter
Darby Roos Caso
Luke Xavier Thomas Caso**
Emanuel Castro
Dalia Darenne Caudle
Yasmin Cespedes-Zaman
Eunho Cha

Nanhee Cha**
Si Woo Chae
Rachel Deborah Naomi Chambers
David Matthew Chang
Chloe Chasanford
Urmia Chatterjee
Gaoke Chen
Mengxuan Chen*
Ray Chen
Rumeng Chen
Siuyan Chen
Wei Chen
Xiao Chen
Yinxuan Chen
Cindy Ling Cheng
Nathanburzroughs Cherry**
Lekha Chilakamarri**
Sonia Chinai*
Hahn Choi**
Joo An Choi*
Min Jae Choi
Florence Chow
Sarah Chowdhury
Chee Ho Chung
Grace Miran Chung
Doris Cikopana
Rachel A. Citrin
Kayelette Clark
Matthew William Cleare*
Alixes Rickshe Cole
Harmonic Coleman
Jonathan Coles*
Jonathan Conde-Peraza
Hannah Elizabeth Conway
Elizabeth Cooper
Claudia Cooperstein
Maxwell Cornell
Viviana Kay Coronado
Paola Valentina Correia
Sierra Briania Cortner*
Nathaniel Lawrence Cox
Christine Eleanor-Salvant Cros
Jose Cueva
Hannah Dai
Christopher Thomas Dale
Isaac Daley
Sumer Dang
Joelle Danz
Katherine Dautrich
Alexandra Victoria Davis
Jamie Dawes
Stephanie Day-Goodman
Melissa DeFrank
Janay DeVillasee*
Melissa DeFrank
Stephanie Day-Goodman
Melissa DeFrank
Janay DeVillasee*
Eliakim Deguzman
Janay DeVillasee*
Melissa DeFrank
Stephanie Day-Goodman
Melissa DeFrank
Janay DeVillasee*
Eliakim Deguzman
Janay DeVillasee*
Melissa DeFrank
Stephanie Day-Goodman
Melissa DeFrank
Janay DeVillasee*
Eliakim Deguzman
Janay DeVillasee*
Melissa DeFrank
Stephanie Day-Goodman
Melissa DeFrank
Janay DeVillasee*
Eliakim Deguzman
Janay DeVillasee*
Melissa DeFrank
Stephanie Day-Goodman
Melissa DeFrank
Janay DeVillasee*
Eliakim Deguzman
Janay DeVillasee*
Melissa DeFrank
Stephanie Day-Goodman
Melissa DeFrank
Janay DeVillasee*
Eliakim Deguzman
Janay DeVillasee*
Melissa DeFrank
Stephanie Day-Goodman
Melissa DeFrank
Janay DeVillasee*
Eliakim Deguzman
Janay DeVillasee*
Melissa DeFrank
Stephanie Day-Goodman
Melissa DeFrank
Janay DeVillasee*
Eliakim Deguzman
Janay DeVillasee*
Melissa DeFrank
Stephanie Day-Goodman
Melissa DeFrank
Janay DeVillasee*
Eliakim Deguzman
Janay DeVillasee*
Melissa DeFrank
Stephanie Day-Goodman
Melissa DeFrank
Janay DeVillasee*
Eliakim Deguzman
Janay DeVillasee*
Melissa DeFrank
Stephanie Day-Goodman
Melissa DeFrank
Janay DeVillasee*
Eliakim Deguzman
Janay DeVillasee*
Melissa DeFrank
Stephanie Day-Goodman
Melissa DeFrank
Janay DeVillasee*
Eliakim Deguzman
Janay DeVillasee*
Melissa DeFrank
Stephanie Day-Goodman
Melissa DeFrank
Janay DeVillasee*
Eliakim Deguzman
Janay DeVillasee*
Melissa DeFrank
Stephanie Day-Goodman
Melissa DeFrank
Janay DeVillasee*
Eliakim Deguzman
Janay DeVillasee*
Melissa DeFrank
Stephanie Day-Goodman
Melissa DeFrank
Janay DeVillasee*
Eliakim Deguzman
Janay DeVillasee*
Melissa DeFrank
Stephanie Day-Goodman
Melissa DeFrank
Janay DeVillasee*
Eliakim Deguzman
Janay DeVillasee*
Melissa DeFrank
Stephanie Day-Goodman
Melissa DeFrank
Janay DeVillasee*
Eliakim Deguzman
Janay DeVillasee*
Melissa DeFrank
Stephanie Day-Goodman
Melissa DeFrank
Janay DeVillasee*
Eliakim Deguzman
Janay DeVillasee*
Melissa DeFrank
Stephanie Day-Goodman
Melissa DeFrank
Janay DeVillasee*
Eliakim Deguzman
Janay DeVillasee*
Melissa DeFrank
Stephanie Day-Goodman
Melissa DeFrank
Janay DeVillasee*
Eliakim Deguzman
Janay DeVillasee*
Melissa DeFrank
Stephanie Day-Goodman
Melissa DeFrank
Janay DeVillasee*
Eliakim Deguzman
Janay DeVillasee*
Melissa DeFrank
Stephanie Day-Goodman
Melissa DeFrank
Janay DeVillasee*
Eliakim Deguzman
Janay DeVillasee*
Melissa DeFrank
Stephanie Day-Goodman
Melissa DeFrank
Janay DeVillasee*
Eliakim Deguzman
Janay DeVillasee*
Melissa DeFrank
Stephanie Day-Goodman
Melissa DeFrank
Janay DeVillasee*
Eliakim Deguzman
Janay DeVillasee*
Melissa DeFrank
Stephanie Day-Goodman
Melissa DeFrank
Janay DeVillasee*
Eliakim Deguzman
Janay DeVillasee*
Melissa DeFrank
Stephanie Day-Goodman
Melissa DeFrank
Janay DeVillasee*
Eliakim Deguzman
Janay DeVillasee*
Melissa DeFrank
Stephanie Day-Goodman
Melissa DeFrank
Janay DeVillasee*
Eliakim Deguzman
Janay DeVillasee*
Melissa DeFrank
Stephanie Day-Goodman
Melissa DeFrank
Janay DeVillasee*
Eliakim Deguzman
Janay DeVillasee*
Melissa DeFrank
Stephanie Day-Goodman
Melissa DeFrank
Janay DeVillasee*
Eliakim Deguzman
Janay DeVillasee*
Melissa DeFrank
Stephanie Day-Goodman
Melissa DeFrank
Janay DeVillasee*
Eliakim Deguzman
Janay DeVillasee*
Melissa DeFrank
Stephanie Day-Goodman
Melissa DeFrank
Janay DeVillasee*
Eliakim Deguzman
Janay DeVillasee*
Melissa DeFrank
Stephanie Day-Goodman
Melissa DeFrank
Janay DeVillasee*
Eliakim Deguzman
Janay DeVillasee*
Melissa DeFrank
Stephanie Day-Goodman
Melissa DeFrank
Janay DeVillasee*
Eliakim Deguzman
Janay DeVillasee*
Melissa DeFrank
Stephanie Day-Goodman
Melissa DeFrank
Janay DeVillasee*
Eliakim Deguzman
Janay DeVillasee*
Melissa DeFrank
Stephanie Day-Goodman
Melissa DeFrank
Janay DeVillasee*
Eliakim Deguzman
Janay DeVillasee*
Melissa DeFrank
Stephanie Day-Goodman
Melissa DeFrank
Janay DeVillasee*
Eliakim Deguzman
Janay DeVillasee*
Melissa DeFrank
Stephanie Day-Goodman
Melissa DeFrank
Janay DeVillasee*
Eliakim Deguzman
Janay DeVillasee*
Melissa DeFrank
Stephanie Day-Goodman
Melissa DeFrank
Janay DeVillasee*
Recipients of Degrees-in-Course

Alyana Anica Afsar
Cody John Alexander
Ashia Breanne Aldrich
Alexia Freeman Allyn
Katherine Alves
Katie shrimp Anderson
Sahar Ansari
Aliya Atack
Katherine Mayson Atkinson
Calvin Austin
Brooke Ati
Heather Taylor Austin
Ashleigh Aubrey
Gilly May Duggan Auger
Olivia Alex Ayala
Ralph Aaron Ayala
 Jiang Wang
Jasmine Cody Augustine
Ashley Kathryn Auriemma
Samantha Sherry Aultman
Leah Megan Auza
Ashley Royce Aung
Tori Jewell Augur
Samantha Avedon
Jessica Christine Ayres
Tara Bryant
Abigail Suzanne Baca
Sophia Baccari
Norah Paige Bard
Arielle Kollin Ball
Brooke Bell
Jazzlyn Bell
Serina Margot Bell
Amy Elizabeth Belden
Evelyn Marie Bell
Kara Marie Bell
Alyson Elizabeth Bennett
Olivia Shae Bench
Meghan Natalie Bence
Austin Benjamin Bence
Hannah Jean Benge
Sara Benge
Amanda Emmanuel Benitez
Sanaz Benyamin
Rebecca Delaney Berner
Alyssa Adrian Berman
Dara Beth Bernstein
Sara Elizabeth Betz
Dillan Campbell
Jessica Marie Cbao
Morgan Anna Chadwick
Dakota Chappell
Sarah L. Cheek
Allison Marie Chen
Go H open
Benjamin C. Chisholm
Samuel S. Chiu
Aliyah Jhaya Clay
Evan Charles Clendenen
Bridey Danielle Coakley
Karlie Paul Cobern
Amanda Catherine Colombia
Jordan Lee Coloc
Alexandra Belle Colucci
Ilana Rachel Colon
Nathan Michael Colvin
Danyelle Rachel Conboy
Shaina Rachel Conboy
Rebecca Moore Corcoran
Addison Jennifer Corin
Liam Connor Galloway
Ilbel Galvez
Olakine Gangbo
Lirrela Terri Gardere
Cody Brett Gardiner
Benjamin Morton Garfunkel
Ruak Garg
Ila Gaurtham
Patricia Nicole Gerth
Sonia Kiran Ghura
John Gillen III
Eye Aylene Gleeson
Killian Raven Glenn
Diane Glover
Saumya Goel
Tessa Ann Goetz
Katherine Gold
Brooke Haley Goldfarb
Benjamin Parker Goldfin
Matt Elias Goldman
Brian James Goldstone
Alexander Jesus Gonzalez
Carissa Hope Goodwin
Philipp Gorbunov
Madeline J. Gordon
Maria Isabella Braule Gordy
Amy Eileen Gorowitz
Rohan Goyal
KT Grace
Natalie Gramling
Tammany Grant
Phillip Greenfield
Micaela Grimaldi
Jaime Guberman
Neal Gupta
Pranav Gupta
Shivang Gupta
Andrew Guro
Gabriel Allyn Koelbl Guzman
Joyce Hagans
Eugenie Claude Hagemann
Anteneh Hailu
Henry I. Hammett
Lu Han
Mollie Ayn Hardin
Bridget Harding
Deviika Harlalka
Hannah Rose Harmsz
Kereisha Earlene Harrell
Alexandra Paige Harris
Janay Monique Harris
Kayla Karrianne Harris
Daniel Wayne Hart
Nicholas Hawkins
Alida Rae Haworth
Jacqueline Marie Hayes
Kelsey Hayes
Jeffrey Haylon
Angela He
Dongxian He
Yang He
Zengqiangzi He
Rebecca Head
Gillian G. Hecht
William Heck
Hannah Helmy
Orli Tess Hendler
Jiwon Her
Mayelin Hernandez
Nellie Hernandez
David Edgar Hervey
Jacob Hess
Alexa Heather Hirschberg
Peter McCandlish Hoover
Robert James Hopenhajm
Greer Howard
Amelia Reid Howard
Veronica Lena Howell
Gabrielle Howes
Bcin Chen
Mingxia Hu
Gloria Huang
Jiangrui Huang
Katlyn Huang
Stanton Zhu Huang
Austin Morgan Hughes
Avery Patrece Hunter
Thomas H. Hunter IV
Heejin Hur
Katherine Yeejin Hur
Natalie Paige Hurlock
Kristian Hutchinson
Jijiyun Huang
Katherine Hyman
Yong Ho Brian In
Ana Serena Ioachimescu
Shafqat Jamila Islam
Isabella Maram Issa
Adam Iyob
Chelsea Ann Jackson
Peter Ryan Jackson
Emily Jacobs-Schwartz
James Ineui Jang
Jungha Jang
Jaime Enrique Jaramillo
Valerie Isha Jean
Tillie Kathryn Jenkins
Jonathan Jennings
Victoria Jeon
Emily McKenna Jewell
Wenchen Jiang
Soo Youn Jin
Anum A. Jiwani
Young Woo Jo
Kevin John
Ashley Jones
Chan Mi Joo
Meghan Jordan
Alex Bradley Josepher
Eunice Y. Jung
Gwiwoong Jung
John Jo eun Jung
Soohyung Jung
Shashank Kalanithi
Katherine Dianne Kallis
Jonathan L. Kaminski
Dong Woo Kang
Soo Min Kang
Jacob Nathaniel Kanter
Katherine Blair Kaplan
Kobi Samantha Kaplan
Sri Ram Sai Kari
Dekiva Katakya
Zoe Anastasia Katsamakis
Alexandra Jordan Katz
Eleni Faidra Kefalogianni
Selina Kelete
Katherine Edelen Kelley
Sarah Isabelle Kelley
Samantha Keng
Cale Thomas Kennedy
James Patrick Kennedy
Kristina Patricia Kennedy
Daniel Kerning
Zora C. Keshi
Noor Seher Khan
Raja Khuri
Carly Ryan Kies
Ivy Kilpatrick
Brian Joonku Kim
Dae Hee Kim
Dayyong Kim
David Youbin Kim
Geun Min Kim
Grace Yong eun Kim
Jason Saejin Kim
Jinsol Kim
Jun Hee Kim
Minjoo Kim
Patricia Kim
Sang Hyun Kim
Sharon J. Kim
Young Joo Kim
Charles King
Maja Knight
Melissa Leigh Koelsch
Eleanor Margaret Kohli
Pranati Ceshia Kohli
Gabriela Korobkov
Margarita Vika Korobkov
Carli Brooke Kovel
Jacquelyn Barbara Kraut
Hunter Caroline Kravitz
Amy Kriroshik
Frances Zenisek Krupkin
Bhavna Kumar
Isha Kumar
Sanjana Kumar
Shauna Rachel Kupershmidt
Sarvani Kuruganti
Leslie Kweon
Graham Stuart LaBran-Boyd
Matthew John LaMourie II
Thomas Lampeter
Lauren Elaine Landers
Anjali Rani Lankford
Lauren Elaine Landers
Jordana D’Neil Mancini
Samantha Manhan
Ambika Mann
Charles Mann
Nicola Marcucci
Cole Margol
Halle Elizabeth Markel
Blake Mars
James Martin
Chynna Martinez
William Alexander Martinez
Devin LeDruft Mashman
Divi Mathur
Kara Maynard
Maximilian Gerald Mazur
Nana Asembug Crystal
McBrown
Rhianne McCalip
Drew McCorm
Kenguavius Raekwon McCollum
Max Andrew McCrea
Joshua McEnroe
Kristin Anese McFadden
Jacob Magellen Meadows
Taylor S. Mealko
Ayush Narendra Mehta
Ye Lee
Monica J. Lefton
Jessica A. Leone
Brianha Helene Lesnick
Rebecca McKown Leussing
Julia Ellen Leventhal
Jessica Lauren Levine
Victoria Levy
Monet Nicole Lewis-Timmons
Sijing Li
Yichen Li
Zhuoya Li
Camila Liao
Emily Xi Lim
Allison Lin
I-Chiu Lin
Zehong Lin
Zehua Lin
Cooper A. Linn
Gregory Little
Xiyuan Liu
Cheng-Wei Lo
Tae hyun Lo
Rachel Pui Shi Loh
Victoria K. Lord
Deion Love
Olivia A. Lowery
Emmeline Luck
George Ray Ma
Aisha Mahmood
Anmol Mahntani
Alison Bao Tam Mai
Aneel Maini
Jeremy Andrew Male
Daivik Jawahar Malhotra
Srishti Malhotra
Shaheer Alam Mallick
Isabel Joy Malmazada
Michelle Megan Malimb
Angela Faith Mamaril
Jordana D’Neil Mancini
Sandra Manhan
Ambika Mann
Charles Mann
Nicola Marcucci
Cole Margol
Halle Elizabeth Markel
Blake Mars
James Martin
Chynna Martinez
William Alexander Martinez
Devin LeDruft Mashman
Divi Mathur
Kara Maynard
Maximilian Gerald Mazur
Nana Asembug Crystal
McBrown
Rhianne McCalip
Drew McCorm
Kenguavius Raekwon McCollum
Max Andrew McCrea
Joshua McEnroe
Kristin Anese McFadden
Jacob Magellen Meadows
Taylor S. Mealko
Ayush Narendra Mehta
Recipients of Degrees-in-Course

Neev Akshit Mehta
Amanda Noelle Melton
Adriana Isabel Mendez
Sahar Karim Merchant**
Catherine Margaret Messina
Keisha Michel
Melissa Mickiewicz
Deandre Miles
Alexandra Paige Miller
Brian Corey Miller
Kenedee Miller**
Tajae A. Mills**
Katarina Miranda
John S. Mizuki
Jamani Montague
Gigi Moody
Jee Young Moon*
Carly Sue Moore
Justin C. Moore**
Olivia Morgan
Sean Harrison Morgan**
Emily Mae Morse
Nicole Paradies Moscow
Christina Elisa Moulton
Falak Muhhammedi
Rebanta D. Mukherjee
Edward Joseph Munk
Julia Munslow
Jamison F. Murphy
Courtney Murray
Gretel Nakiyuka Nabeta
Sarah Mac Leod Nagle
Rusha Naik
Anish Reddy Nalla
Gloria Bomi Nam**
Subham Nandy
Sharon Nechemia
Esther Neibart
Leah Rebecca Neiman
Arielle J. Nelson
Vy Nguyen
Lawrence Samuel Nichamin
Margaux Nijkerk
Brittany June Nixon*
John Richard Nolan**
Megan Norris
Jennifer Johanna Norwalk
Caroline Nwanze
Clementina Afua Gyesswa
Nyanko
Christian Connor O’Connell
Andrea Ochoa Lozano**
Heayinwa Odelugo**
Judith Ogbue
Tomisin Ogunyansi
Onyinyechukwu Olive
Ohamadike
Nana Yaw Ohemeng-Tinyase
Kathleen Okeefe
Emma Olender
Timothy Anders Olsen
Abigail Helena Olson
Aspen Ono
Anisha Pal
Tenzin Palbar
Jayla Palmer
William Palmer
Luying Pan
Knika Pandey
Tejal Pandharpurkar
Emily Parent
Dennis Hoen Park**
Hannah Jin Park**
Heejin Park**
Kendall Erica Parks
Susanna Byrne Parrish
Anjali Maya Mahesh Patel
Ravi S. Patel
Shoba Samir Patel
Lindsay Patton
Margaret Elizabeth Pavleszek
Mário Roberto Perez
Timothy Galt Perkins
Joshua David Perlín
Hunter Phillip Perlman
Sean T. Perryman*
Amaya Shoshannah Phillips**
Jennifer Panin
Tameka Pierre-Jean
Stephanie Kristin Pintas
Manisha Piryani
Kelvin A. Pittman
Daniel Anthony Pizarro
Benjamin Max Polinsky
Brianna Shea Poovey*
Sydney Portugal
Hannah Eve Poss
Courtney Powell
Ashley Brooke Powers
Jordan Nicole Poyfair**
Thomas Nicholai Preiser**
Daniel Miguel Prettel
Garrett Foster Price*
Mickeal Prince
Ali Reza Punjani
Aashreen Puri
Harris Qazi
Jingyi Qi
Hans Létian Qu
Halsey Quinn
Rae Ra**
Elaina Rabinovitz
Ava Mary Raddatz
Jalyn G. Radziminski
Olivia Asha Ragoowansi
William Tyler Rains
Alisha Rajendran
Monisha Rallapalli
Taylor Nicole Randleman
Lydia Helen Rautman
Zoe Ravina
Julia Beckman Reagan
Zainab Rehman
Monae Reid
Robert Wilson Charles Reier
Sheridan Reilly
Emily Elizabeth Reinhard**
Danielle Reinaum
Jiying Ren
Shirley Ren
Alana Rettig
Jun Young Rhee**
Alexander D. Rickford
Navil Graciela Rivera**
Jimmie Earl Roberts*
Lucas Todd Roberts
Drew Michael Robinson**
William Joseph Rogers
Youngho Roh**
Devin Blaine Rome
McKenzie Paige Rome
Jonathan Eli Rosen
Rebecca Hanna Rosen
Jessica Lyn Rosenthal
Jake Nathan Rosmarin
Olivia Anna Rubin
Katherine Emily Russ
Marissa Louise Russell
Sameera Sahbarwal
Artshi Sairam
Monique Sofia Salazar
Kaelan Michael Saley
Alexis Nicole Salters
Paige San Felpe
Jose Antonio Sandoval-Ramirez
Jake Adam Sanger
David Elie Santos
Lesley Ann Santos*
Dwitiya Sapre
Daniel Cyrus Sasson**
Vivek Sawhney
Nathanial Sawyer
Heath David Saxnon*
Jay Samuel Schafer
Adam Lee Scharf
Adam Schenayder
Brady Schiffman
Caroline Murphy Schmidt*
Miakila Schmitt
Crawford Gregory Schneider
Alana Schoenhals
Ariana Schoenholz
Cecilia Benedictine Schramm
Bradley Schupack
Alexander Charles Schwartz*
Hannah Schwartz
Jason Robert Sell
Andy Mike Seraphin
Qasim Shafi
Aamir Salim Shah
Areeta Shah
Chenzhi Shen
Youjia Shen*
Chingwu Shang
Areeta Shah
Aamir Salim Shah
Bretton Sullivan
Olivia Anna Rubin
Jessica Lyn Rosenthal
Rebecca Hanna Rosen
Jonathan Eli Rosen
Monique Sofia Salazar
Alana Schoenhals
Ariana Schoenholz
Hannah Jin Park**
Hannah Skyhar**
Elizabeth Joyce Smedley
Danil Smirnov**
Brittany Smith
Destini Smith
Hannah Smith*
Kitaru Smith
Nikita Sogoloff
Shams Sohani
Gweneviere Nichole Sommer
Seung Kwon Son
Connie Jihyun Song
Claire Brennan Sontheimer
Antonio Sorregui
Angela Gabrielle Spears
Mathew Aaron Sperling
Cecily Michael Spindel
Ross A. Spock**
Victoria Sarah Steinberg
Brendon Charles Stern
Talia Stern
Maria Elizabeth Stetson
Margaret Stewart
Shellosi Shannon Stobb
Rhiannon S. Stone-Miller
Monica Rae Strayous
Marquavois Strozier
Rhett Murray Stuart
Bethany Brianne Studnicky*
Aileen Suh*
Nora Sullivan
Shane Lawrence Sullivan
Laurel Emmy Sutherland
Alexis Janay Sutton
Alexander Daniel Sweeting
Sharifa Sylvan
Spencer J. Taffet
Samantha Tall
Rabia Sundus Tameez
Mi Tang
Sibel Tanriyar
Michelle Tawil
Jacqueline Anne Teed
Harry Austryn Teplow
Tyler Russell Teresi
Yemisrach Sharew Teshome
Kathryn Marie Thiery*
Christopher Michael Thomas
Tristen Thompson
Hunter Thomson
Tian Tian
Alexandra Kristiana Tikka
Brian Tobias
Cooper Tollen**
Manda Torres
Anna Chun Li Tramposch
Emily Diem Tran
Kathryn A. Trinka
Zoe Simon
Devan Raj Singh
Priya Singh
Princess Faith Singleton
Rebecca Sirotta
Jacob Sii* *
Lila Ram Siwakoti**
Maria Sophia Skokanic*
Julia Skyhar**
Elizabeth Joyce Smedley
Danil Smirnov**
Brittany Smith
Destini Smith
Hannah Smith*
Kitaru Smith
Nikita Sogoloff
Shams Sohani

* graduated August 2017
** graduated December 2017
Samuel Mengesha Tsega  
Della Tufon  
Serik Tukupov**  
Janelle Laureen Turnquest  
Sabrina Zoe Udwin  
Victoria Umutoni  
Catherine Urban  
Jessica Urgo  
Margaret Emiko Vail  
Johnson Varghese  
Gabriel Vasconcelos  
Daenera Marissa Vazquez**  
Jacqueline Veliz  
Daniela Giovana Ventura  
Jacqueline F Verdin  
Hansine Vexlund  
Tal Corwin Vicario  
Caroline Elizabeth Wagner**  
Mark Gabriel Walden**  
Gordon Waldman  
Andrew Walker  
Jaleyah Destiny Walker  
Montee J. Walker  
Loi A. Walsh*  
Hebing Wang*  
John Wang  
Lanqing Wang  
Liv Nakamura Wang  
Peter Wang  
Tianshu Wang  
Yiran Wang*  
Yujing Wang  
Megan Virginia Waples  
Mallory Claire Warman  
Sara Alexa Waxman  
Sophie Faye Wecht  
Lauren Britann Weems  
Morgan Weinstein  
Sierra Weiss  
Matthew Lawrence Whitwell  
Jamila I. Wiggins  
Caroline Joy Wilkerson  
Aidan Patrick Williams  
Iman Kai Williams**  
Lagena Williams  
Raewnon Malik Williams  
Tyler Brandon Willrich  
Belen Wilson  
Tyler Benjamin Wilson**  
Brandon Robert Wood  
Max R. Wood  
Alex Woodward  
Andi Xu  
Jaiming Xu  
Yicheng Xu*  
Yifan Xuan**  
Yukun Yan  
Chen Yang*  
Yiqing Yang  
Lik Yau**  
Leila Tiffany Yavari  
Young Ye  
Ruoyun Yin  
Ana Yoo  
Huisub Yoon**  
Hyuk-Jin Yoon  
Christopher Michael Young*  
Mikaela Young  
Roy Alvin Young II**  
Lisa Kristi Yu  
Elizabeth Yusupova**  
Rostam Zafari**  
Charles Zakkour**  
Cristian Ricardo Zaragoza  
Aijing Zhang  
Mengyi Zhang*  
Qingwan Zhang  
Shiqi Zhang  
Tian Zhang*  
Zihao Zhang*  
Zuoyu Zhang  
Qing Zhao  
Silin Zheng**  
Siqi Zheng  
Zeyu Zhong  
Maxiaoyun Zhou*  
Xinyi Zhou*  
Helen Zhu  

**BACHELOR OF SCIENCE**

Caroline Abbott  
Abdella A. Abdushukur*  
Marissa Ann Adams  
Dorcas Adetokumbo Adedoja  
Asher Ades  
Kikelola Ann Afolabi-Brown  
Kelsey Alexander  
Raviteja Alla  
Brandon Amirian  
Isaac James Evans Andrade  
Michael Anthony Andrews  
Tyler Jacob Angert  
Hiroo Aoyama  
Melissa A. Ardizzzone  
Caitlyn Ann Arno  
Maureen Ascona  
Kavita Ravindra Athalye  
Abigail R. Bacharach  
Jennifer Badash  
Konya Badsa  
Lucy Hribar Baker  
Justin Rakesh Baman  
Natalie Helene Bauer  
Lilah Lynn Bedrossian  
Elizabeth V. Belenky  
Maria Diana Berce*  
Alex Rose Berman  
Cristina Isabel Besosa Gomez  
Rajit Bhandari  
Sahiyah Bharwani  
Hannah Rulan Billings  
Adarsh Bindal  
Robert Austin Blom  
Benjamin Kichline Bolte  
Kristian Riley Book  
Christian Botz-Zapp  
Halle Bradshaw  
Adrian Clifford Brooks  
Alexandra Leigh Brown  
Alicia Alexis Brown  
Bethany Hope Brown  
Maxwell Dylan Brown  
Fan Bu  
Sarah K. Burzynski  
Bethany Cagle**  
Diana Anna Caglierio**  
Nan Cao  
Yulei Cao  
Robert Owen Cash  
Karina Mingyan Chan*  
Mandy Mei-Ying Chan  
Phat Ly Chang  
Zachary T. Charif  
Sofia Charlot  
Emily K. Chastain*  
Neeraj Singh Chawla  
Lily Chen  
Mengxin Chen  
Sijia Cheng  
Raveena Chhibber  
Yoon Seok Cho**  
Mi Hyun Choi**  
Juliana Christmas  
Crystal Hope Chu  
Che Yeol Chun  
Carrie Elizabeth Ciccotello  
Dwight Clark  
Elin Cristina Connolly  
Ronald Max-Edward Cornely  
Tessa Cotron*  
Christina Karen Crawford  
Emily Bridget Crawford  
Jake Patrick Cronin  
Madison Ann Dalton  
Kara Marie Danielczuk  
Georges Daoud  
Enakshi Das  
Tyler Debbie**  
Kevin Delijani  
Marika Deliyanii  
Madeline Renee Deshazer  
Long Di  
Idiatou B. Diallo  
Robert Dicks  
Claire Dillenbeck  
Louis Truong Do  
Ana Dobrta  
Zachary James Donato  
Javier Enrique  
Donestevez antunano  
Yijun Dong  
Aakash Doshi  
Kora Elizabeth-Zeeb Dreiffs  
Teresa M. Durham  
Katherine L. Duval  
Krishna Marie Eichamer  
Robert Eisenman  
Taylor Alyse Eisenstein  
Daniel Elchediak  
Zarifa Eshova  
Mario Javier Espinosa Palacios  
Sanghyun Eun**  
Katherine Ewan  
Malvonia Exume  
Andrew Favre  
Richard Feng  
Paula Fernandez Begne  
Erica Marie Fischer  
Katelyn Elizabeth Flaherty  
Sarah Grace Flanders  
Rhea Fogla**  
Julie Fowler  
Divine Joseph Francis  
Samantha Lejay Franco**  
Bessie Frias  
Adam Isaac Friedman  
Shelby Fruge  
Weibo Fu  
Xiaochao Fu**  
Katherine Gabay  
Apoorva Gangavelli**  
Jeff Gao  
Elizabeth Garrett-Currie  
Jordan George  
Trishanne Daynia Gillings  
Jonathan Palmer Giuliano  
Akash R. Gogate  
Ilana Michelle Goldberg  
Michael Alexander Goldberg  
Chiara Gonzales-Portillo  
Kavelle Syra Gosine**  
Zaina Gowani  
Tal Dvora Greber  
Katelyn E. Green  
Eric Daniel Greenberg Goldy  
Michael Ronald Stanley Grenon  
Feichi Gu  
Anwesha Guha  
Thoran Gundala  
Runchou Guo  
Anna Katherine Gurney  
You Na Ha**  
Haley Elizabeth Haas  
Abby Christine Hackl  
Selaem Hadera  
Karly Nicole Hampshire**  
Paavali Akseli Hannikainen  
Sixing Hao  
Rajashree Hariprasad  
Mitchell Harmon  
Wesley Duncan Harmon  
Morad Ihab Hassan  
Kathryn Hatch  
Winston Y. He  
Xun He  
Ian L. Heaven  
Cristin Rebecca Hendrickson  
Edward Hernandez  
Ellisen Emile Herndon  
Erik Joseph Herslbs  
Lindsay Hexter  
Shannon Catherine Hill  
Jerry Ho  
Allison Holmes  
Daisha Holton  
Gordon Hong  
Tsisn Anbessa Horra*  
Abigail Anne Hotaling  
Lillan Theresa Hough  
Austin Howell  
Sharon Lee Hsieh  
Grace June Hsu**  
Gordon Fan Huang**
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* graduated august 2017
** graduated december 2017

Lei Huang
Matthew Huang
Sarah Hunter-Chang
Cheston Husein
Kenechi Ike Ijemere
Harini L. Indrakrishnan
Torrin Jacobsen
Madison Jacobson
Sanya Jafar
Neesha Zulfiakar Jahani
Naman Jain
Yifei Jian
Alan Jiang*
Hang Jiang
Lisa Wang Jin*
Mengtian Jin
Hannah Katherine Johnson
Jacob L. Johnon
Dalia Mariama Joiner
Miles Bayard Jones
Garrett Jordan
Verka Elena Williams Jordanov
Lina Mohamoud Jowhar
Ryan David Joye
Se Min Jung
Yunju Jung
Amanda Lee Kadesky
Ruth A. Kahsay
Emily Kassii
Andrew Samir Kaldas
Ann Ke Kan
Josheer Kang
Taseen Karim
Sarah Grace Katznelson
Quintin James Kauchick
Junyuan Ke
Olivia Susanna Keck
Timot Kellermayer
Parisa Keshavarz-Joud
Yasamin Elahi Khansari
Evan J. Kiely**
Daniel Keeha Kim
Dooyeol Kim
Hannah Kim
Hyun Woo Kim
Junghyun Kim**
Michael Peng Kim
Ryan June Kim
Yedarm Kim
Vishaal Kondoor
Geethika Koppisetty
Caroline Heather Korry
Alexis Marilyn Korman
Bharat Koti*
Nicholas James Kuek
Kaela L. Kuichoua
Yaw Kumi-Ansu
Sang Don Kwan
Thomas Hyuk-Min Kwon**
Maya Lakshman*
Rebecca Michelle Lebeaux
Chelsea Elisabeth Lee
Euijung Lee
Jae Wook Lee
Joseph Ching Yueng Lee
Kathleen Min Lee
Timothy Kim Lee
Mary Leibold
Adoniass C. Lemma
Kennedy Cymone Lewis
Alina Binbin Li
Jeffrey Zhao Yu Li
Mengxiao Li
Yicong Li
Yiwen Li**
Jonathan Huang Liang
Chandler Harrison Lichtefeld**
Eleanor Katherine Light
Natavla Neiva Lima
Alex Lin**
Julie Lin**
Valerie Linck
Hannah Linsenbaum
Alexander George Liu
Justin Liu
Pai Liu
Solana Faith Liu
Yuhgene Liu
Madeline Long
Daniel Joseph Lor
Jeffrey Conner Lowenthal
Kevin Tran Lu
Bei Luo
Yizi Lyu
Kaixin Ma
Millie Ma**
Aditya Vardhan Maheshwari
Mansi Maimi
Shaan Malani
Geethika Malla
Saritha Mangones
Mehtab Manji**
Samir Martin
Margaret Olivia Martinez
Kariana Martinez Bauza
Austin Matese
Haley Elisabeth Matthews
Nolan Mitchell Mattingly
Anna Maria Mayrand
Jamelia Mays
Micaela V. McCall
Jason Timothy McCartney
Jennifer Ann McGuire
Samarth Satish Medakkar
Jose Medina
Sakshi Mehta
Michelle Elise Menzies
Tian Mi
Dina Michael*
Garet Michael**
Marija Milisavljevic*
Jenny Miller
Agnes Min**
Jennifer Saebouly Min
Miranda Mitchell
Matthew David Morales*
Katharine Morford
Alona Mostowy
Asher Paul Mouat
Marion R. Muller
Pratyusha Mutyala*
Almas Myrzatay
Ryan Nachwalter
Purva Parvathy Nagarajan
Amelia Nahum**
Rahul Jayachandran Nair
Vikrant Nallaparaju**
Salik Naqvi
Meagan K. Naraine**
Sophia Nemeth
Nancy Nguyen
Parker P. Nguyen
Gulinigeer Nurikemu**
Elizabeth Anne O’Gorman
Theodora Tiffany O’Leary
Melis Odabas-Geldiad
Nahom Terri Ogazghi*
Tochukwu Ossahunw
Eddy Cristian Ortega
Oluobusola Osunsanya
Alan Jake Otsuki
Sean Pack**
Sahar Panjwani
Analia Parana
Niharika Parashar*
Priyal Parikh**
Isaac S. Park
Jubilee Yuna Park
Shiloka Parvatrao
Julia Paster
Janica Patel
Jay Patel
Neal Kartik Patel
Nirali Rajen Patel
Shail Patel
Shiven Patel
Eli Patt
Jessica Pei
Ranjit Pelia
Athira Penghat
Lilann Perez
Bradley Pogostin
Taylor Morgan Pohl
Sonali Sanjay Ponkshe
Joshua Robert Daniel Porto
Traculja Powell
Nisha Prasad
Saqib Qadir
Chengyang Qian
Zheng Qiao
Ashwin Ragupathi
Saadman N. Rahman
Lokita Rajan
Sunidhi Ramesh
Mario E. Ramirez
Shambavi Jay Rao
Eva Florence Rapp**
Cybele Reed
Samantha Resin**
Laura Morgan Reynolds
Dorothy Rhee
Ashley Nicole Rhodes
Briana Tawan Richardson
Adam Michael Ring
Madeleine Marie Robert
Tera Malia Robison
Wendy J. Rodriguez*
Gabriela Rodriguez Bencochea
Pamela Nicole Romero
Kwame Amancio Romero-sackey
Damon Routzhzn
Jasper Rubin-Sigler
Gabrielle Rudolph
Areanna Sabine
Sarika Sachdeva
Anita Safronkena
Ken Saito
Daniel Cristian Salgueiro
Adam Cary Sanders
Carolyn Breuna Sanders
Jenna Shari Sands
Laura Ann Santangelo
Taylor Schaetzle
Hillary Paige Schlosser*
Mia Schoening
Cassidy Nicole Schwartz
Monica Schweitzer
Lara Annika Schwieger
Jasmine Nicole Scott
George E. Segovia
Tarrek Alexander Shaban*
Jimmy Shah
Nilang Nandlal Shah
Gulrukhd Shaheen
Zayan Shamayeen
Bharath Ramananathan Shankar**
Alec Paul Shannon
Danylo Shapovalov
Ayushi Dutt Sharma
Monica Sharma
Yu Shi**
Hannah Lee Ruechel Shields
Jiyoon Shin
Neelal Shukla**
Arianna Leigh Sidoti
Juliette Silverman
Matthew Gabriel Simkus
Grant Matthew Singer
Esha Singhal
Michelle Skelton
Alexandre Freddy Smadja
Christine Marie Smith
Houston Hartwell Smith
Oliver Smith
Lindsey Joy Sniffen
Antonios Sparakis
Patrick James Speck
Jenani Sriyevyanth
Any Arikureja
Nicole Stangl*
Jacqueline Laughlin Steele
Alexandra Stein
Andrew Henry Stewart
Adriana Marlene Stwers
Sarah Ann Strausser
Gabrielle Rose Strawach
Ryan Grant Strickland
Margaret Ellen Studard
Fan Sun
Jiaxi Sun
Wen Hao Sun
Vignesh Sundaram
Rishabh J. Surana
Grace Swaim
Recipients of Degrees-in-Course

Tarun Swaminathan
Bethanie Tabachnik
Austin Talis
Claudia Tan**
Michelle Anne Mercado Tan*
Zhixin Tan
Weixing Tang
Kenyanne Nicole Taylor
Elizabeth Teng
Alvin C. Thampalakattu
Lekha Thangada
Jude Perry Tharp**
Sonum Tharwani
Kayla R. Theilig
Matthew R. Thoburn**
Kia Daja-Kathryn Thomas
Taylor Lauren Thomas*
Jessica Todd
Ph T. Trac*
Phuong Tran
Sarah Tran**
Christopher Ching-En Tseng
Matthew Tucker**
Somtochukwu Ukwuani
Matthew David Ulmer**
Simrun Uppal
Marguerite Ruth Van Zijl
Divya Veludhandi
Anisha Verma
Rashika Verma
Paul Vienhage
Jessica Rose Vissicchio
Daijeonna Walker
Amy Meng Wang
Bingran Wang
Danyang Wang
Emily G. Wang
Patrick Ming Wang
Runye Wang
Sophia Lin Wang**
Wenxuan Wang**
Yingxuan Wang**
Yuqian Wang
Pasang Wangmo
Mackenzie Nicole Weeks
Scott A. Weitzner
Addison Lynn Welch
Alea Whitehead
Peter-Jon Christopher Williams**
Shamala Aliehs Williams
Charis N. Willshire
Vinura Withanawasam
Katherine June Woolard*
Yibo Wu
Yuxuan Wu
Zhangyi Wu**
Junyan Xia
Qian Xiao
Weiyi Xiao
Weikai Xu
Xiaoyu Xu**
Chenxin Yan**
Ryan Z. Yang
Samuel Hyun Yang*
Shaocheng Yang
Shuoyuan Yang

Xuan Yang
Yating Yang
Yi Yang
Yecheng Yao
Tristan Skye Yates
Kara Ye
Sarah Ye
Eukyung Yang
Benjamin Aaron Yosen
Sun Kyung Youm
Paul Garris Young
Julia Yu
Junchu Zeng
Caroline Zhang
Chao Zhang
Dawei Zhang
Melissa Zhang**
Shuohao Zhang
Weixi Zhang
Xiancong Zhang
Xiaoyi Zhang
Zhu Zhang
Jingru Zhao
Lijing Zhao
Wenda Zheng
Youyun Zheng
Sheng Zhong
Ethan Zhou
Heng Zhou
Huiying Zhu**
Marko Alexander Zотовic**
Jessica Zuluaga

Oxford College

Associate of arts degree candidates were presented by Dean Douglas A. Hicks on Saturday, May 12, at Oxford College in Oxford, Georgia; conferral of the degrees by the president.

FACULTY MARSHALS
Susan Youngblood Ashmore
M. Eloeise Brown Carter

STUDENT MARSHALS
Ashruth Baimeedi Reddy
Savannah G. White

School of Medicine

Presentation to the president, by Dean Vikas P. Sukhatme, of candidates for the degrees of bachelor of medical science, master of medical science, doctor of medicine, and doctor of physical therapy; conferral of the degrees by the president.

FACULTY MARSHALS
Nancy J. Newman
William M. McDonald
Laura L. Zajac-Cox

STUDENT MARSHALS
Andrew Joseph Ritter
Bahman Mokhtari

Bachelor of Medical Science

Mychal Breja Abbott
Jesse Orville Boilemon
Shawntae Nicole Brown
Mason Bumgarner
Jada Shavale Butler
Niroobi Askia Carodine
Kayanl Frances Chauvin
Clifton Ray Davis
Helen Florence Donnelly
Clayton Parker Gunter
Hayley Valentine Hammerly
Lauren Parisa Hashemijam
Charis Haugen
Ashanti Fatai Irving
Randy Love
Jami Lee McConnell
Tiffani R. McConnell
Bahman Mokhtari
Bakhitaraw Nadeem
Sarah Ann Pearson
Kaila Michele Pennington
Kaitlin Elizabeth Scheible
Brandon Robert Smith
John-Thomas Stokes
Jasmine Mercedes White

Master of Medical Science

Andrew Robert Anderson*
Carla Jean Anderson**
Katherine Anderson**
Julie T. Baker**
Austen Ford Benton**
April Dawn Bieber**
Synchonym Kurin Birth**
Joseph John Borrollo III**
Thomas E. Brenner*
Christina Michelle Broom**
Jamar Revelle Brown**
Charity Burden**
Tamara E. Butterworth*

Catherine Nowell Cameron**
Joseph M. Carlson*
Corey Daniel Carson**
Corey Allen Carver**
Han Chao
Stephen Anthony Chauvinand*
Layne Catherine Christensen
Jonathon Lee Christiansen**
Kayla M. Cordell*
Dillon Davis
Janette L. Dimonda
Tracey Eng*
Jordan Anne Estes**
Nicole Marie Fava**
Meghan M. Fowler*
Emily Anne Gaunt*
Anne Michelle Gaston**
Kevin William Gleim**
Taylor Nicole Gomez
Eva Goujian**
Jessica Lida Guadagno**
Steven D. Harris*
Alyssa Suzanne Hemmen**
Andres F. Hernandez**
Julio Angel Hernandez**
Rebecca Hicks
Joanna Olsen Higgins*
Sai Kit J. Ho*
Sally D. Hoang*
David Andrew Hovecar**
Cody James Holloway**
Samuel Robert Jackson**
Scott Patrick Jarvis*
Travis David Johnson*
Lucas Johnston*
Caren Leslie Kaplan*
Joel Bradley Kazinicz*
Amy M. Lee**
Amanda Blair Lewis**
Chava Lewis*
Meredith C. Lewis**
Nicole LeAnne Lindsey**
Rachel Elizabeth Logan
Abigail J. Lopez*
Laina Lusk
Taylor Mastin*
Brian McDaniels
Colin B. McKenna*
Rebecca Newton*
Jennifer Whitney O'Donnell**
Pamela E. O'Steen*
Megan Renee Pickerill**
Sarraah Pitman**
Cindy K. Poovey*
Jamie A. Quinones**
Adam Racowsky**
Daniel Jacob Reichman**
Elizabeth Lane Ringer**
Alfred Rodriguez**
Leslie Rose Roney*
Matthew Albert Rossi
Michael Edward Rubio**
Jennifer K. Rush*
Yvonne Rush**
Roa Sadat
Rebecca Elizabeth Saleet*

*GRADUATED AUGUST 2017
**GRADUATED DECEMBER 2017
Recipients of Degrees-in-Course

Karissa Anne Sampson
Michelle Elizabeth Sheppard*
Abigail Elaine Smith**
Robin Kandl Spierer*
Cameron L. Story*
Kimberly Jean Thiel**
Darel A. Thomas*
Omoyakide M. Thomas*
Tommy Duy Tran*
Rachel Elizabeth Van Dyken**
Manuel Eduardo Vargas*
Sarai Lissette Vargas-Vera**
Janice Varkey*
James M. Violante**
Karen Elizabeth Wernke
Sheena Annynce White**
Tiffany Yip
Brittany Szabo Young**
Natalia Maria Zaparaniuk**
Tamar Zwick**

Doctor of Medicine

Michael Appeadu
Kirsten Mary Baecher
Vijay Balakrishnan
Daniel Alllyn Barron
Amelia Baxter-Stoltzfus
J. Taylor Bellamy
Steven Eli Benatar
Ross Warren Bittman
Conner Blackwell
Allison Lee Boden
Lauren Mary Boden
Stephanie Ann Boden
Meredith Bowen
Callan Berkeley Brownfield
Sarah Michele Capelouto
Malcolm Carson
Hope Caughron
Melissa Karman Chan
Bryce Chiang
Joseph Sung Cho
Rewa Choudhary
Karen Chu
Jesse Codner
James Scott Cordova
Olivia Mary D’Angelo
Alexander William Daguanno
Rachel Danzig
Jennifer Marie Davis
Michael James Davis
John William Diehl
Eric Stephen Dilbone
Grace Elizabeth Duininck
Sarah Catherine Dupont
Andrew Joseph Ebner
Austin Marie Eckhoff
Rachel Eisenstadt
Deandra Patrina Ellis
Melanie Ann Frank
Patrick Francis Fras
Jordan Nathaniel Gallegos
Melat Alemu Gebre
Austin Campbell Gitomer
Max Lloyd Goldman
Jordan Goldstein
Jennifer Lyn Grant
Cailey Jean Guercio
Sameer H. Halani
Tucker Hartley
Elizabeth Brookings Hastie
Margot Murhane Hillyer
Cory Michael Hoeferlin
Jennifer Ying Hong
Derek Evan Hsu
Lauren Elizabeth Hudson
Sarah Streeter Hutcheson
Elizabeth Marie Ilfrig
Allison Kazumi Ikeda
Aryan Jallivand
Aileen Catherine Johnson
Rahul Jiju Joseph
Miakela Katz
John James Kelly
Zachary Alec Kelly
Payton Demi Kendersky
Alexander James Kiener
Juhee Joyce Kim
Zoe Marga Kopp
Brennan David Kruszewski
Arun Ramesh Kumar
Sarayu Kumar
Jessica Yasmine Labib
Madeline Mari Laguna
Jason John Lamanna
Samantha Leigh Lammie
David Edward Lee
Natalie Hannah Levey
Albert Liao
Wen Liu
Kevin Man Hin Luk
Ian Mahoney
Ariel Nasim Majidi
Kylee Lynn Martens
Ryan John Martinez
Sarah Alexandra McCord
Rachel Pearl McDiehl
William Maffitt McDonald II
Richard Anthony Meena
Twinkle Mehta
Kevin Richard Melnick II
Mary Elizabeth Michaels
Christopher Glenn Miller
Mark Morel Jr.
Danielle Antoinette Morrison
Jill Louise Morsberger
Thomas Richard Mulvey
Spencer Ng
Andrew Christopher Nickel
Grace Jinyoung Oh
Melissa Soo-Yung Oh
Terese Young Oh
Karanbir Singh Padda
Kishen Patel
Ryan Patton
Madison Leigh Paul
Sheri-Ann Olivia Peckham
Katherine Marantz Penziner
Lucas Ryan Philipp
Matthew Nicholas Pieters
Emily Poindexter
Aditya Shitalkumar Rali
Gina Christine Ramirez
Rahul Milind Rege
Jonathan Bierenbaum Reichstein
Emily Margaret Reilly
Sarah Bolan Reingold
Andrew Joseph Ritter
Margaret Rose Salinger
Julia Anne Saltalamacchia
Andrew Chapman Saxson
Layal Sarah Sayegh
Julia Rachel Schiff
Kenneth Shen
Constance Scott Harrell
Shreekengost
Benjamin Irving Siegel
Diane Towako Siegel
Graham Hatch Smith
William Rudolph Smith V
Sarah Lynn Soffer
Robert M. Spandorfer
Ethan Jesse Speir
Patrick Strickland
Melissa Anne Taylor
William Jackson Taylor
Keval Tilva
Ankita Tippur
Brian C. Traub
Jack Kuang Tung
Brianna Lysbeth Vey
Giacomo Colver Waller
Tiffany Wang
Gabriella Fallon Waserstein
Kobena Waters
Emily Anne Whicker
Lisa Kanata Wong
So Young Yim
Christina Marie Mariolana Zoccoli**

Doctor of Physical Therapy

Nathalie Angel
Kara Marie Arps
Victoria Christine Baker
Max Joseph Barron
Amanda Colette Bastien
Katie Beth Bauer
Cairlyn Marie Behling
Danielle Evelyn Borthwick
Daniel J. Brandon
Laynie Elizabeth Brown
Mackenzie Chrisco
Aijalon Justan Cobb
Lauren Ann Coggins
Alyssa Darice Collier
Ann Colonna
Katelyn Lee Corridon
Jennifer Lindsay Delman
Meredith Garner Denton
Kimberly Lynell Dietrich
Lindsay Ann Dode
Alec Faust
Lauren Hamann
Gillian Marie Harper

Hannah Margaret Hudson
Matthew Richard Ina
Kierstan Jacobs
Jynelle Rhea Jarvis
Nina Marie Kansagra
Peyton Rose Kelly
Andrew David Kerschner
Joshua Thomas Konantz
Deborah Lynn Korzun
Julienne Lambert
Grace Kelli Lancaster
Kathrine Mallard Meacham
Clarissa Ann Myers
Shivani Minish Patel
Katy Petrie
Samuel Joseph Recinos
Grace Reed
Melanie Rezaie
Diane Margaret Rich
Emily Riff
Nathalie Michelle Rosales
Alexa Rose
Daniel Richard Ryan
Vincent August Santucci
Anne Grace Schmidtke
Camille Amanda Silverman
Jessica Emily Simon
Susan Su
Alexis Brianne Theuring
Stephanie Lynn Tirado
Kelsey Nicole Tigjen
Kevin Bernard Tolbert
Stefanie Lynn Tschoeke
Curtis Chad Twitchell
Brittany Ufret
Anna Quinn Unger
Berkeley Van Dyke
Tanya Iqbal Virani
Molly Patria Volden
Elizabeth Irene Weber
Mary Alice White
Jayme Lauren Zedrow
Mary Rose Ziomba

Nell Hodgson Woodruff School of Nursing

Presentation to the president,
by Dean Linda A. McCauley,
of candidates for the degrees
of bachelor of science in
nursing, master of science in
nursing, and doctor of nursing
practice; conferment of the degrees
by the president.

Faculty Marshals
Corrine Ann Abraham
Dian Evans
LisaMarie Wands

Student Marshals
Kathryn Gretchen Dirks
Stefka Mentor

* graduated August 2017
** graduated December 2017
BACHELOR OF
SCIENCE IN NURSING

Carolyn Lee Evans**
Anita Diane Faulkner
Sarah Febres-Cordero*
Ivey Feldman*
Monica Bailey Feldman
Allison Marie Fialkowski*
Audrey Ann Fisher
Glynnis Anne Flanigan*
Isa Natan Flores
Cara Joy Flouny**
Madison Floyd**
Juliana Foster**
Angela Marie Fregeolle*
Camille Elizabeth Garcia*
Melissa Garner
Aimee Anne Gayette*
Langston Lorenzo Geddis**
Meghan Marie Gibson*
Emma Katherine Gingrich
Logan Glenn
Sarah Nicole Goldberg*
Lauren Ruth Goldman
Megan Darleen Goldston
Cameron Lawrence Goller*
Savannah Farrington Gray
Caroline Elizabeth Groover**
Faye B. Grossblatt*
Alexa Gunsoley
Kaitlin Marie Hafer**
Christina Theresa Hagan*
Jessica Noel Haley*
Allison Renee Heinrich*
Sarahanne Herbert*
Jenna Nicole Hernandez
Sarah Jo Hewett**
Cailin Ann Holle*
Katherine Elizabeth Howard
Xiqin Huang
Danielle Lauren Hunt*
Henry Miguel Pereira
"Hutchinson"
Margaret Sun Young Hung**
Sunju Hwang**
Sae Hae Jeong
Shehzeen Nadirshah Jessani*
Gabrielle Lane John
Amanda Kathryn Jordan*
Sarah Marie Julius
Yeon Jung
Annie Kathleen Kagel**
Sarah Kang*
Sarah Syouyang Kang
Brenna Kass*
Kathryn Kavadellas**
Courtney Nicole Keene**
Andy Kim*
Jongrook Kim
Alexander William King
Nova Kinser
Carly Erin Knowles**
Madyson Jo Kovac

Benadette Kozien**
Asia Erin Kwan**
Mallory Ann Lacy
Xiaomiao Lan Pidhayni**
Brooke Alexandra Larson
Anna Elisabeth Leake**
Stephanie Lee**
Margaret Jesse Leith**
Grace Olivia Lewis*
Wendy Li*
Hong Lin
Ximming Liu
Catherine Abernethy Long
Colette Lauren Long*
Jenna Maizes
Ellena Elizabeth Malek**
Jennifer Wahida Mandhai**
Dayana Regis Marc*
Rachel Marlin
William Hiroshi McNaney*
Josie McElveen**
Ariel Sarah McKenzie
Colin Jude McNamara*
Kiara Xavier McNamara
Maggie Rose McNamara**
Stefka Mentor
Mackenzie Kate Miller*
Kaitlin Suzanne Mills*
Helen Milner**
Aaron Anthony Montgomery
Oliveira Kristine Morton
Nicole Christine Munz**
Alice Murnen**
Audrey Myers
Hien T. Nguyen**
Lauren Nicole Noble
Tara Nicole Noorani*
Jessica Sahar Nooriel
Joseph Olson**
Maabena Achiamaa
"Owusu-Frempeh"
Jin Joo Pearl Park**
Madison Lenn Perdue**
Nury Perez-Martinez
Lisa Mai Thi Pham**
Grace Ann Pixler
Jessica Pont**
Emma Claire Prasher*
Priscilla Quach**
Julia Coleman Quinn*
Amelia Rose Remiarz*
Lindsey Rex*
Kimberly Reynolds
Matthew James Rodriguez*
Cara Beth Rogers**
Alice Elizabeth Roll
Sonia A. Ros
Jasmine Rowlett**
Madeleine Liu Rutledge*
Aliyah Mariam Saadeen
Parissa Kimia Salimian*
Victoria Marie Sandor**
Mary Caroline Sant
David Ryan Schwartz**
Kathryn Ann Seeger*
Meghan Elizabeth Seery**
Sophie Rose Shiere*
Sarah Elizabeth Shochat**
Akriti Singh**
Tya C. Skinner
Kara Slavoski*
Jamie Michelle Smith
Shannon Snyder*
Natalie Souther**
Halle Sovich
Kimberly Hope Spence-Jensen*
Brandon Lee Spratt*
Richelle Stephanie St. Louis
Fallon Josephine Stanley**
John Lee Stanton Jr.*
Meredith Clair Stevens*
Helen Su**
Ellen Christina Taraschi*
Patrick Samuel Teixeira II*
Elizabeth Ashley Tepe**
Korrine Eileen Terrosi*
Jasmine Thomas*
Grace Elizabeth Thompson*
Margaret Alexander Thompson**
Anthony Allen Thomason
Elana Trinh**
Matthew Arthur Christopher Valante*
Lauren Elizabeth Verity*
Carissa Ann Vhyonsky*
Taylor Ruth Wainer
Sarah Eleanor Warshaw*
Catherine L. Wei
Katherine G. West*
Rose Danielle White**
Elizabeth Harden Wisebram**
Hagueренesh Polvdeyohannes
Cory Robert Woodyatt**
Betty Wright**
Kelsey Xu
Jessica Yang
Liviana Behm Yannicelli
Jenny Yujeon Ye
Savannah Margaret Young**
Caroline Victoria Zamprogno
Kaile Hannah Zaretsky*
Zeyu Zhang
David Zhao*
Jordan Ansley Zielinski*
Genevieve Marie Zock

MASTER OF
SCIENCE IN NURSING

Amanda Jane Aile**
Orisweyinimi Akinlua
Nnaemeka G. Anosike**
Meredith Grace Arevalo**
Caroline Ashby Assnik
Keren Beltran
Carly Mackenzie Bernard**
Kathryn Anne Bland**
Nicola Donna Maria Bramwell**
Katya Monet Brickman**
Jennifer L. Brousseau*
Brendan Paul Butler**
Emory University Commencement 2018

Recipients of Degrees-in-Course

Michelle Carranza**
Margaret Faye Carrillo**
Janelle Louise Celaya**
Xi Chen**
Nicole Renee Cholakian**
Christine Chong**
Thasha Ann Chu**
Mckenzie Elizabeth Clark**
Jacqueline Clute**
Chemise Latonya Curry**
Keely Anne Darnell**
Kathryn Kim Devillers**
Roma Desai**
Kathryn Dirks
Mary Frances Doss**
Akeela Doss**
Brittany Marie Dupree
Brittany Allyce Eddy**
Lisa Emily Erlanger**
Caroline Victoria Fore**
Ashlee Lynn Forrester**
Amanda Leanne Freeman**
Lindsay Blair Fuson**
Kathryn Taylor Garren**
Allie Taylor Gilbert**
Rebecca Michelle Gloss**
Laura Gomez-Colin**
Kamlia Nicola Gonzales**
Taylor Breann Gonzalez**
Michael Halder**
Geoffrey Michael Hall**
Kari Hartfeld
Christine Mary Higgins
Adam Hoffman**
Samantha Marie Hydes**
Jan Johnson**
Brittany Lynne Jackson**
Savanna Katherine Jensen**
Ryan Paul Johnson**
Jerrica Lynn Kallio**
Allison M. Kamm**
Cortney Morgan Kaniewski**
Erika C. Kinman**
Hannah Lake-Rayburn
Mark Lamb**
Melissa J. Leake**
Marcia Lorraine Lewis**
Aylin Lazara Lopez**
Michelle Monique Loria**
Lixuan Ma**
Erin Mabile**
Christopher Martinborough**
Kelsey Mastin
Hope Margaret Meushaw**
Cara Nachtmann**
Thuy-An Hoang Nguyen**
Nadine A. Noelting**
Tamara J. Noy**
Madison Emily Olkes**
Michelle Orovatz**
Lindsay Michele Owens**
Demery Paladichuk**
Ekraa Patel**
Erica Doncel Patton
Matthew Joseph Perri
Allison Bess Perry
Anna Rebecca Pestine**
Emily Peterson**
Jexandria Dominique Prince**
Tammy Lawrence Ralston**
Kristine Marie Raynard**
Haley Danea Reid**
Alicia Reznick
Cheri Denise Robison**
Lisa Samples**
Anna Scioritno**
Brian Joseph Sestrich**
Nicole Natascha Shojaei**
Kathleen Ison Siangho
Deborah Ritzenberg Silverstein**
Joya Michelle Smith**
Marissa Storms
Cele Sabado Tan**
Andrea Thomas Tanner**
Jennifer Taylor**
Marissa Marie Terry**
Kathleen Thompson**
Taylor Victoria Thompson**
Carolene T. Vaughn**
Chelsea Rae Velovich
Kristen Mary Walters**
Jacqueline Wieting**
Bryan Wimbish**
Angela Lynn Wittenaue**
Meng-Chieh Yang**
Elizabeth Maria Zarantonello

Doctor of Nursing Practice

Justin James Gianniny
Deena Gilland
Leslie Ann Jeter**
Kristan Noelle Drake Langdon
Karen A. Lindsley**
Sonya McLaughlin**
Shannon Suzanne Sitchenko
Olga Nachtgall Turner
Shanita Webb**

Candler School of Theology

Presentation to the president, by Dean Jan Love, of candidates for the degrees of master of religious leadership, master of religion and public life, master of theological studies, master of theology, master of divinity, doctor of ministry, and doctor of theology, conferred of the degrees by the president.

Faculty Marshals
Rex D. Matthews
Nichole R. Phillips

Student Marshals
Sarah Michelle Kothe
Linda Stephan

Master of Religious Leadership

Kevin Eugene Moore*
Catherine Olinger Strate**

Master of Religion and Public Life

Mollie Schell Lemon
Tiffaney LaShawn Ayana Renfro

Master of Theological Studies

Tala AlRaheb
Jocy Allison
Chelsea LeAnn Cobb
Nathan Edward Fleeson
Durham Harris
Jaeeseok Heo
Robert Howard Kean
Sarah Michelle Kothe
Robert Harrison Levin
Jarred Allen McKinney
Elizabeth Rae Miller
Andrew Robert Morsilli
Sanghyun Park
Amanda G. Parris
Joseph Benjamin Quattlebaum
LaShandra Reese
Sabra Thomas

Master of Theology

John Barnes II
Kevin Michael Crawford**
Michael Robert Hedrick**
Namjoon Kim
Hyunsuck Lee**
Daniel Kwon Woo Oh
Seungwhan Park**
Winford Kenedan Rice
Ridkireka Nicole Sanders
Reginald Wayne Sharpe Jr.
William Henry Sloan**
Benjamin Joiner Starr
Cassie Lea Waits

Master of Divinity

David Benjamin Adams
Thomas William Anderson
Haley Andreades
James Robert Atkins
Kelly Melinda Autry
George Judson Barnes Jr.
Geoffrey Michael Beakley
William Rushton Black
John Michael Blackmon
David Bryce Bowers
Kyle Gordon Bryan
Elizabeth Cumest Byrd
Ian Campbell
Emily Grace Ripley Carroll
Hangoul Choi

* Graduated August 2017
** Graduated December 2017

Alaina Coats
Terry Lamar Copeland
Andrea Cummings
Jessica Elisabeth Cusick
Dondra L. Davis
Jacob Arthur DeBoer
Llewellyn D. Dixon
Jeffrey Alan Dunkerley II
Jemiriye Philemon Fakunle
Natalie Sousa Faria-Campbell
Natalie Jean Wilson Faulkner
Martin Wesley Finau
Sh’Kur Marquis Rashard Francis
Joel Otken Garrott
Peter Nicholas Georgi
Virginia Greer
Jason Grubbs
Pamela Christine Gutermuth
William Hamby**
Lorenzo Zachary Harmon
Camille M. Henderson-Edwards
Noah Oliver Herren*
Evan Wilson Hill
Marquise Tremayne Hobbs
Megan Louise Hoewisch
Samuel Hopson
David Bruce Janzen
Kristopher Jones
Tulani Jones
Emily Elizabeth Kelly
Ban-Souk Kim
Hyeong Wook Kim
Yeonin Kwak
Joshua Adam Landen
Marcus Larivaux
Anna Nicole Lautenschlager
Khalifani Adisa Lawson
Kelsey Lewis
Lahronda Welch Little
Juba L. Lomotey
Brittani Lynn Magee
Rahwan Tariq Major
Sara Rachelle Maughan
Nicole Felicia McCoy
Adam McDuffie
William Alexander McGinnis
Zachery Christopher Moffatt
Stephanie Moffitt
Kevin Faleulu Niuaotoa
Azureé Ronnese Owens
Kristi Painter
Eric Colby Patterson
Javye Rasband
Elizabeth Holmes Rogers
David Roth
Kiya Davis Shears
Marie Antoinette Singleton
Joseph Lynn Smith
Terrence Smith*
Linda Stephan
Tavares N. Stephens
Kyle Austin Stevenson
Jordan Stewart**
Anna Marie Strickland
Frances Hillary Taylor
John R. Tomlin
DOCTOR OF JURIDICAL SCIENCE

Bandar Ghaleb Bakhashwain
Rinaldo Vito Cristofori
Audra Lyn Savage
Wenjing Wang

DOCTOR OF LAW

Stella Adhisurya
David Seiyong Ahn
Fatemah Albader**
Sameer Magdi Alifarag
Sydney Lauren Altman
Marcos Alvarez
Dominique Amacker
Arash Aminpour
Elizabeth Loretta Archerd
Jessica Natalia Arevalo
Ruth Anna Arthur
Marcus A. Azevedo
Allison Bailey
Shaun M. Ballman
Uheyouk Bang
Robert Lee Banse III
Bethany Rose Barclay-Adeniyi
Meredith K. Barnett
Salahdine Baroudi
Dixie Jane Patay Barrette
Shira Rachel Barron
Victoria Lavender Veran Bartlett
Nicholas E. Basil
Beverly Ann Bass
Karlo N. Bazdan
Alexandria M. Beto
Nicole Marie Bigman
Eitan Blander
Mary Christine Brady
Morgan Bridgman
Brittany S. Brown
Chelsea Leonora Brown
Matthew K. Brown
Robyn Denise Brown
Michael Francis Burgess
Samantha M. Busch
Ian Joseph Busche
Andrew McCue Buskhe
Jeffrey A. Byrne
Joe Emilio Cabrera
Bianca W. Calloway
Rachel Becker Canfield
Catherine J. Caputo
Timothy J. Carey
Federica M. Castro Santander
Ryan Ho Wai Chan
Dubong Chang
Justin P. Chase
Lesley Chen
Nicole Jaclyn Chessin
Chun Ho Choi
Seth T. Church
Shaquitta Monique Clark
Chloe Elizabeth Cobb
Alexandra Marie Cochrane
Vincent J. Comito
Alexandra Pearson Conn
Patrick McNary Corley
John T. Cox
Peter J. Critikos II
Qing Dai
Patrick Lyman Darcey
Alexandria Lynn Davis
Michael C. DeGori
Matthew P. Demartini
Luciana Devisate
Jonathan DiChiara
Tiffany Quynh-Nhi Do
Karla M. Doe
DeVon Danielle Dunn
Ali H. Elkhaldi
Shaquana LaNise Ellison
Mickey Peter Evans
Samuel C. Feldman
Zachary M. Fialkow
Jon Fiebelkorn
John Folkert
Katherine E. Freeman
Connie Mumping Gao
Lucille M. Gauthier
Adam M. Gilbert
Jessica Claire Ginsberg**
Andriana Glover
Johnathan D. Green
Jason Greenfield
Tyler William Greenwood
Fangyu Gu
Maleeka N. Guice
Marice Guzman
Nicholas T. Hager**
Nadia Jessica Haji
Clintod Odell Hall* 
Ervin M. Hall Jr.
Christian G. Haman
Jonathan R. Hamrick
Asha Marie Hardaway
Allison Nicole Harrell* 
Jacob Laurence Harris
Brian Emanuel Hawthorne
Jeanne F. Heard
Jennifer Beth Hickey**
Willie A. Hill II
David J. Hofmann
Chelsie J. Holler
Brian C. Holloway
Rachel Hong
Shatti A. Hoque
Nicholas D. Howland*
Kyle Patrick Hunter
Eun Joo Hwang
Jae Wung Jang
David Bruce Janzen
Thomas H. Jarvis
Kacper Jastrzebski
Yujie Jing
Precious Redtina Johnson
Regan S. Jones
Jungmin Kang
Jeffy Katio
John G. Keir
Alexandra Claire Keller
Max J. Kellogg

Christine Hyeryeng Kim
Eunjeong Kim
Kevin Hongsuk Kim
Kyung Soo Kim
Lawrence Kim
Sarah Grace Kim
Taesung Kim
Zachary Thomas King
Sai Santosh Kumar Kolluru
Borko Komnenovic
Allen Donovan Kowalczyk
Kyle Edward Landrigan
Esther Lazarus
Binhwan Lee
Katherine Lee
Stacy Jeewon Lee
SunJung Lee
Rachel Danielle Leff**
Daniel Jeremy Levin
Changze Li
Mo Li
Xue Li
Hairong Lin
Torrey Livencik
Abraham Llama
Marvyn Sumner Llamas
Jacob W. Loken
Lorenia Lopez
David Louis Lunel
Alicia Ma
Jenna Christina MacDonald
Deyvid Valentinov Madzarov
Patrick J. Maher
Nicholas C. Marais
Aleksandra Marquez
Adam Clarke Marshall
Crystal Jane Martin
Skyr Kemp Martucci
Thomas Dylan Mason
Taylor A. Mathis
Kevin Timothy May
Matthew C. McBride
Riley Alexander McDaniel
Rebecca S. McMahon
Creighton R. McMurray
Aaron Ross Metvimer**
Megan Leigh Meyers
Edward Francis Michel
Kelsey C. Miller
Steven J. Mitchell
Leah A. Moczulski
Carson L. Modrall
Faris Bryan Mohammed
Zoha Mohammed
Alexandra J. Monson
Eileen Nicole Moormann
Jonathan D. Morris
Robert Moskalewicz Jr.
Rami Riad Mosri
Rohini Mukherjee
Janet J. Myers
Giara Nadelkov
Robert Eliot Neal
Zachary R. Needell
Demarius D. Newsome
Michelle Tatum Nussbaum
Recipients of Degrees-in-Course

Therese Njeri O’Brien
Fiona Patricia O’Carroll
Caidin E. O’Riordan
Ariel Marie Olson
Kathryn F. Olson
Yan Pang
Dam Park
Jessica Wang Park
Jun Beom Park
Amanda G. Parris
Aditya A. Patel
David W. Patton
Connor M. Payne
Masiel Pelegrino Sarduy
Jerico J. Phillips
Amber Lovejoy Philogene
Jonathan Robert Pickett
Javier Ignacio Pico Prats
Faraz Pshghazadeh
Amy Pleasance
Mathew Plotz
Elizabeth L. Pratt
Longling Qin
Tian Qiu
Joseph Benjamin Quattlebaum
Alexandra M. Rajic
Enrique Ramos Jr.
Amanda Kanaweera
Joseph T. Ratchford
Zalak Raval
Benjamin Alden Ries
Caleb John Robertson
Christina Bradley Rogers
Mayra Roman
Jasmine K. Roper
John T. Rose
David Zev Rosenbaum
Jenine A. Edwards
Bradley S. Demicco
Samuel John Peter Clasp
Valeria S. Burian
Apryle Cearnal Brown
Keena Ananka
Bora Song
Victoria N. Sparks
Taylor A. Staab
Benjamin Alexander Stahl
Paul Jeffrey Steining
Spencer M. Stephens
Zachary F. Stevenson
Caroline Jiyeon Strotman
Jesse Daniel Surz
Adrian A. Szycowski
Anthony Tambarro
Daniel Brian Tan
Tenzin Tashi
Chauente’ J. Tate
Ashley L. Thomas
Bailea Susanna June Tinsley
Raymond L. Tran
Priti Pratap
Ravi Rohit Trivedi
Joshua H. Tsao
Michael A. Tuosto
Patrick Joseph Turner
Michael A. Tyner Jr.
Joseph Matthew Van Dyke
Ty W. Vanderford
Chloe Veron
Hena Vora
Thuy Linh N. Vu
Talia Bess Wagner
Joy Marie Warner
Tiffany Weatherholtz
Daniel H. Weigel
Kenneth Wayne Westberry II
Megan Leigh Whitman
Caleah Whitten
Adam Lavine Williams
Adrienne Marie Wimberly
Kimberly Anne Wise
Ryan Wesley Wittich
Kayla M. Wolfe
Haochen Wu
Stanley Wu
Anna H. Wyatt
Charlie Xie
Jingyan Xu
Michelle Han Hsiu Yang
Ruobong Yao
Jung-Woo Yoo
Xiaosong Yu
Christina R. Zeidan
Quinn E. Zemel
Fan Zhang
Wei Zhou
Mitchell Galely Zyyserman

Rebecca Arlene Reiman Smith
La Loria Konata
Donna Marie
Lynch-Cunningham
Sultana Fahima Madhushi
Sakshik Makhiha
Joanne A. McGriff
Esmeralda Lucia Meyer
Jessica O. Miller
Veronica Faye Morgan
Michael Reese
Nicole Regan
James R. Roland
Camille Sears
Vivian M. Singletary
Rachel R. Stone
James F. Tambah
Garnett Taylor Jr.
Andrea J. Waters-Winston
Latanya Anderson Woodward

Mark Elliott Johnson

Sophie Mojolauluwa Adeyemi
Mhoutidem Wallace Afiah
Kurtis George Anderson
Niyati Arun
Ran Bi
Huyu Cai
Minjie Cao
Christelle Castillo
Hongyang Chen
Xuanyou Chen
Jinwon Choi
Megan Leigh Cramer
Shubhangini Debi
Wenxiu Ding
Meng Dong
Allan Vincent Douglas
Huiming Duan
Saleh Emadeldin Elbadry
Oyku Esmer
Chao Fang
Siyan Feng
Zilu Feng
Christine Filsier
Luz Dayany Florentino
Benedicta Fosu-Mensah
Xin Fu
Xinyi Fu
Xinyi Gao
Ziwei Guo
Yue He
Zhiyi He
Kimmerlee M. Hillard
Junjie Hu
Congrong Huang
Yuannan Hui
Ekaterina Ivanova
Nasima Nasima Jalalzai
Bilal Tariq Khan
Hanshui Li
Jianing Li
Xin Li
Zhongmin Li
Hengyan Liu

Emory University Commencement 2018
**RECIPIENTS OF DEGREES-IN-COURSE**

**Master of Comparative Law**
Xiaoqing Sun*
Qiuyi Wang*
Liu Yang*
Yang Yuan

**ROBERTO C. GOIZUETA BUSINESS SCHOOL**

Presentation to the president, by Dean Erik James, of candidates for the degrees of bachelor of business administration, master of business administration, master of science in business analytics, and master of professional accounting; conferral of the degrees by the president.

**Faculty Marshals**
George Easton
Erika Hall
J.B. Kurish
Wesley Longhofer

**Student Marshals**
Grace Elizabeth Cleland
Catherine Elizabeth Rickenbacker

**BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION**
Alexander J. Africk
Sagar Agarwal
Shubh Agarwal
Tanya Agrawal
Ignacio Nicolas Aguirre Arana
Dong Lee Ahn**
Tariq Ziyad Akrouk
Melinda K. Altamore
Tushara Aradyula
Eduardo Armenta
Natasha Sophia Armstrong
Cori Allison Arndt
Ayushi Ashar
Christopher Moline Avant
Donald Kirkwood Avant
Daniel Jean Azizi
Joshua Adam Bainnson
John J. Baker**
Weiyang Bao
Ksheeraj Batra
Ilse M. Becerra Martinez*
James Bertram
Shefali Bhandari
David Binler
Andrew Tate Bixler-Smith
Gabrielle Blauner
Hannah Lilly Bley
Joshua Matthew Bloom**
Jillian Blumenthal

Jonathan Abram Braude
Gregory Bright
Alexa Lauren Brodsky
Alex Brover
John Russell Bruenmer
Suzanne Buzzillo**
Daniel Busichio
Brandon Nicholas Butz
Sebastian Castano**
Nicholas Chambers
Stephanie Brook Charles
Jonathan Chay
Julie Chen**
Roy Chen
Yizhen Cheng
Collin Gabriel Cheung
Nancy Choi
Aneeha Kumar Chowdhary
Eduardo Citwar
Courtney Clark
Candace Leigh Clarke
Grace Elizabeth Cleland
William Harrison Clifton
Sophie Emma Cohen
Zachary Cole
Dana Coleman
Henry Peter Copes
John Perry Copes
Peter Jacob Corser
Matthew Parker Csillag
Binyo Desai
Jase Rebrin Deuel
Raina J. Devrai
Jill Vijaykumar Dwankatara
Sai Abhishek Dokku**
Virginia Slay Dollins
Kaitlyn Dorka
Emily Lea Dowd
Marcho Georgiev Droumev
Zhenhao Du
Cheng Xi Duan
Philip Richard Edwards
Chukwudumebi Eghuna
Ayama Ekadi
Tamara Alexandra Ezzat
Brittany D. Fales*
Bradley Ross Fallick
Chen Fang
Graham Carson Fein
Isaac Joel Feiner
Abdul Kader Fejleh
Jingyu Feng
Joshua Ferenczi
Adam Gray Ferguson
Kyle Fitzgerald
Adrian Fernando Zapata Fory
Jack Franklin
Jack Franklin
Cory Freeman
Eboni JaLea Dion Freeman
Ross Burton Friedman
Claire M. Fuscoe
Bharath Guru Ganesan
Qiao Gao**
Yiwen Gao
Joshua Benjamin Garfunkel

Arjun R. Garg
Olivia Garuba
Robert Gershovitz
Nathaniel Giess
Adam Robert Gigax
Elissa Goldenhorn
Nicole Paige Glabman
Mara Goeccker
Voon Pang Goh
Erica Virginia Goldman
Devon Kyle Gould
Jacob Grant
Charles Jacob Greenberg
Ragyan Greer
Kirk Gulezian
Molly Guo
Yin Guo
Yuanjing Guo**
Maicaela Haas
Brandon David Hamroff
Christopher Gignilliat Hanson
Alexander Hardwick
Andrew Austin Harrington
Maxwell Charles Helfman
Keenan Hickton
Brendan Higbee
Michael Samuel Hirsh**
Caitlin Paige Hoberman
Andrew Holsten
Joely Rae House
Senhao Hu
Tianyi Charlie Hu
Kevin Huang**
Shiqi Huang
Zhengyuan Huang
Charlie Owen Hughes
Mary Sage Hughes
Benjamin A. Jacobs
Matthew Jacobson
Ziya Jaffer
Shubhangi Jain
Avani Jalan
Nihar Harsh Joshi
Eli Kaganov
Salome Kakalashvili
Hannah Kalozdi
Jasleen Kaur Kandhari
David Kane
Felicia Kane
Ankur Kanotra
Han-Ying Kao
Drew Loren Kaplan
Aram Kaplanian
Sameer Lal Kapur
Micaela Haas
Brandon David Hamroff
Christopher Gignilliat Hanson
Alexander Hardwick
Andrew Austin Harrington
Maxwell Charles Helfman
Keenan Hickton
Brendan Higbee
Michael Samuel Hirsh**
Caitlin Paige Hoberman
Andrew Holsten
Joely Rae House
Senhao Hu
Tianyi Charlie Hu
Kevin Huang**
Shiqi Huang
Zhengyuan Huang
Charlie Owen Hughes
Mary Sage Hughes
Benjamin A. Jacobs
Matthew Jacobson
Ziya Jaffer
Shubhangi Jain
Avani Jalan
Nihar Harsh Joshi
Eli Kaganov
Salome Kakalashvili
Hannah Kalozdi
Jasleen Kaur Kandhari
David Kane
Felicia Kane
Ankur Kanotra
Han-Ying Kao
Drew Loren Kaplan
Aram Kaplanian
Sameer Lal Kapur
Eric Kaufman
Wyatt Kayne
Margot Kelley
Mitchell Kerner
Tanushree Khanna
Kevin James Kilgour
Dami Kim
Kuang Mi Kim
Song Yeol Kim
Young Uk Kim
Zachary Stephen Kio
Georgia Kossoff

Briana Alexandra Krackow
Danielle Kreger
Gregory Richard Kuhn
Tae Eun Kwon
Robert Kwong
Tanvi Ladha
Zohair Lalani
Zachary Lamb
Shivangi Lamba
Zoey Daniellie Lande
Diana Lara
Rachael Marin Leader**
Isaac Lee
Jennifer Lee
Jessica Yoonjung Lee
Joon Mo Lee**
Sung Hyun Lee
Joshua Evan Lehman
Nina Leibowitz**
Jacob Moskowitz Lepler
Haley Sloane Lerner
Winston Leung
Natalie Frances Lewis
Jinger Li
Ming Gang Li**
Xiaowei Li
Yikun Li
Yuan Li
Yunqi Li
Zhengyuan Li
Michaela Librizzi
Matthew Alexander Lieberman
Jessica Kuo Lin
Jared Richard Linsky
Alexander Liou
Dara Rose Liss
Derek Liu
Hengyu Liu
Minghuan Liu
Yibe Li
Yuanchong Liu
Elena Maria Lopez
Jonathan Lothrop
Ron Lubarsky
Simran Lula
Samantha Rachel Lutt
Alvin Ma
Marley MacDougall
Kelsey Paige MacKinnon
Bryan Andrew Mackie
Douglas Max Macleod
Uzair Malani
Zanir Malani
Yiannis Thomas Mallios
Hersh Vijay Mansukhani
Ziyu Brian Mao
Daniel Jesus Marchand Treviño
Eric Marcus
Alexander Brett Marshall
Maxwell Maude
Julie May
Lauren Jolie Mayo
Alexander Richard McIntyre**
Krish Mehta
Jordan A. Mellor
Hanna Saadegh-Vaziri
Sanha Ryoo
Chebon Echeng Ryan
Mara Rosenstock
Joshua Rosenblatt
Shiv Vinod Rohira
Benjamin Rogen
Scott L. Rubinstein
Chebon Echeng Ryan
Sanha Ryoo
Hanna Saadegh-Vaziri
Tahira Saalik
Reza Sabooni
Kathleen Lilla Sai-Halasz
Ivena Santilair
Kiran Sapatekar*
Ernestine Angeliqe Sargent
Evan Sayre
Leila Rosemary Schatz**
Norbert Joseph Schmeidler IV
Russell Schmidt
Justine Schoenbart
Aaron Jay Schwartz
Michael Jared Schwitter
Jesse Sendyk
Yulia Shamayskaya
Joseph Elliott Shapiro
Malika Vidya Shettar*
Wooyoung Shin
Allen Shiu
Zachary Silber
Nicole Leigh Silfen
Jake Matthew Simon
Brian David Sims
gurbani Singh
Sahej Singh
Pradyumna Singhania
Rachel Anne Sirotkin
Will Siuta
carter Smith-Wellman
Shaurya Vardhan Sonthalia
eric Seth Sophsin
Jula Rose Spathis
Jule Spinner
Thomas Sprague
Caroline Spurr
Cara C. Stechmann*
Emile Michael Sternbach
Harry Alfred Stone III
Jonathan Phillip Strauss*
Varun Subramanian
Kavya Sundaram
Jack Alexander Swordlin
Crystal Tan
Yuqiao Tang*
Yashraj Tantia
Danela Tansman
Charles Tarterka
Paul Taylor**
Remon Tennewo
Gaurav Thakur
Alek Daniel Ubieta
Rohan Ugale
Bahar Su Ulusan
Simran Valecha
Max Vasquez
Sanjay Hari Velappan
Hemant Manju Venkatesh
Dyess McCoy Verfurth
Christian Virgil
Grant Vitezcek
Abhinav Wadhwa
Tak Chi Wan
jesse Wang
Lujia Wang
Zechn Wang
julia Stephanie Wawer
Alana Kait Weinson**
Audrey Weller
Harrison West
Julie Wiegel
Macgregor Wiener
Robert Paul Wilhelm III
Reed Williams
Cameron Lee Willis
Lindsay Wilson
Kelly Wong
jesse Wood
Grace Woods
Yingying Wu
Zhifei Wu
Iris Xu
Tianyou Xu
Yuxi Yang
Peter Yunoqing Yao
Linlin Ye
Wanting Ye*
Libby Ying**
Sam Yoelin
Jeffrey You
Jialin Yu
Kira Zagosr
Hao Zhang
Junhan Zhang
Li Qi Zhao
yan Zhou
Yusi Zhou

**MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION**

Michael Carl Ewert
af Winklerfelt
Omar Zia Ahmed
Ifrad Aaid
Sharef T. Al Najjar
Galina Alexeenko
Claire Montagne Allen
Roberto Alvarado-Vazquez
Mark Joseph Ananka
Reka Ananthanpillai
James W. Anderson*
Thomas Richard Anderson
Tiffany Michele Anderson
Nathalie Angel
Bharat Apte
Stephanie Leigh Ard
Shahruruk Arif**
Jessica Grizzard Arnidis
Tyler Baccari
Nicolas Serge Marcel Baillache
Christine Baker
Richard Royall Baker V
Balaji Balachandran
Sreekantan Bandaru
Allison Ferrara Barbour
Nathan Samuel Barnes
Christopher Talbott Barnidge
Artom Baroay
Amara Brantley Beach
Essene Bell
Benjamin Arthur Beller
Carla Jean Berg*

* graduated AUGUST 2017
** graduated DECEMBER 2017
Emory University Commencement 2018

Recipients of Degrees-in-Course

Jordan William Deunick
Gregory Philip Di Chiara
Rachel Dial
Jenna Drevis* 
Derek Russell Duffy
Christopher Kent Duffy
Jennifer Dunn**
Jorge David Duque
Michael Edmunds
Olisa Louis Ekpechi
Katherine Christine Eldridge
Benjamin Ellis* 
Ryan Samuel Enoch
Monica Fabrega
Salil Sharad Fadnavis
Chun Yee Fan
Marisa Fang
Olawale Moses Fapohunda
Amanda Fiebach
Andrew Burton Fisher
Ryan Flynn-doOnis
Pedro Henrique S. Fonseca
Winston Thomas Frederick*
Ashley Sroka Freeman
Jun Fukunaga
Prateek Prashant Gadkari
Michael Peter Galanis
Claudia Lucia Garcia
Antoinette Louise Gaston
Nickolaus William Gezzar
Daniel Giardina
Lauren Jane Gilkenson
Michael Edmunds
Jorge David Duque
Jennifer Dunn**
Christopher Kent Duffy
Jenna Drevins**
Rachel Dial
Jordan William Deunick
Samuel John Devlin
Sayaka Maekawa
Adam C. Macie
Ke Ma
Edmund Stratton Luggen
Paul Miles Lowman
Kevin Leungkai Loong
Vaibhav Lohia
John Neudoerfer Lively Jr.
Kevin Robert Leyland*
Jeffrey Reed Pearlman
Kevin David Peng
Tao Peng
Rosario Isidra Perez
Michael Charles Perry
Zachary Petitti
Matthew Hicks*
John Hollingsworth
Darias D. Holloway
Katherine Maria Hoppenjans
Brian House
Nicolas H. Howe
Brian Paul-ang Hsu
Yue Huang
Alexander Vincent Hubartt
Inyoung Hwang
Junghyun Im
Octavian Cosmin Ioachimescu
William Henry Izlar IV
Janelle Jackson*
Neeraj Jain**
Priyanka Jain
Sonja Rani Jain
Alejandro Jaramillo
Ankit Ashwin Javia
Ashley M. Johnson
Ashley N. Jones
Emanuel D. Jones
Anil Kanagala
Shibani Dinesh Kansara
Andrew Kaplan
Murad M. Karimi
Kevin Thomas Kaspar
Lakhman Kaveti
Keith Kellum
Erin McGrath Keyes* 
Nadia R. Khan
Hyunyong Kim
Jongdae David Kim* 
Kihong Kim
Min Soo Kim
Richard Dae Jin Kim
Taeygun Kim
Yang Taek Kim
Yong Kyeom Leo Kim
Kwang Soo Ko
Jennifer Marie Kostyrna
Julia Krauss**
Punit Subhash Lamba
Sean Landgren**
Christopher John Langley
Taylor Anderton Lanier
Rudy Anthony Edwin Le Blanc
Joo Hyun Lee
Robert Sung Lee
Sangjae Lee
Seung Koo Lee
Jake Michael Lefkowitz
Myles Leiker
Ricardo Miguel Leon
Pulton Leung
Wendy Delores Lewis
Kevin Robert Leyland*
John Neudoerfer Lively Jr.
Vaibhav Lohia
Kevin Leungkai Loong
Paul Miles Lowman
Edmund Stratton Luggen
Ke Ma
Adam C. Macie
Bryan Thomas Macon
Sayaka Maekawa
Eric Tam Mai
Aditya Sharma
Malladi Subramanya
Arun Manghnani
Sean Hutchinson Mangieri
Michael Marks Jr.*
Alison Jane Martinez
Kelsey Lynn Mase
Thomas Maslowski
William Alston Mason* 
James Tate Mason III
Ankur Masurkar
Bianca Rose Mazzarella
Carlin Elizabeth McCarty**
Christopher Bradley McDowell
Christopher Allen McGargue
Alex Townsend McNair
Ayana M. Mcginnis
Michael Mehrotra
Michael Dobbs Menendez*
Hamdan Merchant* 
Sharlene Reese Mercier
Aaron Ross Mertviner**
Lyndsey Rebecca Meyer
Rene Meza
Edward Francis Michel
Alexander Mikhastas**
Tawney Milam
Charles Henry Moore III
Daniel Orlando Moreno
Jacin Mozzicato
Ricky Fai Mui
John Marshall Murray IV
Justin Muschel
Shyam Geethakumari Sadasivan Nair
Sarah Babu Nallamudi
Ajay Naran
Ahmad Nazeri**
Samuel Evan Nerswick
Mark E. Neufeld
Kumiko Watanabe Newmark
Kishen Patel
Chintal Patel
Kishen Patel
Sumir S. Patel
Maurocio A. Pava-Diaz
Jeffrey Reed Pearlman
Kevin David Peng
Tao Peng
Rosario Isidra Perez
Michael Charles Perry
Zachary Petitti
David Harmon Pharr
Tieren Phillips
Amanda Pilzer
Michael Tanedo Pimentel
Caleb Prabhakar
Morgan Duncan Predieri
Justin Michael Pugh
Deepa Katari Raju
Michael Francis Reed
Chase Richardson
Catherine Elizabeth Rickenbacker
Patrick Roberts
Gillian Marie Robinson
Jacob Rogers
Steven Rogers
Ajay K. Roy
Greg Runco**
Chhavi Sadan
Parag Sahasrabudhe
Amir Manohar Saindane
JoeSalakaia
Michael Santowski Jr.
Abhijit Sarma
Ryoichi Sato
Jonathan Schmidt
Jared Sears*
Jonathan E. Seaton
Christopher Michael Seitz
Rahul Sethi
Himanshu P. Shah
Nikhil Rajesh Shah
Amir Sharma
Sachin Sharma
Kenneth Shen
Junwei Shi
Makoto Shimbo
Hongjin Shi
Saba Shonia
Suzanne Seavello Shoppe
Kathleen McGarry Shults
Kayla Marie Siam
Ryan Andrew Silberman
Jesse Tillery Simmons III
Vienna Marie Singleton
Megha Ssaudia
Katlin L. Sitchengo
Chase J. Smith
Shantao Song
Eduardo Jose Speck Fierro
Natarajan Srikrishnan
Katline St.Victor
Aisha Stewart
Angelique Marie Stewart
Brenda Street
Scott Strub*
Bert Subin
Ram Subramanian
Tyler Lavar Summers**
Yu-Chen Sun
Sharon Ainsley Sutton
William Graham Swafford
Robert Louis Sweeney IV
Winston Akira Taira
Robert Louis Sweeney IV
Sharon Ainsley Sutton
William Graham Swafford
Robert Louis Sweeney IV
Winston Akira Taira
Benjamin Bathgate Talbot
Tisha Rae Tallman
Nabajit Talukdar

*GRADUATED AUGUST 2017
**GRADUATED DECEMBER 2017
ROLLINS SCHOOL OF PUBLIC HEALTH

Presentation to the president,
by Dean James W. Curran, of candidates for the degrees of master of public health and master of science in public health; conferral of the degrees by the president.

FACULTY MARSHAL
Carolyn Draws-Botsch

STUDENT MARSHALS
Augustina Mensa-Kwao
Steven Quincy Sola

MASTER OF PUBLIC HEALTH

Haram Awadelgeed Abdelmajid
Kennadiad Abdulla**
Michael Ablan
Emily Renee Adams
Colin Adler
Roaa Aggad
Farah Ahmed
Babajide Moses Ajibola
Kachikwulu Akohundu Ajulu*
Yumn Mansour Al Nimr
Rabah Al-Araj
Calbeth Chakodinanka Alaribe
Hatim Issa Alghamdi*
Naif Alharbi*
Amy Elizabeth Allison**
Saleh Nasser Alqarni**
Alyaa Altabbaa
Raiza Rufo Amiling
Chimora Ngozi Amobi
Joanne Paredes Amaposta
Emily Ananthset
Katherine Mary Anderson
Courtini Alexis Andrews
Nnaemeka G. Anosike**
Catalina Andrea
Arbelaz Pedrahita**
Karen Andrea Armstrong**
Shenelle Alyssa Armstrong
Aditi Arora
Cory Joseph Arrouzet
Cassidy Leah Arzt*
Louisa Asare
Neelima Arturi**
Wendy Paola Avila
Amy A. Ayers*
Ida K. Babazadeh
Neha Balachandran
Daniel Balcazar
Bilguunsoy Balde*
Rebecca Ballard
Sarah Rebecca Barrett
Camille Marie Barton
Hillary E. Barton
Puldevaon Baskaran
Brian George Batayeh

Recipients of Degrees-in-Course

Daniel Corry
Lindsey Cooper*
Natascha R. Cook
Chantele Collings-Faulkner
Matthew Malin Cole**
Lavonne Cole**
Claire Cole

Accounting

Tushara Aradyula
Cori Allison Arndt
Alex Broer
Suzanne Burzillo**
Roy Chen
Yizhen Cheng
Nancy Choi
Emily Lea Dowd
Ayama Ekadi
Raygan Greer
Yin Guo
Sung Yeol Kim
Young Uk Kim
Jinger Li
Yibei Liu
Yuanchong Liu
Yi Pei
Jack Alexander Swerdlin
Dyess McCoy Verfurth
Tak Chi Wan
Alana Kait Weinstock**
Yingying Wu
Zhehei Wu
Iris Xu
Yuxi Yang
Hao Zhang
Liqi Zhao
Yusi Zhou

Emory University Commencement 2018

Daniel Zegw

Bachelor of Science in Business Analytics

Dohyun Ban
Steven Blackmon

* graduated August 2017
** graduated December 2017

Allison Bay
David Bayne**
Satoya Beckles
Mulguta Kifle Bekele
Donielle LeSandara Bell**
Irina Bergenfeld
Daniel Bertolino
Elizabeth Kristen Berwaldt
Ruchika Bhatnagar
Sonal Harish Bhatt
Jui Bhiengarde
Jennifer Anne Bierhoff
Manon Billaud
Amma G. Boakye
Christina Bollinger
Sarah Bonaparte
Nouha Boundouai
Rachele Alexandra Bowman
Sarah Grace Brister
Jamal Devon Brown
Michelle Elaine Brown
Melissa Anne Bruno
Bobbi Lynn Bryant
Alexandra Rachelle Buck
Matthew Paul Buck*
Rachel Ann Burris
Hannah Shalom Busman
Lauren Anne Bus
Evin Elizabeth Cahill
Laura Calderwood
Anna Elizabeth Carson
Sean Philip Castillo
Mikala Tarantino Caron
Binta E. Ceesay
Christie Cabrito Camero
Chadwell**
Amanda Chahine
Alexander Chang
XinFang Chang
Sicha Chantaprasopskul
Thanawadee Chantian
Sana Charania
Aashka Chaudhari
Jelani Brandon Cheek
Dehao Chen
Guanjin Chen
Jiashan Chen**
Junyu Chen
Nemin Chen
Yen-Chia Chen
Angela Cheung
Katelyn Victoria Chiang
Mukta Padmini Chilakamarri
Nilofor Aisha Chollampatt
Amber Choquette Deutschle*
Rewa Choudhary
Katelyn Cloonan
Elizabeth Cobb
Lisa K. Cogdill
Cade Cole
Luvonne Cole**
Matthew Malin Cole**
Chantel Collins-Faulkner
Natasha R. Cook
Lindsay Cooper*
Daniel Corry
Recipients of Degrees-in-Course

Yidan Pei
Seth Mitchell Penley
Sobhan Nicolete Mulhall Perks
Meaghan Louise Peterson
Matthew Allen Pham
Lucas Ryan Philipp
Jennifer Lee Pigoga
Kaitlin Nichole Piper
Rachel Erin Pirtluck
Madeline Ruth Plaster
Alexandria Portelli
Olaseni Peter Prince
Maegan-Charoij Carai Pringle
Johnnie J. Proby
Nadya Elise Prood
Sarah Pylant
Kanya Rajagopalan
Ganesh Rajasekar
Tejas Ramalingam
Anas Rattani
Danielle Reece*
Daniel Jacob Reichman**
Samantha Retzlaff
Shelby Irenea Rheo
Carlie Somer Rhiness
Ansa Riaz*
Catherine Ann Rice
Clara Danielle Riddick
Elizabeth Lane Ringer***
Brooke Elizabeth Rivera*
Cara Rivera**
Ashley Elizabeth Rizzieri
Genevieve R. Rizzo
Alexis Olelia Robinson**
Jacob Daniel Rockenbach
Joana Rosales De Oliveira
Leslie Wald Ross
Natasha Ross
Aalisha Sahu Khan*
Luis W. Salazar
Allison Salinger
Christopher Sandi
Yasmeni Sandridge
Stephanie Eileen Santana
Luisa Fernanda
Sarmiento Rodriguez
Solita Sattar*
Sarah Grace Sawyer
Diego Schaps
Danielle Scheinman
Julia Rachel Schiff
Grant Douglas Schleifer
Annie Elizabeth Scott**
Viju Sebastian
Mohamed I. Seedahmed
Samantha Mary Seton
Tanya Seneviratne
Shezza L. Shagarabi
Rajvi J. Shah
Salah Shaikh
Anna Shao
Rachel Emily Ann Shapiro
Anna Marie Shaun
Meghan Reeves Shea
Bayan Ali Sheikri**
Sandeep Shelly

Tyiesha Danielle Short
Randall Paul Slaven**
Christopher James Slotta
Emily Rose Smith
Gillian Smith
Stephanie J. Smith
Haocan Song
Elizabeth Anne Sprouse* 
Taylor Elaine Streeter
Penelope Annie Strid
Joseph Cecil Stull
Sandhya Subramanian
Marie Sugihara
Juliana Geerling Swaren
Ilyssa Paige Tamler
Sonia Tandon
Ruoyi Tang
Ellison Grey Taylor
Marissa Lorelle Taylor
Melissa Anne Taylor
Leilani Christina Thomas**
Sabrina Thomas
Katherine Tote
Lucas Trower
Merete Tschokert
Abena Afra Twumasi
Karla Umana
Stephen Phi-Phung Uong
Connor Valenzuela
Olivia Marie Vaz
Laura Ruth Venable
Erica Courtenay Viars
Deepthi Vijayan
Anna Grace Wagan*
Emily Waitt
Jing Wang
Mengxi Wang
Shuo Wang
Cameron Warner
Emma Hoehn Waugh
Thomas Weaver*
Brendan Michael Weintraub
Wendy Wen
William Lee West
Amy Whitesell
Chelsea Simone Whirlot
Emma Kaitlin Wiggins
Kassidy Jo Wilks
Claire Elizabeth Williams
Dahniode Williams
Melissa Williams
Nikki Williams**
Wynette Gerlane Williams
Breanna Katelin Wodnik
Morgan Simone Woody**
Martha Mac Wright**
Ruizhe Wu
Fang Xue
Guandong Yang
Yuechen Yang
Chong Ye
Ru Ye
Xin Yin**
Meredith Allison Yinger
Sze Man Yiu
Masato Yoshihara

Angelica Nicole Young
Brittany Szabo Young**
Dongying Yu
Rachel Hayley Zahn
Yue Zhang
Tianyi Zhou
Mekaiel Zia
Lilia Maria Xepoleas
Ziolkowski*

Master of Science in Public Health

Tavia Binger
Victoria Lee Bonisese
Michael Allen Bonow
Nicholas C. Brightwell
Luxiao Chen
Yuqing Chen
Karen Marie Ehret
Christian Enriquez
Emily Anne Gebhardt
Angela N. Giaquinto
Scott E. Gillespie
Taylor Gudry
Courtney Elizabeth Hoge
Michael Hussey
Yutong Jin
Molly Jolly
Claudia Sara Landzabala
Mingrui Liang
Katie Lynch
Mary Lydia McAlikey
Eric Naioti
Benjamin Nealy
Patricia K. Palmer
Kevin Park
Brandon Lee Schneider
Steven Quincy Sola
Jiawei Song
Maria Rose Taremelle
Bryan N. Vu
Martha Wetzal
Yizhao Xi
Tianyi Xu
Young Moo Yoo
Yiran Zhang
Yuzi Zhang
Xiwen Zhao
Alison Marie Zinsli

James T. Laney School of Graduate Studies

Presentation to the president, by Dean Lisa A. Tedesco, of candidates for the degrees of master of arts, master of development practice, master of science, and doctor of philosophy; conferred of the degrees by the president.

Faculty Marshals

Vincent Bruyere
Anita Corbett
Ann E. Rogers

Student Marshals

Jamie Leigh King
Bethany Anne Sikes

Master of Arts

Amanda Riana Arulpragasam**
Lauren S. Aulet*
Kaitlin Emily Banfill**
Kathryn Bataglia
Joseph Santiago Benavides**
Jonathan Mason Bonsall
Amy Bower
April L. Brown
Elizabeth Joanne Caris
Laura Isabel Uppercol Collier*
Nico Genevieve Corrigan*
Andrew James Culbreth*
Maria del Carmen Guerrero Davila**
Alexander Hayim Denker**
Kelsey Marie Drey**
Jumonke Ekunseitan
Jonathan Wade Marcuse
Engelberg*
Gloria Mayowa Faboyede**
Jessica Claire Ginsberg**
Katrina Craie Bridgman Goines
Xiangyu Gong**
Sara Elise Grasberg
Anna M. Gunderson
Xinran Guo
Meeka Saragina Halperin**
Audrey Henderson*
Laura Katherine Huber**
Laura Allison Hunt
Chelsea Ann Jackson
Ashley Foster Lanzel
Stephanie Allison Larson*
Ximena Leroux
Elena Sage Stavrakis Lesley**
Anthony Joseph Leyh*
Julia Lopez Fuente*
Margaret Louise Matthews*
Christopher David Merwin*
Kelin Tesia Michael*
Stephanie Spaid Miedema
Donald Yukio Miller
Jennifer Elizabeth Morgan*
Lucilla Wei Kuang Pan*
Fahamu Pecou*
Holly Elizabeth Poore*
Rachel Emily Ann Shapiro
Hannah Simon*
Lauren Marie Standifer**
Marlo Starr
Daniel Thompson*
Anthony David De Carvalho
Tipping*
Kathy Trang*
Mael Vizcarra*
Victoria Jean Vorholt*
Sarah Henry Whitaker**
Xin Yan**
Tianyi Yao
Carlos Zorrilla

MASTER OF SCIENCE

Anika Backster**
Liquan Bai**
Griffin Richard Baum
Derrick Beasley*
Timothy C. Beaty
Michael Bellavia
Zhengye Bian
Meredith Bowen
Chenxi Cai
Qingpo Cai**
Yulei Cao
Suman Chattopadhyay*
Lefei Chen
Hyun Koo Chung**
Jennifer Pflau Collins*
Jeffrey Layton Davis
Stephen Earl Deason*
Amanda Reed Dermer*
Robert Dicks
Andrew John Ephron
Dorian Jay Feistel*
Leda Portia A Gattoe**
Jordan Goldstein
Yidong Gong
Sameer H. Halani
Sahar Harati
Morad Ihab Hassan
Huan He
Ixavier A. Higgins**
Renjian Jiang
Zhuxuan Jin**
Matthew James Jones*
Ziqian Ju*
Behzad Kianian**
Jueun Kim
Jean Louise Koff
Mariya Alekseevna Kovaleva
Sahana Kuthyar
Tianyu Lan
Michelle Rishma Leidy
Yiwen Li
Albert Liao
Rongmei Lin**
Alexandra Grace Nicole
Lopez-Aguilar
Kaixin Ma
Sarah Alia Mereby**
Lane Harrison Miller
Kathryn E. Murray**
Rebecca Angela Pankove
Anar Shashank Patel
Carson Reed Powers
Jirui Qiu*
Keon A. Reid
Blair John Rossetti
Sean Edward Rossiter
Roman Sniecinski
Jae Eui Soh**
Lydia Studdard*
Yafet Kebede Tamene*
Azmain Taz
Taylor Ann Thul**
Aaron W. Trammell
Paul Vienhage
Chia-shi Wang*
Qingfeng Wang
Siwei Wang**
Ziyuan Wang
Kevin Edward Watkins
Denis R. Whelan**
Michael Holmes Woodworth
Li Yu*
Chaojie Zhong
Qi Yang Zhou
Najdat Mayez Zohbi
Bashan Zuo

Recipients of Degrees-in-Course

Gabriela Artesanchez Garcia*
Toluwalope Adeinsola
Babington
Adza Maretha Beda*
Ruofei Chen*
Andrea Cordova*
Alexandra Nicole Gordon*
Maria Fernanda Guzman*
Rachel Lastinger*
Xin Li
Nicolette Felicia McCoy*
Nicolette Merino Tsui*
Ryan James Mintz
Mackenzie Moody*
Mia Rocío Johann Nieves
Kathryn Grover Oswald
William S. Rice*
David Brito Sabino*
Tarangini Saxena*
Danielle J. Veal*

Masters of Development Practice

Gabriela Artasanchez Garcia*
Toluwalope Adeinsola
Babington
Adza Maretha Beda*
Ruofei Chen*
Andrea Cordova*
Alexandra Nicole Gordon*
Maria Fernanda Guzman*
Rachel Lastinger*
Xin Li
Nicolette Felicia McCoy*
Nicolette Merino Tsui*
Ryan James Mintz
Mackenzie Moody*
Mia Rocío Johann Nieves
Kathryn Grover Oswald
William S. Rice*
David Brito Sabino*
Tarangini Saxena*
Danielle J. Veal*

Masters of Science

Anika Backster**
Liquan Bai**
Griffin Richard Baum
Derrick Beasley*
Timothy C. Beaty
Michael Bellavia
Zhengye Bian
Meredith Bowen
Chenxi Cai
Qingpo Cai**
Yulei Cao
Suman Chattopadhyay*
Lefei Chen
Hyun Koo Chung**
Jennifer Pflau Collins*
Jeffrey Layton Davis
Stephen Earl Deason*
Amanda Reed Dermer*
Robert Dicks
Andrew John Ephron
Dorian Jay Feistel*
Leda Portia A Gattoe**
Jordan Goldstein
Yidong Gong
Sameer H. Halani
Sahar Harati
Morad Ihab Hassan
Huan He
Ixavier A. Higgins**
Renjian Jiang
Zhuxuan Jin**
Matthew James Jones*
Ziqian Ju*
Behzad Kianian**
Jueun Kim
Jean Louise Koff
Mariya Alekseevna Kovaleva
Sahana Kuthyar
Tianyu Lan
Michelle Rishma Leidy
Yiwen Li
Albert Liao
Rongmei Lin**
Alexandra Grace Nicole
Lopez-Aguilar
Kaixin Ma
Sarah Alia Mereby**
Lane Harrison Miller
Kathryn E. Murray**
Rebecca Angela Pankove
Anar Shashank Patel
Carson Reed Powers
Jirui Qiu*
Keon A. Reid
Blair John Rossetti
Sean Edward Rossiter
Roman Sniecinski
Jae Eui Soh**
Lydia Studdard*
Yafet Kebede Tamene*
Azmain Taz
Taylor Ann Thul**
Aaron W. Trammell
Paul Vienhage
Chia-shi Wang*
Qingfeng Wang
Siwei Wang**
Ziyuan Wang
Kevin Edward Watkins
Denis R. Whelan**
Michael Holmes Woodworth
Li Yu*
Chaojie Zhong
Qi Yang Zhou
Najdat Mayez Zohbi
Bashan Zuo
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Department</th>
<th>Advisor</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tahereh Rohani Aghdasifar</td>
<td>Institute of Liberal Arts</td>
<td>Angelika Bammer, Adviser</td>
<td>Dissertation: Queering the Quotidian: Women’s Everyday Homosociality in Iran</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kylie Ellen Cain Ainslie</td>
<td>Biostatistics, Michael Haber, Adviser</td>
<td></td>
<td>Dissertation: Estimation of Influenza Vaccine Effectiveness from Observational Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gorkem Aksaray</td>
<td>Business, Anand Swaminathan, Adviser</td>
<td></td>
<td>Dissertation: Three Essays on Entry and Exit Dynamics of Entrepreneurship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lindsay Allen*</td>
<td>Health Services Research and Health Policy, Jason Hockenberry and Janet Cummings, Advisers</td>
<td></td>
<td>Dissertation: The Impact of Urgent Care Centers and Retail Clinics on Health Care Access and Emergency Department Use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eric Andreansky*</td>
<td>Chemistry, Simon Blakey, Adviser</td>
<td></td>
<td>Dissertation: Synthetic Studies toward Methanoquinolizidine-Containing Akuammine Alkaloids</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roman Romanovich Baglay**</td>
<td>Physics, Connie Roth, Adviser</td>
<td></td>
<td>Dissertation: Local Glass Transition Gradients near Dissimilar Polymer-Polymer Interfaces in Nanostructured Polymeric Materials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helen Baker*</td>
<td>Nursing, Lynn Sibley, Adviser</td>
<td></td>
<td>Dissertation: Assessing the Adoption and Diffusion of Family Planning Integration into Postabortal and Postpartum Care in Togo, West Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexander P. Bally*</td>
<td>Biological and Biomedical Sciences, Jeremy Boss, Adviser</td>
<td></td>
<td>Dissertation: Genetic and Epigenetic Regulation of PD-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel Allyn Barron</td>
<td>Biological and Biomedical Sciences, Kenneth Moberg, Adviser</td>
<td></td>
<td>Dissertation: The Hippo Pathway Transcription Factor Yorkie: Novel Regulators and Invasive Potential in Drosophila</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bree L. Beal*</td>
<td>Institute of Liberal Arts</td>
<td>Kevin Corrigan, Adviser</td>
<td>Dissertation: Raskolnikov’s Confession: A Dostoevskian Model of Moral Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mandakh Bekbhat</td>
<td>Biological and Biomedical Sciences, Gretchen Neigh, Adviser</td>
<td></td>
<td>Dissertation: Chronic Adolescent Stress Sensitizes Neuro-Immune Reactivity in Male and Female Rats</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joshua S. Bell*</td>
<td>Biological and Biomedical Sciences, Paula Vertino, Adviser</td>
<td></td>
<td>Dissertation: Resetting the Cancer Transcriptome with Epigenetic Therapy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica Hartmann Belle</td>
<td>Environmental Health Sciences, Yang Liu, Adviser</td>
<td></td>
<td>Dissertation: Advanced Gap-Filling Techniques in Satellite-Based PM2.5 Exposure Models and Their Applications in Air Pollution Epidemiology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacob Charles Wright Billings*</td>
<td>Biological and Biomedical Sciences, Shellia Keilholz, Adviser</td>
<td></td>
<td>Dissertation: Multiscale Statics and Dynamics of Cerebral Functional Connectivity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zachary Orion Binney</td>
<td>Epidemiology, Cecilie Janssens, Kyle Hammond, William McClellan, Michiel Klein, and Michael Goodman, Advisers</td>
<td></td>
<td>Dissertation: Epidemiology and Prediction of Injuries in the National Football League (NFL)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joav Birjinik*</td>
<td>Biomedical Engineering, David Ku, Adviser</td>
<td></td>
<td>Dissertation: Investigation of Fluid Dynamic Effects of Endovascular Intervention in a Model of Descending Aortic Dissection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erica D. Bizzell**</td>
<td>Biological and Biomedical Sciences, Jyothi Rengarajan, Adviser</td>
<td></td>
<td>Dissertation: Mycobacterial Serine Proteases and Modulation of Host Immunity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sara Ashlee Bledsoe**</td>
<td>Sociology, Timothy Dowd, Adviser</td>
<td></td>
<td>Dissertation: Walk the Line: The Role of Legitimacy, Gender, and Race in Cultural Consecration in the Country Music and Rock and Roll Halls of Fame</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James R. Bowen*</td>
<td>Biological and Biomedical Sciences, Meelu Suthar, Adviser</td>
<td></td>
<td>Dissertation: Mechanisms of Flavivirus Antagonism of Innate Immune Signaling in Human Dendritic Cells</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grant Thomas Buckles*</td>
<td>Political Science, Jennifer Gandhi, Adviser</td>
<td></td>
<td>Dissertation: Opposition Parties and Authoritarian Control: The Logic and Limitations of Cooptation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary Ellen Bushman**</td>
<td>Biological and Biomedical Sciences, Jacobus de Roode and Venkataraman Udhayakumar, Advisers</td>
<td></td>
<td>Dissertation: Within-Host Competition and Evolution of Drug Resistance in Plasmodium Falciparum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kameron McCarthy Butler</td>
<td>Biological and Biomedical Sciences, Andrew Escay, Adviser</td>
<td></td>
<td>Dissertation: Identification and Evaluation of Novel Epilepsy-Associated Variants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brenda Milagros Calderon**</td>
<td>Biological and Biomedical Sciences, Graeme Conn, Adviser</td>
<td></td>
<td>Dissertation: Non-Coding RNA 886 Is a Novel Regulator of Viral dsRNA Sensors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Letitia M. Campbell*</td>
<td>Religion, Elizabeth Bounds, Adviser</td>
<td></td>
<td>Dissertation: Short-Term Mission in a Shifting Global Landscape: Genealogies of Hope and Ambivalence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sumita Chakraborty</td>
<td>English, Laura Otis, Adviser</td>
<td></td>
<td>Dissertation: Signs of Feeling Everywhere: Lyric Poetics, Posthumanist Ecologies, and Ethics in the Anthropocene</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yuan Chang*</td>
<td>Chemistry, Khalid Salaita, Adviser</td>
<td></td>
<td>Dissertation: An Approach to Generate Ultra-Robust and Highly Modular Molecular Tension Probes and Thermo-Responsive Enzymatic Nanoreactors to Regulate Reaction Rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Li Chen*</td>
<td>Computer Science and Informatics, Zhaohui Steve Qin and Hao Wu, Advisers</td>
<td></td>
<td>Dissertation: Statistical and Informatics Methods for Analyzing Next Generation Sequencing Data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shiyang Chen*</td>
<td>Biomedical Engineering, Xiaoping Hu, Adviser</td>
<td></td>
<td>Dissertation: Spatiotemporal Modeling of Brain Dynamics Using Machine Learning Approaches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patricia Chungmen Cheung*</td>
<td>Epidemiology, Julie Gazmarnian, Adviser</td>
<td></td>
<td>Dissertation: Evaluation of Interventions in the Clinical and School Settings to Address Child Obesity: A Step Forward in Translation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Bryant Chica*
Chemistry, R. Brian Dyer, Adviser
Dissertation: Semiconductor Nanoparticle-Protein Hybrid Systems for Solar Hydrogen Production and Photo-Triggered Mechanistic Studies

Jung-Ting Chien*
Computer Science, Mary Galinski and Zhaohui Qin, Advisers
Dissertation: An Application of DIKW Model in Malaria Systems Biology Study: From NGS Data to Disease Progression Insight

Kiseo Chung*
Business, Jay Shanken and T. Clifton Green, Advisers
Dissertation: Three Essays in Financial Economics

Meredith Frances Coleman-Tobias**
Religion, Dianne Stewart, Adviser
Dissertation: Portable Ritual: Sobonfu Somé and the Making of a Dagara Religious Diaspora

Jason Conage-Pough
Biological and Biomedical Sciences, Lawrence Boise, Adviser
Dissertation: Characterization of Constitutive Bim Phosphorylation in Plasma Cell Malignancies

Jord Conkle**
Nutrition and Health Sciences, Reynaldo Martorell, Adviser
Dissertation: Development and Evaluation of a 3D Imaging System for Child Anthropometry

Guy Jonathan Conn*
English, Michael Moon, Adviser
Dissertation: Comics beside Literature: Race and Environment in Twentieth-Century American Fiction

Darcie Anna Cook**
Biological and Biomedical Sciences, Malú Tansey, Adviser
Dissertation: LRRK2 Function in Immune Cells and Contribution to Parkinson’s Disease

Rebecca Lee Copeland
Religion, Ian McFarland and Barbara Patterson, Advisers
Dissertation: Remembering the Word: A Decentered Approach to Two-Natures Christology

Collin Robinson Paé Cornell
Religion, Brent Strawn, Adviser
Dissertation: Divine Aggression in Royal Psalms and Inscriptions

Oliver Ambrose Braselman Cowart*
Sociology, Alexander Hicks, Adviser
Dissertation: Car Wars: Global Automakers, Entrepreneurial Governance, and the Elision of Labor

Hannah Meredith Creager**
Biological and Biomedical Sciences, Terrence Tumpey and David Steinhauser, Advisers
Dissertation: Studies of Influenza Virus Tropism

Katherine Ermalinda Cupello
Art History, Eric Varner, Adviser
Dissertation: Reconstructing Marcus Antonius: Rethinking the Representation of a Roman Triumph in the Hellenistic East

Alicia Ann Cutler**
Biological and Biomedical Sciences, Grace Pavlath and Anita Corbett, Advisers
Dissertation: Analyses of Aging and Heterogeneity in Nuclei of Multinucleated Skeletal Muscle Cells

Katherine Shannon Davies**
Philosophy, Andrew Mitchell, Adviser
Dissertation: Heidegger’s Conversations: Relationality, Language, and Ethics

Yi Deng**
Biostatistics, Qi Long, Adviser
Dissertation: Statistical Methods for Incomplete Big Data

Wallace Derricotte*
Chemistry, Francesco Evangelista, Adviser
Dissertation: Development and Applications of Orthogonality Constrained Density Functional Theory for the Accurate Simulation of X-Ray Absorption Spectroscopy

Rachel Diamond*
Psychology, Robert Hampton, Adviser
Dissertation: An Interference Test of the Spatial Representation of Order in Nonhuman Primates

Rebecca Sue Dillard
Biological and Biomedical Sciences, Elizabeth Wright, Adviser
Dissertation: Structural Studies of Host-Microbe Interactions

Cory Thomas Pechan Driver*
Religion: Don Seeman, Adviser
Dissertation: “Yours or Ours?” Muslims Performing Selfhood in Moroccan Jewish Cemeteries

Pankhuree R. Dube*
History, Gyanendra Pandey, Adviser
Dissertation: Adivasis and Artisanal Production: Pardhan Gonds of Mandla District, Central India, circa 1866–2001

Deanne Dunbar*
Anthropology, Melvin Konner and Carol Worthman, Advisers
Dissertation: The Home Keepers: Occupying Atlanta Homes in Foreclosure after the Great Recession

Shanna Diane Early
English, Nathan Suhr-Systsma, Adviser
Dissertation: Gathering Places: Place as Archive in Irish, Indian, and Caribbean Literature

Whitney L. Easton*
Anthropology, Peggy Bartlett, Adviser
Dissertation: Emerging Ruralities: Constructing Distinction, Desire, and Class through Agritourism and Farming in Tuscany

Irem Ayse Eheturk*
Sociology, John Boli, Adviser
Dissertation: Single Neuron Contributions to Sensory Behaviors in Drosophila melanogaster

Zachary S. Ende**
Biological and Biomedical Sciences, Eric Hunter, Adviser
Dissertation: Viral Determinants of Subtype C HIV-1 Transmission in Zambian Heterosexual Couples

Jaclyn Espinosa*
Biological and Biomedical Sciences, Allan Kirk, Adviser
Dissertation: Contributing Factors to Immune Cell Repertoire and Effects on Alloreactivity

Louis Fagnan
History, Joseph Crespino, Adviser

Meghan Cecily Ferrall-Fairbanks**
Biomedical Engineering, Manu Platt, Adviser
Dissertation: Effects of Cathespin Proteolytic Network Dynamics on Extracellular Matrix Degradation in Biological Machines and Invasive Disease
Mary Katherine Findley**
Nursing, Rebecca Gary, Adviser
Dissertation: Risk Factors of Recurrent Hospital Admission for Young Adults Presenting with Hyperglycemic Emergencies at an Inner-City Hospital

Osric Anthony Forrest
Biological and Biomedical Sciences, Richard Kahn, Adviser
Dissertation: Pathological Conditioning of Neutrophils in Airway Inflammation

Joshua Wayne Francis*
Biological and Biomedical Sciences, Rabindra Tiouravanziam, Adviser
Dissertation: A Novel Role for the ARL2 GTPase in Cofactor-Mediated Tubulin Folding

Alexa Ann Freedman
Epidemiology, Carolyn Drews-Botsch, Adviser
Dissertation: Features of Placental Morphology, Fetal Growth, and Adverse Cognitive Outcomes in Childhood

Julianne Jasmine Freeman
Biological and Biomedical Sciences, Cathrin Bueteufsish, Adviser
Dissertation: The Study of Hebbian-Type Repetitive Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation on Impaired Hand Motor Function in Chronic Stroke

Daniel A. García Ulloa**
Computer Science and Informatics, Li Xiong and Vaidy Sunderam, Advisers
Dissertation: Task Recommendation and Information Fusion in Spatial Crowdsourcing

Clarissa Catherine Garvey
Computer Science and Informatics, James Nagy, Adviser
Dissertation: Truncated Singular Value Decomposition Approximation for Structured Matrices via Kronerke Product Summation Decomposition

Catherine Ann Mirafuente Gavile**
Biological and Biomedical Sciences, Lawrence Boise, Adviser
Dissertation: The Role of the CD28-CD86 Signaling Module in Maintaining Myeloma Cell Viability

Chenghao Ge*
Biomedical Engineering, Cheng Zhu, Adviser
Dissertation: The Impact of TCR-CD3 and TCR-pMHC-CD8 Interaction on T Cell Activation

Kyle E. Giesler**
Chemistry, Dennis Liotta, Adviser
Dissertation: The Design, Synthesis, and Biological Evaluation of Novel Prodrugs and Antiviral Agents for HIV and Other Chronic Viral Infections

Corey Joseph Goergen
English, Deborah Elise White and Paul Kelleher, Adviser
Dissertation: Chronic Habits: The Literature of Dissipation in the Long Eighteenth Century

Russell William Goetz**
Biological and Biomedical Sciences, Back Kim, Adviser
Dissertation: A Dip IN the Shallow End: SAMHD1 dNTPase Specificity and How Draining the dNTP Pool Limits HIV-1 Gap Repair

Xiangyu Gong
Economics, David Jacho-Chávez, Adviser
Dissertation: On the Housing Provident Fund in China

Brian Evan Gronewoller
Religion, Anthony Brigman, Adviser
Dissertation: Rhetorical Economy in the Theology of Augustine

Marissa Grossman*
Biological and Biomedical Sciences, Gonzalo Vazquez-Prokopec, Adviser
Dissertation: Ecological Mediators of Pyrethroid Resistance Evolution in Aedes aegypti

Bastian Haase
Mathematics, Parimala Raman, Adviser
Dissertation: Patching and Local-Global Principles for Gerbes over Semi-Global Fields with an Application to Homogeneous Spaces

Anne Edith Hannusch
Economics, Karen Kopecky and Tao Zha, Advisers
Dissertation: Essays in Family Economics

Rebecca Ann Hartsough
Political Science, Thomas Walker, Adviser
Dissertation: Practical Politics: Explaining Duration Variation in the Federal Judicial Appointment Process

Qing He**
Biostatistics, Jian Kang and Tianwei Yu, Advisers
Dissertation: Machine Learning Methods in Large Scale Neuroimaging Study

PamelaSara Elbaz Head
Biological and Biomedical Sciences, David Yu, Adviser
Dissertation: Sirtuin 2 is a Human Tumor Suppressor and a Novel Regulator of the Non-Homologous End Joining Repair Pathway

Thomas M. Hennessey**
Biological and Biomedical Sciences, Donald Raimnie, Adviser
Dissertation: Anxiety and the Amygdala in the Prenatal Valproic Acid Exposure Model of Autism

Lukas Alexander Hoffmann**
Biological and Biomedical Sciences, Samuel Sober, Adviser
Dissertation: Complex Sensorimotor Processing and Neural Plasticity in the Bengalese Finch Song System during Vocal Learning and Error Correction

Richard J. Hofmann
English, Ronald Schuchard and Nathan Suhr-Sytsma, Advisers
Dissertation: Little Books: Contemporary Poetry and Opera

David J. Holthausen**
Biological and Biomedical Sciences, Joshy Jacob, Adviser
Dissertation: An Effector of Amphibian Innate Immunity Protects against Human Influenza A Viruses

Yan Hong*
Biological and Biomedical Sciences, Xiao-Jiang Li, Adviser
Dissertation: Development of a Novel in Vitro Blood Brain Barrier Model for the Evaluation of Nanomedicines

Xinru Huang
Physics, Connie Roth, Adviser

Samuel Bennett Hunley*
Psychology, Stella Lourenco, Adviser
Dissertation: Examining Peripersonal Space: Representations Surrounding the Body and the Role of Threat

Emily Lauren Hunter
Biological and Biomedical Sciences, Winfield Sale, Adviser
Dissertation: IDA3-Mediated IFT Transport of the Ciliary Inner Dynein Arm II
Jessica Anna Hurtak
Chemistry, Frank McDonald, Adviser
Dissertation: Exo-mode Oxacyclization Strategies for Synthesis of Trans-fused Polycyclic Ethers: the ABC Ring Sector of Brevenal

Stephanie Catanese Iasiello
English, Deepika Bahri, Adviser
Dissertation: Slavery and Its Afterlives: Contemporary (Re)imaginings of the Zong Massacre

Shikha Jaiswal
Business, Narasimhan Jegadeesh and Tarun Chordia, Advisers
Dissertation: Essays in Financial Economics

Caprichia Jeffers
Biostatistics, Howard Chang and Jian Kang, Advisers
Dissertation: Statistical Methods for Correlated Count Data

Xu Ji
Health Services Research and Health Policy, Janet Cummings, Adviser
Dissertation: Three Studies on the Mental Health Implications of Discontinuous Insurance Coverage and Medicaid Eligibility Policies

Qize Jiang
Biological and Biomedical Sciences, Ying Wei, Adviser
Dissertation: Direct Reprogramming of Astrocytes to Enhance Recovery after Stroke

Zhuxuan Jin
Biostatistics, Tianwei Yu, Jian Kang, Adviser
Dissertation: Statistical Methods for Omics Data Integration

Yao Jing
Chemistry, Dennis Liotta, Adviser
Dissertation: Structure-Activity Relationship and Quantitative Structure-Activity Relationship of GluN2C/D Subunit Selective Antagonists of the N-Methyl-D-Aspartate Receptor

Christopher Thomas Johnson
Biomedical Engineering, Andrés García, Adviser
Dissertation: Lysostaphin-Delivering Hydrogels to Treat Orthopaedic Device Infections

Andrew Jones
Biological and Biomedical Sciences, Rama Rao Amara, Adviser
Dissertation: Novel Immunogens and Mucosal Vaccination for Improving Protection against HIV-1

Lenora Bellee Jones-Pierce
English, Patricia Cahill, Adviser
Dissertation: Able Verse: Disability and the Lyric in Early Modern English Literature

Jessica Cheng Joyce
Biomedical Engineering, Mark Prausnitz, Adviser
Dissertation: Development of Microneedle Patches for Measles-Rubella Vaccination and Extended Delivery Vaccination

Chester Jeffery Joyner
Biological and Biomedical Sciences, Mary Galinski, Adviser
Dissertation: Immunology and Pathogenesis of Acute and Relapsing Malaria

Tomasz Marek Jurczyk
Mathematics and Computer Science, Jinho Choi, Adviser
Dissertation: Improving Question Answering by Bridging Linguistic Structures and Statistical Learning

Hülya Karaman
Business, Jagdish Sheth and Anand Swaminathan, Advisers
Dissertation: Essays on Online Word of Mouth

Ariel Grace Keller
Mathematics, Ronald Gould, Adviser
Dissertation: On Cycles, Chorded Cycles, and Degree Conditions

Elizabeth M. Kennedy
Biological and Biomedical Sciences, Karen Conneeley, Adviser
Dissertation: Epigenome-Wide Patterns of DNA Methylation in Radiation Exposure and Gene Expression

Stephanie Dean Kerce
Political Science, Tom Clark, Adviser
Dissertation: Strategic Presidential Response to Appointment Constraints: Judicial Nominations in a Polarized Era

Mooeung Kim
Chemistry, Craig Hill, Adviser
Dissertation: Mechanistic Study on Multi-Electron Processes in POM Catalysis

Hilary Brooks King
Anthropology, Peggy Barlett, Adviser
Dissertation: The Meshwork of Alternative Food Systems: Negotiating Sustainability in Chiapas, Mexico

Jamie Leigh King
Biological and Biomedical Sciences, Jin-Tang Dong, Adviser
Dissertation: Roles of TTK Kinase in Breast Cancer Tumorigenesis

Jonathan Lee Kirschman
Biomedical Engineering, Philip Santangelo, Adviser
Dissertation: Characterization of in Vitro Transcribed MRNA for Optimal Expression in Therapeutic Applications

Kara Kittelberger
Biological and Biomedical Sciences, Larry Young, Adviser
Dissertation: Novel Approaches to Enhance Social Cognition by Stimulating Central Oxytocin Release Using a Melanocortin 4 Receptor Agonist

Anastasia Catherine Klupchak
Institute of Liberal Arts, Anna Grimshaw, Adviser
Dissertation: Disability and American Documentary Cinema: Media Ethnography towards the Movement of Embodied Difference

Meghan Kohne
Physics, Kurt Warncke, Adviser
Dissertation: Characterizing the Configurational Fluctuations that Contribute to Enzyme Catalysis for Ethanolamine Ammonia Lyase

Ilya Kolb
Biomedical Engineering, Craig Forest, Adviser
Dissertation: Walk-Away Automation of In Vitro Patch-Clamp Electrophysiology

Kathleen Helen Krause
Behavioral Sciences and Health Education, Kathryn Yount, Adviser
Dissertation: Understanding the Disclosure of Sexual Violence among College Women

Jack Ryan Krieger
Biomedical Engineering, Edward Botchway, Adviser
Dissertation: Biosynthetic Materials for Pro-Regenerative Immune Modulation

Leila Margaret Larson
Nutrition and Health Sciences, Reynaldo Martorell, Adviser
Dissertation: The Consequences of Malnutrition, and Effects of Multiple Micronutrient Powders, on Young Child Development in India

Lisa Helene LaViers
Business, Kristy Towry, Adviser
Dissertation: The Effect of Pay Transparency on Narcissists: Can Personality Type Predict Reciprocity?

Georgette Ilunga-Nkulu Ledgister
Religion, Elizabeth Bounds, Adviser
Debbie Lee
Environmental Health Sciences, Karen Levy, Adviser
Dissertation: Salmonella Survival and Transport in the Environment: Implications for Produce Safety and Human Health Risk

Eva Michelle Lewandowski
Psychology, Lynne Nygaard, Adviser
Dissertation: The Automaticity of Entrainment: Perceptual, Social, and Individual Differences in Vocal Alignment

Holly Christopher Lewis*
Biological and Biomedical Sciences, Jacques Galipeau, Adviser
Dissertation: Aromatics & Exosomes: The Translation of Cell Therapy

Joshua D. Lewis**
Biological and Biomedical Sciences, Andrew Kowalczky, Adviser
Dissertation: Lipid Raft Mediation of Desmoglein Function

Li Xiong, Adviser
Dissertation: Fast and Adaptive Algorithms Potential for Treatment of Substance Abuse Nonhuman Primates and the Therapeutic Functional Brain Networks in Awake: The Effects of Ketamine on

Allison M. LoPilato*
Psychology, Elaine Walker, Adviser
Dissertation: Disentangling the Impact of Childhood Adversity: Unique Effects of Deprivation and Threat

Alexander Lars Lundberg*
Economics, David Jacho-Chávez and Hugo Mialon, Advisers
Dissertation: The Economics of Judge and Jury Decision Making

Massimiliano Lupo Pasini
Mathematics, Michele Benzi, Adviser
Dissertation: Deterministic and Stochastic Acceleration Techniques for Richardson-Type Iterations

Johnthann Gerald Lyon*
Biomedical Engineering, Ravi Bellamkonda, Adviser

Allison Marie Lytle*
Biological and Biomedical Sciences, Christopher Doering, Adviser
Dissertation: Examination of the Immunological Aspects of Gene Therapy for the Treatment of Hemophilia A

Sarah Elizabeth MacDonald
Religion, Ellen Ott Marshall, Adviser
Dissertation: The Paradox of Privilege: Responsible Solidarity for Faith-Based Activism

Brett Emery Maiden
Religion, Brent Straw, Adviser
Dissertation: Cognitively Optimal and Costly Aspects of Ancient Israelite Religion

Eric A. Maltbie**
Biological and Biomedical Sciences, Leonard Howell, Adviser
Dissertation: The Effects of Ketamine on Functional Brain Networks in Awake Nonhuman Primates and the Therapeutic Potential for Treatment of Substance Abuse

Elizabeth Quinny Littauer
Biological and Biomedical Sciences, Joanna Skountzou and Richard Compan, Advisers
Dissertation: The Effect of Pregnancy on Immune Responses to H1N1 Influenza Virus Infection

Jinfei Liu*
Computer Science and Informatics, Li Xiong, Adviser
Dissertation: Fast and Adaptive Algorithms for Skyline Computation

Allison M. LoPilato*
Psychology, Elaine Walker, Adviser
Dissertation: Disentangling the Impact of Childhood Adversity: Unique Effects of Deprivation and Threat

Alexander Lars Lundberg*
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Johnthann Gerald Lyon*
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Dissertation: Examination of the Immunological Aspects of Gene Therapy for the Treatment of Hemophilia A

Sarah Elizabeth MacDonald
Religion, Ellen Ott Marshall, Adviser
Dissertation: The Paradox of Privilege: Responsible Solidarity for Faith-Based Activism

Brett Emery Maiden
Religion, Brent Straw, Adviser
Dissertation: Cognitively Optimal and Costly Aspects of Ancient Israelite Religion

Eric A. Maltbie**
Biological and Biomedical Sciences, Leonard Howell, Adviser
Dissertation: The Effects of Ketamine on Functional Brain Networks in Awake Nonhuman Primates and the Therapeutic Potential for Treatment of Substance Abuse
Sasha Mital
Behavioral Sciences and Health Education, Natalie Crawford, Adviser
Dissertation: Trends in Nonmedical Prescription Opioid and Heroin Co-Use and Medication Assisted Treatment Utilization

Jennifer Lauren Nelson
Sociology, Richard Rubinson, Adviser
Dissertation: Nonsymmetrical Effects of Racial Diversity on Organizational Minority Members: Evidence from the Teaching Profession

Olivia Moody*
Biological and Biomedical Sciences, Andrew Jenkins, Adviser
Dissertation: Pharmacologically Targeting the GABA-A Receptors in Neurological Disease

David Aaron Nicholson
Biological and Biomedical Sciences, Samuel Sober, Adviser
Dissertation: Cerebellothalamic and Thalamostrioral Projections in a Songbird, the Bengalese Finch

Robert Clinton Moot**
Biological and Biomedical Sciences, Trent Spencer, Adviser
Dissertation: Novel Immunoegen-Specific Variable Lymphocyte Receptors for Creation of Chimeric Antigen Receptors and Methods for Improved Transduction and Gene Delivery

Samantha Mary Noreen
Biostatistics, Lance Waller, Adviser
Dissertation: Quantifying the Impact of Local SUTVA Violations in Spatiotemporal Causal Models

Richard Kenneth Morgan
Political Science, Dan Reiter, Adviser
Dissertation: Road Warriors: Counterinsurgency Security Operations and Popular Support in Insurgent Conflicts

Jennifer Michelle Kimiko Moriuchi*
Psychology, Ami Klin, Adviser
Dissertation: Clarifying Sex Differences in Social Disability in Autism Spectrum Disorder

Kevin J. Morris
Biological and Biomedical Sciences, Anita Corbett, Adviser
Dissertation: Defining the Function of the Polyadenosine RNA-Binding Protein ZC3H14: Molecular Insight into a Disease Associated RNA-Binding Protein

Nicole Maree Morris Johnson
English, Valerie Loschot, Adviser
Dissertation: Daughters of Hurston: Creolization as Performance from the Caribbean to the Sea Islands

Charles Joseph Morrissey
Mathematics, David Zureick-Brown, Adviser
Dissertation: Topics in Tropical and Analytic Geometry

Mukasa Mbirumusoke*
Philosophy, Cynthia Willett, Adviser
Dissertation: Black Hospitality

Lauren Elise Murphy
Psychology, Jocelyne Bachevalier, Adviser
Dissertation: Contributions of Orbitofrontal Subregions to Socioemotional Processing in Rhesus macaques

Vanessa Anne Nelsen*
Spanish, Jose Quiroga, Adviser
Dissertation: In the Palace of Possession: The Neobaroque Novel and the Pleasure of the Ghost

Jennifer Lauren Nelson
Sociology, Richard Rubinson, Adviser
Dissertation: Nonsymmetrical Effects of Racial Diversity on Organizational Minority Members: Evidence from the Teaching Profession

Maylen Perez Diaz**
Biological and Biomedical Sciences, Leonard Howell and Mark Wilson, Advisers
Dissertation: Serotonin 5-HT2C Receptor Modulation of Compulsive and Addictive Behavior in Female Rhesus macaques

Riley E. Perszyk
Biological and Biomedical Sciences, Stephen Tarynelis, Adviser
Dissertation: A Study of N-Methyl-D-Aspartate Receptor Allosteric Modulators with Diverse Mechanisms of Action

Christopher Thomas Petersen**
Biological and Biomedical Sciences, Edmund Weller, Adviser
Dissertation: Antagonism of the Vasactive Intestinal Peptide and P13K δ Signaling Pathways in T Cell–Based Therapies for Leukemia and Lymphoma

Brittany Lynn Phillips
Biological and Biomedical Sciences, Anita Corbett and Grace Pavlath, Advisers
Dissertation: Tissue-Specific Regulation of the Pabpn1 Gene: Implications for Muscular Dystrophy

Elizabeth Leigh Whiting Pierce**
Religion, Ellen Ott Marshall, Adviser
Dissertation: In Pursuit of Democratic and Prudent Water Governance in the Apalachicola-Chattahoochee-Flint River Basin

Matthew Lawrence Pierce
Religion, L. Edward Phillips, Adviser
Dissertation: The Place of Place in Liturgical Theology

Tamara Plishvili**
Epidemiology, William Flanders and Keith Klugman, Advisers
Dissertation: Evaluation of the Effects of Clean-Burning Cookstoves on Indoor Air Pollution and Their Effects on Acute Respiratory Diseases among Children

Melanie Pincus
Biological and Biomedical Sciences, Mar Sanchez, Adviser
Dissertation: Impact of Stress, Pubertal Tempo, and Diet on Neurobehavioral Development in Female Rhesus macaques

Elizabeth Pitts**
Biological and Biomedical Sciences, Shannon Gourley and Leonard Howell, Advisers
Dissertation: Neurobehavioral Effects, and Therapeutic-Like Potential, of MDMA and Cortico-Striatal trkB
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David Sterling Reece**
Biomedical Engineering, Robert Guildberg, Adviser
Dissertation: In Vivo and In Vitro Evaluation of an ECM-Based OA Therapy

Heather Elizabeth Reece**
Environmental Health Sciences, Tom Clasen, Adviser
Dissertation: Effectiveness of a Combined Sanitation and Household-Level Piped Water Intervention on Infrastructure Coverage, Availability and Use, Environmental Fecal Contamination, and Child Health in Rural Odisha, India: A Matched Cohort Study

Nicolas Remy*
French, Valérie Loichot, Adviser
Dissertation: Que tombent les murs: Terre, territoires et tremblement chez Dany Laferrière, Michel Houellebecq, Claire Denis

Jue Ren*
Economics, Esfandiar Maassoudi and Kajii Chen, Adviser
Dissertation: Essays on Financial Economics

Rolando Felipe Rengifo*
Chemistry, David Lynn, Adviser
Dissertation: From Amyloid to Copper Arrays: The Design of a Functional Metalloamyloid Nanostructure (MAN)

Alessandra Maria Richardson**
Biological and Biomedical Sciences, Adam Marcus, Adviser
Dissertation: More than a Biomarker: Vimentin Function in Lung Cancer Invasion and Metastasis

Chloe Robins
Biological and Biomedical Sciences, Karen Conneely, Adviser
Dissertation: Using DNA Methylation Data to Understand the Evolutionary Basis of Human Aging

Stephanie Lauren Rodgers
Philosophy, Cynthia Willert, Adviser
Dissertation: Between the Virtual and the Real: A Study of Relations

Travis Michael Rotterman
Biological and Biomedical Sciences, Francisco Alvarez, Adviser
Dissertation: The Role of Neuroinflammation in Motor Circuit Synaptic Plasticity within the Spinal Cord following Peripheral Nerve Injury

Lauren Rusnak
Biological and Biomedical Sciences, Haian Fu, Adviser
Dissertation: Regulation of Apoptosis Signal-Regulating Kinase 1 by LATS2

Bisan Adnan Salhi
Anthropology, Peter Brown, Adviser
Dissertation: Diagnosis Homeless: Emergency Department “Super-Utilizers” and Urban Poverty in Atlanta, Georgia

Cheryl Lau San Emeterio
Biomedical Engineering, Edward Botchwey, Adviser
Dissertation: Immunomodulatory Biomaterials for Skeletal Muscle Repair

Eduardo Sanabria-Figueroa*
Biological and Biomedical Sciences, Lily Yang and Rita Nahta, Advisers
Dissertation: Mechanisms of Insulin-Like Growth Factor-1 Receptor-Mediated Trastuzumab Resistance in HER2-Overexpressing Breast Cancer

Daniela Yvonne Santiesteban
Biomedical Engineering, Stanislav Emelianov, Adviser
Dissertation: Advancing Laser-Activated Perfluorocarbon Nanodroplets as Diagnostic and Image-Guided Therapeutics

Peter J. Schindler*
Nursing, Jennifer Foster, Adviser
Dissertation: Men’s Values of the Reproductive Rights of their Partners, Antenatal Care Attendance, and Associations with Reproductive Health

Robert Peter Schneider
Mathematics, Ken Ono, Adviser
Dissertation: Eulerian Series, Zeta Functions and the Arithmetic of Partitions

Daniel Charles Semenza
Sociology, Robert Agnew, Adviser
Dissertation: Delinquency and the Digital Domain: The Influence of Online Activities and Victimization Experiences on Offline Crime and Cyber Aggression among Adolescents

Ray Serrano*
Health Services Research and Health Policy, Ray Serrano, Adviser
Dissertation: Un Federalismo Saludable? Health System Decentralization and Performance in Mexico

Erika Serrato*
French, Valérie Loichot, Adviser
Dissertation: Amerindian Memory and Native Resistance in Francophone Caribbean Literature

Noah Allen Setterholm*
Chemistry, Frank McDonald, Adviser

Lauren Paige Shapiro
Biological and Biomedical Sciences, Shannon Gourley, Adviser
Dissertation: A Cytoskeletal-Based Approach to Understanding Antidepressant-Like Mechanisms and Depression-Related Behaviors

Jason Scott Shepard**
Psychology, Philip Wolff, Adviser
Dissertation: Kinds of Future-Oriented Thought and Their Relations to Well-Being

Aaron Lawrence Breiter Pratt Shepherd*
Philosophy, John Lysaker, Adviser

Warren Edward Shull
Mathematics, Ronald Gould, Adviser
Dissertation: On Spanning Trees with Few Branch Vertices

Jonathan Kevin Sia
Biological and Biomedical Sciences, Jyothi Rengarajan, Adviser
Dissertation: Modulation of Innate-Adaptive Immune Crosstalk during Mycobacterium tuberculosis Infection

Kendra Ann Sirak
Anthropology, Jessica Thompson, Adviser
Dissertation: A Genomic Analysis of Two Early Christian Cemetery Communities from Sudanese Nubia

Deeksha Sivakumar
Religion, Joyce Flueckiger, Adviser
Dissertation: Dolls on Display: A South Indian Festival of Identity and Play

Molly Marie Slavin
English, Deepika Bahri, Adviser
Dissertation: Capitalized Post-colonial Crime and the Contemporary Novels of London, Belfast, Bombay, and Johannesburg

Kenneth Paul Smith
Religion, Gary Laderman, Adviser
Dissertation: The Contemporary American Magical Landscape

Sarah Megan Smith*
Sociology, Ellen Idler, Adviser
Dissertation: Enhancing Choice, Capabilities, and Community for Chronically Mentally Ill Persons: The Social Context of a Faith-Based Day Program

Eric Joseph Snider
Biomedical Engineering, C. Ross Ethier, Andrés Garcia, and Mark Prausnitz, Advisers
Dissertation: Mesenchymal Stem Cell Therapies for the Trabecular Meshwork in Glaucoma
Eric E. Solomon*
English, Valérie Loichot, Adviser
Dissertation: Southernmost Currents: Liminal Narratives of Love in the Florida Straits

Katherine Elizabeth Squires
Biological and Biomedical Sciences, John Hepler, Adviser
Dissertation: Human RGS14: Relationship between Sequence Variation, Brain Distribution, and Protein Function

Andrew Donald Steele
Chemistry, William Wuest, Adviser
Dissertation: Natural and Synthetic Compounds as Tools to Overcome Antibiotic Resistance

Victoria Lauren Stefanelli
Biomedical Engineering, Thomas Barker, Adviser
Dissertation: Provisional Extracellular Matrix Citrullination as a Stimulus for Pathological Fibroblast Activation

Riley Jane Steiner
Behavioral Sciences and Health Education, Jessica Sales, Adviser
Dissertation: Long-Acting Reversible Contraceptive Use among Adolescents and Young Adults: Implications for Integrating Unintended Pregnancy and STI Prevention

Anaïs Stenson**
Psychology, Patricia Bauer, Adviser
Dissertation: Developmental Continuity in Emotion Effects on Memory: Evidence from Behavior and Event-Related Potentials

Heather Marie Strosnider
Environmental Health Sciences, Matthew Strickland, Yang Liu, Advisers
Dissertation: Addressing Gaps in the Age-Specific Evidence Used for United States Air Pollution Policy

Michael Kyung Suh
Religion, Luke Timothy Johnson, Adviser

Ashley Jacqueline Swain
Biological and Biomedical Sciences, Yoland Smith and Thomas Wichmann, Advisers
Dissertation: Structural Plasticity of GABAergic and Glutamatergic Terminals in the Ventral Motor and Caudal Intralaminar Thalamic Nuclei in MPTP-Treated Parkinsonian Monkeys

Chanel Ranita Craft Tanner
Women's, Gender, and Sexuality Studies, Deboleena Roy, Adviser
Dissertation: Beyond the Bars: Using US Third-World Feminism to Read Constructions of Carcerality in Hip-Hop

Ryan Gordon Tans*
Political Science, Richard Doner, Jennifer Gandhi, Douglas Kammen, and Eric Reinhardt, Advisers
Dissertation: Decentralization and the Politics of Local Taxation in Southeast Asia

Leann Querintmont Teadt
Chemistry, Stefan Lutz, Adviser
Dissertation: Engineering the Stereoselectivity and Regioselectivity of Flavoenzymes

Rodrigo Bueno Therezo**
Comparative Literature, Geoffrey Bennington, Adviser
Dissertation: Geschlecht: Sex and Species, Being and Difference

Cameron David Thurber
Comparative Literature, John Johnston, Adviser
Dissertation: The Technological Production of Subjectivity: Images of the Body under Late Capitalism

Tawni Lynn Tidwell**
Anthropology, Carol Worthman, Adviser
Dissertation: Imbining the Text, Transforming the Body, Perceiving the Patient: Cultivating Embodied Knowledge for Tibetan Medical Diagnosis

Abu Mohd. Naser Titu
Environmental Health Sciences, Thomas Clasen and Matthew Gribble, Advisers
Dissertation: Drinking Water Salinity: Mineral Intake and Cardiovascular Health

Erica Shannon Torres
Biological and Biomedical Sciences, Roger Deal, Adviser
Dissertation: Investigating the Roles of H2A.Z in Transcription and Nucleosomal Organization through Its Relationships with Other Chromatin Proteins

Sarah Isabel Trebar-Leder
Mathematics, Ken Ono, Adviser
Dissertation: Connections between Classical and Umbral Moonshine

Natalie Turrin
Women's, Gender, and Sexuality Studies, Deboleena Roy and Elizabeth Wilson, Advisers

Mfon Effiong Umoh*
Biological and Biomedical Sciences, Jonathan Glass, Adviser
Dissertation: Characterization of Clinical, Pathological, and Proteomic Differences along the Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis and Fronto-temporal Dementia Disease Spectrum

Jennifer Ann Vanderlaan*
Nursing, Susan Shapiro, Adviser
Dissertation: Associations between Delivery Hospital Obstetric Service Level and Selected Maternal and Perinatal Outcomes for High-Risk Women

Daryll Alexander Vanover
Biomedical Engineering, Philip Santangelo, Adviser
Dissertation: Molecular Toolbox for Characterizing, Preventing, and Treating Human Respiratory Syncytial Virus Infections

Alexander Fuller Viguerie
Math, Alessandro Veneziani, Adviser
Dissertation: Efficient, Stable, and Reliable Solvers for the Steady Incompressible Navier-Stokes Equations in Computational Hemodynamics

Mael Vizcarra*
Institute of Liberal Arts, Anna Grimshaw, Adviser
Dissertation: Entre Líneas | Between Lines: Mobility, Temporality, and Performance at a Mexico-US Border Checkpoint

Kimberly Renee Wagner
Religion, Thomas Long, Ted Smith, Advisers
Dissertation: From the Depths: Preaching in the Wake of Mass Violent Trauma

William Andrew Wagstaff**
Political Science, Dan Reiter, Adviser

Aaron Stuart Wallace
Epidemiology, Saad Omer, Adviser
Dissertation: Monitoring and Addressing Determinants of Vaccine Utilization in Low- and Middle-Income Country Settings: Parental Attitude Scales and Vaccine Reminder Interventions

Jinyang Wang*
Biomedical Engineering, Ying Luo, Adviser
Dissertation: Scaffolds with Integrated Properties and Applications in Cell Transplantation

Ke Wang
Biomedical Engineering, C. Ross Ethier, Adviser
Dissertation: Mechanical Properties of Trabecular Meshwork

Ashley Lauren Watts
Psychology, Scott Lilienfeld, Adviser
Dissertation: Confident but Clueless? Exploring the Nature and Boundaries of the Link between Personality Disorder Features and Self-Enhancement
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Adviser</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Steven Wayne Webster</td>
<td>Political Science</td>
<td>Alan Abramowitz,</td>
<td>This dissertation explores the impact of economic policies on political behavior.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adam Glynn, Gregory Martin</td>
<td>Adviser</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Rye Weikum*</td>
<td>Biological and Biomedical Sciences</td>
<td>Eric Ortlund, Adviser</td>
<td>This dissertation examines the role of thalamic state in dynamic tactile encoding.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Clark Woods**</td>
<td>Biological and Biomedical Sciences</td>
<td>Garrett Stanley, Adviser</td>
<td>This dissertation investigates the genetic mechanisms of the Clostridium difficile response to host-produced antimicrobial peptides.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tianlei Xu</td>
<td>Computer Science and Informatics</td>
<td>Shaoxiang Wang, Adviser</td>
<td>This dissertation focuses on the role of thalamic state in dynamic tactile encoding.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clarissa Jean Whitmire**</td>
<td>Biomedical Engineering</td>
<td>Garrett Stanley, Adviser</td>
<td>This dissertation explores the role of thalamic state in dynamic tactile encoding.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Howard</td>
<td>Health Services Research and Health Policy</td>
<td>Kathryn Kadous, Adviser</td>
<td>This dissertation examines the impact of incentives on auditor judgment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel Lee Wiggins</td>
<td>History, Joseph Crespino, Adviser</td>
<td>Garrett Stanley, Adviser</td>
<td>This dissertation examines the role of thalamic state in dynamic tactile encoding.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rebecca Claire Woodruff</td>
<td>Behavioral Sciences and Health Education</td>
<td>Michelle Kegler, Adviser</td>
<td>This dissertation investigates the role of thalamic state in dynamic tactile encoding.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jimmy Worthy II</td>
<td>English, Mark Sanders, Adviser</td>
<td>Garrett Stanley, Adviser</td>
<td>This dissertation explores the role of thalamic state in dynamic tactile encoding.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amanda Leigh York**</td>
<td>Biomedical Engineering</td>
<td>Garrett Stanley, Adviser</td>
<td>This dissertation examines the role of thalamic state in dynamic tactile encoding.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Lucas Yulis</td>
<td>Biological and Biomedical Sciences</td>
<td>Garrett Stanley, Adviser</td>
<td>This dissertation investigates the role of thalamic state in dynamic tactile encoding.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Graduated August 2017
** Graduated December 2017
### Recipients of Joint Degrees

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bachelor of Arts / Master of Arts</th>
<th>Doctor of Law / Master of Arts</th>
<th>Doctor of Philosophy / Doctor of Medicine</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chelsea Ann Jackson</td>
<td>Jessica Claire Ginsberg**</td>
<td>Daniel Allyn Barron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ryan John Martinez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor of Business Administration / Master of Professional Accounting</td>
<td>Doctor of Law / Master of Business Administration</td>
<td>Doctor of Philosophy / Master of Arts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tushara Aradyula</td>
<td>Andrew McCue Busheh</td>
<td>Mael Vizcarra*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cori Allison Arndt</td>
<td>Catherine J. Caputo</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alex Brover</td>
<td>Allison Nicole Harrell**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suzanne Burzillo**</td>
<td>Jacob Laurence Harris</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roy Chen</td>
<td>Aaron Ross Metviner**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yizhen Cheng</td>
<td>Edward Francis Michel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Lea Dowd</td>
<td>Kayla Marie Siam</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ayama Ekadi</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raygan Greer</td>
<td>Doctor of Law / Master of Divinity</td>
<td>Doctor of Philosophy / Master of Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yin Guo</td>
<td>David Bruce Janzen</td>
<td>Nathalie Angel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sung Yeol Kim</td>
<td></td>
<td>Clarissa Ann Myers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Young Uk Kim</td>
<td>Rachel Danielle Left**</td>
<td>Rachel Emily Ann Shapiro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jinger Li</td>
<td>Doctor of Law / Master of Theological Studies</td>
<td>Master of Public Health / Master of Arts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yi Pei</td>
<td>Amanda G. Parris</td>
<td>Master of Public Health / Master of Business Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jack Alexander Swedlin</td>
<td>Joseph Benjamin Quattlebaum</td>
<td>Nathalie Angel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dyess McCoy Verfurth</td>
<td></td>
<td>Clarissa Ann Myers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tak Chi Wan</td>
<td>Doctor of Medicine / Master of Business Administration</td>
<td>Master of Public Health / Master of Medical Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alana Kair Weinstock**</td>
<td>Kishen Patel</td>
<td>Amy M. Lee**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yingsyi Wu</td>
<td>Kenneth Shen</td>
<td>Daniel Jacob Reichman**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhifei Wu</td>
<td>William Jackson Taylor</td>
<td>Elizabeth Lane Ringer**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iris Xu</td>
<td></td>
<td>Brittany Szabo Young**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yuxi Yang</td>
<td>Doctor of Medicine / Master of Science</td>
<td>Master of Public Health / Master of Science in Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hao Zhang</td>
<td>Meredith Bowen</td>
<td>Nnaemeka G. Anosike**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liqi Zhao</td>
<td>Jordan Goldstein</td>
<td>Mark Lamb**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yusi Zhou</td>
<td>Sameer H. Halani</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Albert Liao</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor of Business Administration / Master of Science in Business Analytics</td>
<td>Doctor of Medicine / Master of Public Health</td>
<td>Master of Public Health / Master of Theological Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elena Maria Lopez</td>
<td>Rewa Choudhary</td>
<td>Sabrina Thomas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel Rodriguez</td>
<td>Sarah Catherine Dupont</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Alexander James Kiener</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yukei Cao</td>
<td>Madeleine Mari Laguna</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Dicks</td>
<td>Wen Liu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morad Ihab Hassan</td>
<td>Kevin Man Hin Luk</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaixin Ma</td>
<td>Christopher Glenn Miller</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul Vienhage</td>
<td>Lucas Ryan Philipp</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Julia Rachel Schiff</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Melissa Anne Taylor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
EMORY COLLEGE

HIGHEST HONORS
Mackenzie Elise Aime
Interdisciplinary Studies
Yusur Alsalihi
Philosophy
Safiya Salim Bharwani
Applied Mathematics
Christian Alan Botz-Zapp
Neuroscience and
Behavioral Biology
Rachel Diane Brenner
Psychology
Liam John Buckley
English
Selena Anne Burris
Music
Mallory Leigh Carnes
Music
Si Woo Chae
Psychology
Che Yeol Chun
Mathematics and
Computer Science
Carrie Elizabeth Ciccotello
Biology
Doris Cikopana
Spanish and Portuguese
Hannah Elizabeth Conway
American Studies
Elizabeth Miranda Cooper
English
Tessa Cotron
Mathematics
Madison Ann Dalton
English and Creative Writing
Jamie Autumn Dawes
Classics
Michael Demers
Philosophy
Long Di
Neuroscience and
Behavioral Biology
Robert Julian Dicks
Mathematics
Ada Guthrie Doveil
Political Science
Jessica Irene Dunlap
Art History
Julia Tamar Eisman
Physics
Mollie Michelle Fiero
Middle Eastern and
South Asian Studies
John Arthur Gillen III
History
Jonathan Palmer Giuliano
Neuroscience and
Behavioral Biology
Benjamin Parker Goldfein
Philosophy
Tammyny Rose Grant
French Studies
Morad Ihab Hassan
Mathematics
Alida Rae Haworth
Political Science
Jeffrey Coudert Haylon
History
Cristin Rebecca Hendrickson
Physics
Lindsay Page Hexter
Computer Science
Greer Bullington Howard
Economics and Mathematics
Shefam Jamila Islam
Economics and Mathematics
Hang Jiang
Linguistics
Jonathan Leo Kaminski
Economics
JooHee Kang
Biology
Parisa Keshavarz-Joud
Chemistry
Gabriela Korobkov
Russian and
East European Studies
Carli Brooke Kovel
Chemistry
Amy Elise Lyon Krivoshik
Psychology
Kaela I. Kuchoua
Neuroscience and
Behavioral Biology
Yaw Kumi-Ansu
Biology
Rebecca Michelle Lebeaux
Anthropology and
Human Biology
Chelsea Elisabeth Lee
Neuroscience and
Behavioral Biology
Allison Lin
English
Valerie Alyssa Linck
Biology
Dara Rose Liss
Middle Eastern and
South Asian Studies
Justin Allen Liu
Biology
Xiyan Liu
Sociology
Victoria Kanesaw Lord
Psychology
Bei Luo
Economics
Kaixin Ma
Computer Science
Aneel Singh Maini
Sociology
Mansi Maini
Sociology
Geethika Naga Malla
Physics
Margaret Olivia Martinez
Neuroscience and
Behavioral Biology
Haley Elisabeth Matthews
Music
Micaela Violet Petersen McCall
Neuroscience and
Behavioral Biology
Jennifer Ann McGuire
Physics
Amada Noelle Melton
Music
Carly Sue Moore
Women’s, Gender, and
Sexuality Studies
Jamison Field Murphy
English
Leah Rebecca Neiman
Ancient Mediterranean Studies
Jenifer Johanna Norwalk
Art History
Elizabeth Anne O’Gorman
Neuroscience and
Behavioral Biology
Margaret Elizabeth Pavleszek
English
Joshua David Perlin
Psychology
Stephanie Kristin Pintas
Human Health
Manisha Pirzani
Psychology
Shambavi Jay Rao
Biology
Lydia Helen Rautman
Environmental Sciences
Zoe Claire Ravina
Religion
Julia Beckman Reagan
Psychology
Daniel Cristian Salgueiro
Chemistry
Jenna Shari Sands
Biology
Nathaniel Sawyer
Interdisciplinary Studies
Bradyen Derek Schifflin
Russian Language and Cultures
Hannah Schwartz
Biology
Tarrek Shaban*
Computer Science
Nilang Nandial Shah
Biology
Ayushi Dutt Sharma
Biology
Hannah Lee Buech Shields
Neuroscience and
Behavioral Biology
Claire Brennan Sontheimer
Psychology
Mathew Aaron Sperling
Philosophy
Jacqueline Laughlin Steele
Neuroscience and
Behavioral Biology
Ryan Grant Strickland
Neuroscience and
Behavioral Biology
Nora Brennan Sullivan
English and Creative Writing
Mi Tang
Philosophy
Sonum Devi Tharwani
Neuroscience and
Behavioral Biology
Catherine Ann Urbano
Chemistry
Rashika Verma
Anthropology and
Human Biology
Paul Edward Vienhage
Mathematics
Rashida Yousuf
Philosophy
Shambavi Jay Rao
Psychology
Kaela I. Kuitchoua
Psychology
Yusur Alsalihi
Interdisciplinary Studies
Mackenzie Elise Aime
Psychology
Leah Rebecca Neiman
American Studies
Claire Brennan Sontheimer
Psychology
Yiqing Yang
Philosophy
Eukyung Yang
Quantitative Sciences
Paul Garris Young
Biology
Xiaonong Zhang
Biology
Jingru Zhao
Biology
Youyun Zheng
Biology
Ethan Zhou
Mathematics and
Computer Science

HIGH HONORS
Soukaina Akdim
Anthropology
Maureen Cristina Ascona
Neuroscience and
Behavioral Biology
Jolie Blair
Human Health
Adrian Clifford Brooks III
Philosophy
Darby Roos Caso
Art History
Mandy Mei-Ying Chan
Chemistry
Xiaochen Chen
Music
Rachel Aneta Citrin
Middle Eastern and
South Asian Studies
Sierra Brian-Nico Cornier*
English
Nathaniel Lawrence Cox
Theater Studies
Juliana Dieterich Boff
Psychology
Yijun Dong
Physics
Amina Sabree Dunn
Sociology
Lily Philippa Epstein
Interdisciplinary Studies
Lauren Alicia Firestone
Interdisciplinary Studies
Cameron Ben Frostbaum
Theater Studies
Claire Marie Fusco
English
Sonia Kiran Ghura
English
Paavali Akseli Hannikainen
Neuroscience and
Behavioral Biology
Kathryn Suzanne Hatch
Biology
Kelsey Susan Hayes
International Studies
Hannah Mae Helney
English and History
Erik Joseph Herslebs
Biology
David Edgar Hervey
Political Science

* GRADUATED AUGUST 2017
** GRADUATED DECEMBER 2017
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Gordon Hong  
Anthropology and  
Human Biology  
Amelia Reid Howell  
Anthropology  
Sharon Lee Hsieh  
Anthropology and  
Human Biology  
Isabella Maram Issa  
International Studies  
Emily McKenna Jewell  
English  
Andrew Samir Kaldas  
Neuroscience and  
Behavioral Biology  
Zoe Anastasia Katsamakis  
Integrated Visual Arts  
Isabelle Lee*  
Interdisciplinary Studies  
Devin LeDrut Mashman  
Political Science  
Max Andrew McCreary  
Playwriting  
Courtney Denise Murray  
English  
Gulingeer Nurikemu**  
English  
Timothy Anders Olsen  
Economics  
Aspen Joy Ono  
Environmental Sciences  
Anjali Maya Mahesh Patel  
Film Studies  
Timothy Galt Perkins  
Women’s, Gender, and Sexuality Studies  
Taylor Nicole Randleman  
International Studies  
Jay Samuel Schaerter  
History  
Crawford Gregory Schneider  
Political Science  
Houston Hartwell Smith  
Chemistry  
Lindsey Joy Sniffen  
Neuroscience and  
Behavioral Biology  
Zhixin Tan  
Biology  
Michelle Tawil  
English  
Jacqueline Anne Teed  
German Studies  
Alvin Chacko Thampalakatu  
Biology  
Christopher Ching-En Tseng  
Biology  
Jesse Wang  
Chinese Language and Literature  
John Wang  
Economics and Mathematics  
Jamila Ishmal Wiggins  
English  
Jiating Xu  
Economics and Mathematics  
Yating Yang  
Biology  
Tristan Skye Yates  
Neuroscience and  
Behavioral Biology  
Shuohao Zhang  
Economics  
Zhu Zhang  
Economics  
Zuoyu Zhang  
German Studies  
Wenda Zheng  
Applied Mathematics  
Huizhu Zh*  
Applied Mathematics  
Honors  
Elakim Isaiah de Guzman  
Russian and  
East European Studies  
Katherine Victoria Frisbie  
Interdisciplinary Studies  
Shannon Catherine Hill  
Physics  
Alexandra Jordan Katz  
Interdisciplinary Studies  
Nicolette Lathouris  
Classics  
Yicong Li  
Computer Science  
Alona Raisa Mostowy  
Biology  
Kathleen Cartier O’Keefe  
Media Studies  
Ashwin Ragupathi  
Chemistry  
Leah Tehrani  
Comparative Literature  
Bethany Brianne Studnickiy*  
Interdisciplinary Studies  
Emily Diem Tran  
Biology  
SCHOOL OF LAW  
HIGH HONORS  
Kurtis George Anderson  
Allison Bailey  
Victoria Lavender Veran Bartlett  
Minjie Cao  
Alexandra Pearson Conn  
Megan Leigh Cramer  
Matthew P. Demartini  
Karla M. Doe  
Christina Filsler  
John Folkther  
Xin Fu  
Xinyi Gao  
Lucille M. Gauthier  
Nadia Jessica Hajji  
Chelse J. Holler  
Mark Elliott Johnson  
Jiating Li  
Yanghao Liu  
Nicholas C. Marais  
Megan Leigh Meyers  
Michelle Tatum Nussbaum  
Fiona Patricia O’Carroll  
Ariel Marie Olson  
Nicole Regan  
Caleb John Robertson  
Aida Rustemova  
Josilyn Sacks  
Sangita Vani Sahasranaman  
Audra Lyn Savage  
Robert D. Sherrier  
Bhavinee Singh  
Rebecca Arlene Reiman Smith  
Spencer M. Stephens  
Yuyang Su  
Jesse Daniel Sutz  
Stephen Branch Tippins Jr.  
Chloe Veron  
Talia Bess Wagner  
Caleah Whitten  
Yilin Zhang  
Honors  
Fatemah Albader  
Sameer Magdi Alfarag  
Sydney Lauren Altman  
Marcos Alvarez  
Keana Ananka  
Niyati Arun  
Bandar Ghaleb Bakhshawin  
Robert Lee Balse III  
Bethany Rose Barclay-Adeniyi  
Shira Rachel Barron  
Nicholas E. Basil  
Nicole Marie Bigman  
Eitan Blander  
Mary Christine Brady  
Morgan Bridgman  
Brittany S. Brown  
Matthew K. Brown  
Michael Francis Burgess  
Samanta S. Busch  
Ian Joseph Busche  
Catherine J. Caputo  
Hongzuo Chen  
Lesley Chen  
Xuanyou Chen  
Seth T. Church  
Chloe Elizabeth Cobb  
Alexandra Marie Cochrane  
Vincent J. Comito  
Patrick McNary Corley  
Bradley S. Demicco  
Jonathan DiChiara  
Wenxiu Ding  
Chao Fang  
Samuel C. Feldman  
Siyuan Feng  
Zachary M. Fialkow  
Adam M. Gilbert  
Jessica Claire Ginsberg  
Andriana Glover  
Johnathan D. Green  
Maleaka N. Guice  
Jacob Laurence Harris  
Yue He  
Zhiyi He  
Jeanne F. Heard  
Jennifer Beth Hickey  
Kimberlee M. Hillard  
Shatti A. Hoque  
Junjie Hu  
Kyle Patrick Hunter  
Eun Joo Hwang  
Ekaterina Ivanova  
Thomas H. Jarvis  
Ketty Katio  
Max J. Kellogg  
Eunjeong Kim  
Kevin Hongsub Kim  
Taesung Kim  
Sai Santosh Kumar Kolluru  
La Loria Konata  
SunJung Lee  
Rachel Danielle Lef  
Changze Li  
Hanshi Li  
Xin Li  
Hongjing Liu  
Hongmei Liu  
Junyan Liu  
Abraham Llama  
Maryn Sumner Llamas  
Jacob W. Loken  
Deyvid Valentino Madzharov  
Patrick J. Maher  
Sakshik Makhija  
Aleksandra Marquez  
Adam Clarke Marshall  
Ashlyn Shockley Martin  
Skyr Kemp Martucci  
Riley Alexander McDaniel  
Joanne A. McGriff  
Rebecca S. McMahon  
Creighton R. McMurray  
Aaron Ross Merviner  
Esmeralda Lucia Meyer  
Steven J. Mitchell  
Sitao Mo  
Leah A. Moczulska  
Farris Bryan Mohammed  
Zoha Mohammed  
Robert Moskalewicz Jr.  
Rami Riad Mosrie  
Janiel J. Myers  
Seruwaia Mataitini  
Nayacalevu-Masi  
Robert Eliot Neal  
Quiliang Pan  
Weiling Pan  
Dam Park  
Jessica Wang Park  
David W. Patton  
Jerico J. Phillips  
Amber Lovejoy Phlogene  
Jonathan Robert Pickett  
Amy Pleasance  
Mathew Plott  
Joseph Benjamin Quattlebaum  
Alexandra M. Rajic  
James R. Roland  
Jenine A. Rossington  
Brian Joseph Saling  
Broden N. Sanford  
Lauren A. Schenk  
Nicole Jean Schladt  
Lennart Schrick  
Evan M. Schrode  
Ryan Henry Seewald  
Samantha L. Sherrerd  
Steve Shim  
Una Shin  
Shannon M. Shontz-Phillips  
Aleksas Siliunas  
Amanda Lakshmi Singh  
Vivian M. Singletary  
Caleb N. Small  
Xuan Song  
Paul Jeffrey Steenig  

*GRADUATED AUGUST 2017  
**GRADUATED DECEMBER 2017
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Honors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rachel R. Stone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ke Sun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xiaoqing Sun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adrian A. Szycowski</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anthony Tamburro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yixuan Tao</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raymond L. Tran</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wenjing Wang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel H. Weigel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hengxin Wen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Megan Leigh Whitman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Honorary Societies**

**Phi Beta Kappa Society**

*Founded in 1776, the society honors high achievement in the liberal arts. Emory's chapter, Gamma of Georgia, was chartered in 1929.*

Caroline Elizabeth Abbott
Brandon Abbott
Jonah Micah Adler
Hea Jun An
Margaret Elizabeth Beker
Alex Rose Berman
Andrew Raphael Berneshawi
Safiyah Bharwani
Jolie Blair
Adrian Clifford Brooks
Yulei Cao
Mallory Leigh Carnes
Si Woo Chae
Neeraj Singh Chawla
Siija Cheng
Paola Valentina Correia
Madison Ann Dalton
Stephanie Day-Goodman
Kevin Delijani
Zachary Todd Denton
Yijun Dong
Hilary Shelli Druckman
Taylor Alysse Eisenstein
Rhea Fogla
Sara Temime Frank
Adam Isaac Friedman
Jeff Gao
Katherine Han
You Na Ha
Jaime Ariele Guberman
Benjamin Parker Goldfein
Michael Alexander Goldberg
Jeff Gao
Sara Temime Frank
Lauren Firestone
Richard Xin Feng
Kimberly Blair Ely
Daniel Elchediak
Amina Sabree Dunn
Orli Tess Hendler
Taylor Dea Biron
Megan Lynn Campbell
Mallory Leigh Carnes
Grace Elizabeth Cleland
Emily Bridge Crawford
Katherine Rose Dutrich
Zachary Todd Denton
Christopher Silayan DeVore
Amina Sahree Dunn
Daniel Elchediak
Kimberly Blair Ely
Richard Xin Feng
Lauren Firestone
Sara Temime Frank
Cameron Ben Frostbaum
Sonja Kiran Ghura
Maisy Alexander Goldbin
Benjamin Parker Goldfinch
Micaela Grimaldi
Jacqueline Marie Hayes
Orli Tess Hendler
Lindsay Page Hexter
Sharon Lee Hsieh
Harini L. Indrakrishnan
Isabella Maram Issa
Hawi Itana
Naman M. Jain

**OMICRON DELTA KAPPA**

*national honorary leadership society*

Courtney Alexis Andrews
Natasha Sophia Armstrong
Alex Rose Berman
Mehul Bhagat
Taylor Dea Biron
Megan Lynn Campbell
Mallory Leigh Carnes
Grace Elizabeth Cleland
Emily Bridge Crawford
Katherine Rose Dutrich
Zachary Todd Denton
Christopher Silayan DeVore
Amina Sabree Dunn
Daniel Elchediak
Kimberly Blair Ely
Richard Xin Feng
Lauren Firestone
Sara Temime Frank
Cameron Ben Frostbaum
Sonja Kiran Ghura
Maisy Alexander Goldbin
Benjamin Parker Goldfinch
Micaela Grimaldi
Jacqueline Marie Hayes
Orli Tess Hendler
Lindsay Page Hexter
Sharon Lee Hsieh
Harini L. Indrakrishnan
Isabella Maram Issa
Hawi Itana
Naman M. Jain

**Mortar Board**

*national college senior honor society*

Diana Aliya Bender-Bier
Mallory Leigh Carnes
Karina Mingyan Chan
Lily Chen
Carrie Elizabeth Ciccolotto
Grace Elizabeth Cleland
Madison Ann Dalton
Katherine Rose Dutrich
Hilary Shelli Druckman
Richard Feng
Sara Temime Frank
Jeff Gao
Michael Alexander Goldbin
Benjamin Parker Goldfinch
Jaime Ariele Gubermin
You Na Ha
Katherine Han

**The Order of Ammon**

The Order of Ammon is a secret society at Emory whose members are chosen due to their merit, character, imagination, and persistent commitment to better Emory and the world at large. The order differentiates itself by striving to create an inclusive community on campus. Ammon does not reveal its seven graduating members.

**The Dobbs Society**

The Dobbs Society recognizes exemplary leaders who leave a profoundly positive impact on the residential community through significant contributions and service to Emory’s residence hall community.

Harini L. Indrakrishnan
Emily McKenna Jewell
D.U.C.E.M.U.S.

An honor society comprising anonymous senior student leaders whose mission is to improve the Emory community by promoting loyalty, wisdom, integrity, tradition, and vision.

The Paladin Society

The Paladin Society seeks to promote spirit, foster community, and uphold tradition at Emory University through dedication to a humble service.

Kimberly Blair Ely
Cameron Ben Frostbaum
Harry Austryn Teplow
Matthew Lawrence Whitrell

The John Gordon Stipe Society of Scholars

for potential and proven ability in creative leadership at the undergraduate level

Selena Burris
Adam Isaac Friedman
Angela He
Max Andrew McCreary
Margaret Emiko Vail
Leila Yavari

D.V.S.

Founded in 1902, D.V.S. offers membership to seven rising seniors who have given significant leadership and service to the university and who are expected to continue an unusual degree of loyalty and dedication to Emory in the future.

Wei Wei Chen
Kayla Karrianne Harris
Valerie Isha Jean
William Alexander Martinez
Prateek Paul
Christopher Ching-En Tseng
John Wang

** Alpha Epsilon Upsilon **

honorary society of Oxford College

Geeta Acharya
Sudeep N. Aditham
Paridhi Agarwal
Zaynah Fatimah Alam
Lizzy Wumni Alli
David Alexander Almonte**
Rebecca Lynn Anderson
Courtney Nichole Andrews**
Suman Madhav Atluri
Lydia Margaret Bailey
Xiangyu Bao**
Holly Shea Beavers
Theobesta Samson Bekure
Shipra Reddy Bethi
Gabrielle Noelle Blom**
Mary Elizabeth Bloomer
Olivia Lynn Fuller Boyd
Lauren Christine Brown
Courtney Marie Callahan**
Kendall N. Campbell
Kemin Cao
Shengyuan Cao**
Fernando Martin
Cardozo-Mengelos**
Carla Joan Carman
Caroline E. Catherman
Rahul Kumar Chadha
Jesse Chunjhwa Chan
Sean Austin Chandler
Brandon Tsoong-Ping Chang**
Jessica Chang
Myra Shaminii Chao
Ellen Margaret Chen
Huaitao Chen**
Jue Chen**
Stephanie Chen
Madelaine Kate Cherry**
Jong-Ha Choi
Min Ji Choi
Kimberly Sarah Chong
Diyan Chu**
John Hong-Ik Chuung
Emory Vaughan Cole II
Jerol Nevin Cox
Benjamin Anthony DeGama
Michaela Gabrielle Digilio**
David Dill
Nanmiao Ding**
Jiale Dou**
Yuncong Duan
Emily Nicole Eckels
Destine C. Edere
Gabriel Conlan Eisen
Ayla Sara Ekici
Sehn Sophia Ekici
Princess Asuquo Ekpo
Carter Michael Eldegd
Kristina Louise Everett
Amara Rose Evering
Onyedikachi Laura Eze
Chloe L. Fang
Daniela Farchi
Sara Jacobsen Feinstein
Victoria Marie Ferlauto
Benjamin Peter Fertig**
Henry Carson Fink
Gabriela Fonseca
Isaac Anthony French**
Ching-Tzu Fu**
Gabrielle Gale
Kexin Gao**
Quinton R. Gasper
Mark Ogden George
Tombari George-Komi
Arden Kimble Godfrey
Sean Andrew Goggin
Marc Antonio Guasch
Janet Ming Guo
Kristian Gustilo
So Ye Han
Emma Averill Hanlon
Annalys M. Hanson
Willis Miin Hao
Abdul Rahman Mohamed
Hassan
Zeyad Tarek Aly Ismail Hassan
Mariam Hassoun
Jingyi He
Mary Kathryn Healy
Oscar L. Heanue*
Jacob Edward Hicks
Katherine J. Hochhauser
Bassel Wassim Hojzej
Carter Reeves Holder
Qiwei Hong**
Clarissa Boone Hood
Tianyuan Hou
Emily Kexin Hsieh
Yadi Hu**
Gordon Huaijie Hua
Huize Huang* Tianshu Huang
Daniel Thomas Plog Huff
Gannon Wells Hunt
Nicolas J. Ingle
Jahnri P. Jain
Hyun Min Jang
Tenzin Jigme Jashar
Haotian Jiao*
Maya Veena Jindal
Nicholas Raphael Johnson
Neha Sangeetha Kadambi
Aleks Kmicik Kaminski*
Ruya Melia Karakaya
Karine Kasti
Nikita Amber Khan
Hye Jin Kim**
Yoo Kyeong Kim
Emily Anne Koivu
Anuradha Prashanth Konukonda
Max J. Krauskopf
Annie Alexandra Kuo**
Xiaoju Lai**
Melanie Lynette Lam
Kevin Le
Elizabeth Lee
Jisu Lee

Jiwoo Lee
Julia Paige Levy
Ada Li
Yuge Li
Crystal Jing Liu**
Sidi Liu
Noah Jacob Loney
Yaohui Lou
Luke Linghan Lung
Raya Inaya Machaca**
Amarchi Clare Madu
Aqsa Aziz Malik
Mary Rose Mangual
Yuge Mao*
Gregory Evan Markovitz
Diana Imani Marsh
Shannon Courtlin McCracken**
Samah Zahra Meghjee
Kanwal N. Momin
Gabriel Ma‘iola Moran
Vaisakh Krishnan Nair
Emily Newell
Thitikorn Ngampakdeepanich
Kathryn Rose Nilest
Solija Ninkovic**
Eden Grace Nitza
Aasim Anwar Noorali**
Marwan Sherif Norur Abdalla
Claire Urhuemu Ototokun
Glory Onajobi
Erlin Kaelie White Oquindo
Victor Owiredu
Olusasimunbwo Oyekola
Jean Michael Paraas
Frances Claire Parent
Hurst Bhavesh Patel
Keya Rakesh Patel
Swet Manoj Patel
Andrew Howard Paul
Haniel Abera Paulos
Riley Elizabeth Payne
Kavya Penmetsa
Riana Bressette Pekospos
Amanda Catherine Pharo
Megan Nicole Phillips**
Joseph G. Piccolo
Benjamin Porter**
Sindhu Varsha Potlapalli
Shelby Leigh Purl**
Minxuan Qiao
Yuhua Qin**
Siyan Qiu
Xinyue Qiu

Ahinav Vuppalapati Raju
Nikhil Rao Rampiri**
Nina Elizabeth Ranji
Darya Raschid Farrokhii
Swetha Ravichandran**
Ashruth Baimeedi Reddy
Maya Reinhart
Amanda Gabrielle Rivas
Diego A. Romero
Tanny Z. Roofenner
Anna Francheska Rossi
Madison Lauren Rousseau
Nanit Sanghi

* GRADUATED AUGUST 2017
** GRADUATED DECEMBER 2017
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Xinyue Zhang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ruohan Zhang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Renee Yilan Zhang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sunwei Zhang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xinyue Zhang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xinyue Zhang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xinyue Zhang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hanlin Zhao</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan Zhao</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jiabo Zhong**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacqueline Zhu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sabrina Aurora Zingg</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Alpha Kappa Delta**

*International honorary society in sociology*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Grace Miran Chung</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zachary Todd Denton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hilary Shelli Druckman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amina Sabree Dunn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anna Isabel Fuhr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xiyun Liu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mansi Maini</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeremy Andrew Male</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shaheer Alam Mallick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keisha Michel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brian Corey Miller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tenzin Palbar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Rachel Pianin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sunidhi Ramesh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christine Marie Smith</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Alpha Omega Alpha**

*National honorary medical society*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Meredith Bowen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hope Caughron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jesse Codner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austin Marc Eckhoff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melanie Ann Frank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max Lloyd Goldman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sameer H. Halani</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth Brookhart Hasting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Streeter Hutcheson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John James Kelly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zachary Alec Kelly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexander James Kiener</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madeline Mari Laguna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ariel Nasim Majidi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kylee Lynn Martens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kevin Richard Melnick II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christopher Glenn Miller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spencer Ng</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan Patton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shari Ann Olivia Peckham</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Bolan Reingold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julia Anne Saltalamachia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benjamin Irving Siegel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diane Towako Siegel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethan Jesse Speir</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Beta Gamma Sigma**

*Honorary society of business administration*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Michael Carl Ewert</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>af Winklerfelt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bharat Apte</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cori Allison Arndt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Artem Baroyan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Achim Miguel Biller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katherine Bivins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicola Josephine Braginsky</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anne Elizabeth Brantley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aravind Chandrasekaran</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vishal Changrani</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steven Xing Cheng</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yiizen Cheng</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rohan Choudhari</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew Choyce</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Wright Clarke III</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew Joseph Cobb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan Patrick Cronin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pritom Kumar Das</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ronald Dean Davis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Lea Dowd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brittany D. Fales</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew Burton Fisher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashley Sroka Freeman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Claire M. Fusco</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Gershowitz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nathaniel Giess</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elissa Gildenhorn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erica Virginia Goldman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joaquin Gonzalez Varela Garcia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hari Gopal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timothy Brian Guess</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kirk Gulezian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mikhail Gusev</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Micaela Haas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicole Melina Haig</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacob Laurence Harris</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katherine Maria Hoppenjans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brian House</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brian Paul-ang Hsu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Octavian Cosmin Ioachimescu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashley M. Johnson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashley N. Jones</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kevin Thomas Kaspar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lakshman Kaveti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Margot Kelley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keith Kellum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kihong Kim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Danielle Kreger</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Amin Sabree Dunn**

**Alexander Dean Fellows**

**Adam Isaac Friedman**

**Cameron Ben Frostbaum**

**Saumya Goel**

**Kate Howard**

**Olivia Susanna Keck**

**Yunqi Lily Li**

**Max Andrew McCreary**

**Julie Wiegel**

**Charis Nicole Wiltshire**

**Honorary Societies**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Daniel Christopher Webb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jonathan Lothrop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edmund Stratton Luggen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bryan Thomas Macon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Marks Jr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alison Jane Martinez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelsey Lynn Mase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Alston Mason</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James Tate Mason III</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ankur Masurkar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bianca Rose Mazzarella</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tawney Milam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christopher David Mortimer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrea Noktes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brandon Joseph Novel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adedapo Olamide Odetoyinbo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Martin Offermann</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew Philip Olson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jesus A. Ontiveros</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kishen Patel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prateek Paul</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexandre Brooke Pearson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicole Tara Pfeffer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katarina Pilb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amanda Pitzner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew Corey Porat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caleb Prabhakar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deepa Katari Raju</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacob Rogers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abhijit Sarma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jonathan Schmidt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Justine Schoenbart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jared Sears</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenneth Shen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Junwei Shi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Makoto Shimbo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan Andrew Silberman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brian David Sims</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vienna Marie Singleton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Megha Sisaudia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carter Smith-Wellman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natarajan Srikrishnan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emile Michael Sternbach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aisha Stewart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bert Subin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Louis Sweeney IV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benjamin Barthgate Talbot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Jackson Taylor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erik William Trum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan Michael Van Campenhout</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hemant Manju Venkatesh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beatrice Chaoran Wan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tak Chi Wan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jonathan T. Wang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel Christopher Webb</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

*Graduated December 2017*
Honorary Societies

James Alexander Wesman
Zhifei Wu
Richard Yang
Yuxi Yang
Peter Yuning Yao
Kira Zagors
Yong Zeng
Yusi Zhou

** graduated august 2017

Yiran Zhang
Breanna Katelin Wodnik
Martha Wetzel
Yiran Zhang

** graduated december 2017

Regina Zuniga de la Cerda

** Delta Phi Alpha

national honorary society in German studies

Lu Han
Lydia Helen Rautman
Irene You Kyung Shin
Mi Tang
Zhuyu Zhang

** Dobro Slovo

national Slavic honorary society

Elakim Deguzman
Gabriela Koroklov
Jason McCartney
Katarina Miranda

**Eta Sigma Phi

national honorary society in classics

Jamie Autumn Dawes
Zachary Todd Denton
Ilana Michelle Goldberg
Tillie Kathryn Jenkins
Jacob Moskowitz Lepler
Leah Rebecca Neiman

** Lambda Alpha

national honorary society in anthropology

Kikelola Ann Afolabi-Brown
Soukaina Akdim
Isaac James Evans Andrade
Caityn Ann Arno
Sarah Bailey
Alex Rose Berman
Diana Anna Caglierio
Emma Leigh Callhoun
Sofia Charlot
Grace Miran Chung
Kara Ye
Sarah Ye

Nu Rho Psi

national honor society in neuroscience

Alicia Alexis Brown
Andrew Favre
Jonathan Palmer Giuliano
Thoran Gundula
Abby Christine Hackl
Chelsea Elisabeth Lee
Pai Liu
Micaela V. McCall
Lokita Rajan
Laura Ann Santangelo
Somun Tharwani

Phil Alpha Theta

national honorary society in history

Stephanie A. Day-Goodman
John Arthur Gillen III
Jeffrey L. Haylon
Gillian G. Hecht
Hannah M. Helney
Emily X. Lim
Sarah MacLeod Nagle
Olivia Anna Rubin
Jay Samuel Schaefer
Gweneviere Nichole Sommer
Angela Gabrielle Spears
Michelle Tawil

Phi Eta Sigma

national honorary society for first-year college and university students

Brandon Amirian
Hea Jun An
Safiya Bharwani
Nathan Braswell
Si Woo Chae
Gaoke Chen
William Harrison Clifton
Enakshi Das
Greer Howard
Shetain Jamaal Islam
Naman Jain
Yufei Jian
Jonathan L. Kaminski
Junyuan Ke

Delta Epsilon

international honorary society in economics

Oxford College

Rebecca Lynn Anderson
Olivia Lynn Fuller Boyd
Kemin Cao
Shengyu Cao
Fernando Martin
Cardozo-Mongelos
Jesse Chunhua Chen
Huaitao Chen
Stephanie Chen
Min Ji Choi
Diyang Chu
Michaela Gabriele Digilio
Selin Sophia Ekici
Onyedikachi Laura Eze
Daniela Farchi
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Honorary Societies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sara Jacobsen Feinstein</td>
<td><em>national honor society in biology</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isaac Anthony French**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quinton R. Gasper</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Janet Ming Guo</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vidushi Gupta</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>So Ye Han</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annalys M. Hanson</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oscar L. Heanne**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huize Huang**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tianshu Huang</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jhovni P. Jain</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haotian Jin**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neha Sangeeta Kadambi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anuradha Prashant Korukonda</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julia Paige Levy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crystal Jing Liu**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aqsa Aziz Malik</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gregory Evan Markovitz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kanwal N. Momin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Newell</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kathryn Rose Nilest</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swet Manoj Patel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riley Elizabeth Payne</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amanda Catherine Pharo</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sindhru Varsha Potlapalli</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minxuan Qiao</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yuhua Qin**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abhinav Vuppalapati Raju</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nikhil Rao Ramgiri**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashruth Baimedi Reddy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yazmina Adi Sariel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anika Sinha</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sylvie Claire Stolar</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yilin Tong**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anqi Wan**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benjamin Wang</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jiayin Wang**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shiwei Wang</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeannette Jun Yan Wong**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linda Wu**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sibe Yi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geoffrey Yang</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shan-tang Yang**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ziyu Ye**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cecilia Yijun Zhang</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Renee Yilan Zhang</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ruohan Zhang**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xinyue Zhang**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>graduated august 2017</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Mallory Leigh Carnes   |                                        |
| Matthew Albert Carter  |                                        |
| Courtney Elizabeth Clark |                                   |
| Emily Bridget Crawford |                                        |
| Madison Ann Dalton    |                                        |
| Stephanie Day-Goodman  |                                        |
| Kevin Delijani        |                                        |
| Marika Deliyianni     |                                        |
| Zachary Todd Denton   |                                        |
| Robert Dicks          |                                        |
| Hilary Shelli Druckman |                                    |
| Annabess Ehrhardt     |                                        |
| Taylor Alyse Eisenstein |                                  |
| Daniel Elchediak      |                                        |
| Jingya Feng           |                                        |
| Richard Feng          |                                        |
| Adam Gray Ferguson    |                                        |
| Katelyn Elizabeth Flaherty |                                |
| Divine Joseph Francis  |                                        |
| Sara Temime Frank     |                                        |
| Jack Franklin         |                                        |
| Adam Isaac Friedman   |                                        |
| Eve Yiwen Gao         |                                        |
| Jeff Gao              |                                        |
| Elizabeth Garrett-Currie |                                  |
| John Gillen III       |                                        |
| Michael Alexander Goldberg |                                |
| Devon Kyle Gould      |                                        |
| Micaela Lacey Haas    |                                        |
| Abby Christine Hackl  |                                        |
| Morad Ihab Hassan     |                                        |
| Kathryn Hatch         |                                        |
| Alda Rae Haworth      |                                        |
| Angela He             |                                        |
| Rebecca Head          |                                        |
| Orli Tess Hendler     |                                        |
| Lindsay Page Hexter   |                                        |
| Keenan Hickton        |                                        |
| Alexa Heather Hirschberg |                                   |
| Allison Lynn Holmes   |                                        |
| Andrew Holsten        |                                        |
| Tson Horra*           |                                        |
| Faraaz Ayaaz Hossain  |                                        |
| Sharon Lee Hsieh      |                                        |
| Isabella Maram Issa   |                                        |
| Chelsea Ann Jackson   |                                        |
| Matthew Jacobson      |                                        |
| Mengtian Jin          |                                        |
| Andrew Kaldas         |                                        |
| Eli D. Kaganov        |                                        |
| Jasleen Kaur Khandhari |                                      |
| Felicia Kane          |                                        |
| Joohee Kang           |                                        |
| Samantha Keng         |                                        |
| Kevin Kilgour         |                                        |
| Kyung Mi Kim          |                                        |
| Yedarm Kim            |                                        |
| Alexis Marilyn Korman |                                        |
| Briana Krackow        |                                        |
| Amy Krivoshik         |                                        |
| Chelsea Elisabeth Lee  |                                        |
| Monica J. Leton       |                                        |
| Alina Bubbin Li       |                                        |
| Yicong Li             |                                        |
| Camila Liao           |                                        |
| Natalia Neiva Lima    |                                        |
| *graduated december 2017* |                                   |
| Julie Lin**           |                                        |
| Minghuan Liu          |                                        |
| Yujia Long            |                                        |
| Daniel Joseph Lor     |                                        |
| Victoria K. Lord      |                                        |
| Bryan Andrew Mackie   |                                        |
| Michelle Megan Malmbreg |                                  |
| Margaret Olivia Martinez |                                  |
| Jennifer Ann McGuire  |                                        |
| Sahar Merchant**      |                                        |
| Raphael Moatii        |                                        |
| Carly Sue Moore       |                                        |
| Julia Munslove        |                                        |
| Jamison F. Murphy     |                                        |
| Brandon Joseph Novel**|                                        |
| Tomisin Ogunsanya     |                                        |
| Onyinyechukwu Olive   |                                        |
| Ohamadike             |                                        |
| Anshuman Parikh       |                                        |
| Kendall Erica Parks   |                                        |
| Josh Patashnik        |                                        |
| Neal Kartik Patel     |                                        |
| Eli Patt              |                                        |
| Lindsay Patton        |                                        |
| Jessica Pei           |                                        |
| Athisa Pengkat        |                                        |
| Sheyla Perez Nazco    |                                        |
| Carolyn Perry         |                                        |
| Nicole Tara Peffer    |                                        |
| Halsey Quinn          |                                        |
| Eliana Rabinovitz    |                                        |
| Lokita Rajan          |                                        |
| Danielle Cali Rieder  |                                        |
| Adam Michael Ring     |                                        |
| Gabriela Rodriguez Bengochea |                              |
| Kwame Amancio Romero-sacket |                              |
| Mara Ashley Rosenstock |                                      |
| Reza Sabooni          |                                        |
| Jay Samuel Schaefer   |                                        |
| Mikaila Schmitt       |                                        |
| Justine Schoenbart    |                                        |
| Arianna Leigh Sidoti  |                                        |
| Brian David Sims      |                                        |
| Rachel Sirotkin       |                                        |
| Will Sutta            |                                        |
| Carter Smith-Wellman  |                                        |
| Cecily Michael Spindel |                                      |
| Julie Spinner         |                                        |
| Jacqueline Laughlin Steele |                                |
| Emile Sternbach       |                                        |
| Nora Sullivan         |                                        |
| Laurel Emmy Sutherland |                                      |
| Jack Alexander Swerdlin |                                  |
| Samantha Tall         |                                        |
| Michelle Ann Mercado Tan * |                              |
| Michelle Tawil        |                                        |
| Alvin C. Thampalakkatu |                                      |
| Christopher Ching-En Tseng |                                |
| Jessica Urgo          |                                        |
| Simran Valecha        |                                        |
| Tak Chi Wan           |                                        |
| Wenxuan Wang**        |                                        |
| Yiran Wang**          |                                        |
| Liv Nakamura Wang     |                                        |
| Yujing Wang           |                                        |
| Scott A. Weitzen      |                                        |
| Junyan Xia            |                                        |
| Ryan Z. Yang          |                                        |
| Tristan Skye Yates    |                                        |
| Libby Wan Ying**      |                                        |
| Kira B. Zagorc        |                                        |
| Junchu Zeng           |                                        |
| Aijing Zhang          |                                        |
| Caroline Zhang        |                                        |
| Xiaoyi Zhang          |                                        |
| Zuoyu Zhang           |                                        |
| Youyun Zheng          |                                        |
| Ethan Zhou            |                                        |
**Phi Sigma Iota**  
*national honorary society in modern languages*  
Natalie Helene Bauer  
Ilana Berghash  
Harrison Arthur Bier  
Sarah Linda Blog  
Rachel Elizabeth Boatwright  
Mallory Leigh Carnes  
Emanuel Castro  
Doris Cikopana  
Kayettle Clark  
Christina Crawford  
Christine Eleanor Salvant Crais  
Michael Greg Demers  
Zachary Todd Denton  
Emily Elizabeth Dickson  
Mialovena Exume  
Bradley Ross Fallick  
Sara Frank  
Bradley Ross Fallick  
Mialovena Exume  
Emily Elizabeth Dickson  
Mialovena Exume  

**Phi Sigma Tau**  
*national honorary society in philosophy*  
Julia Valerie Abovich  
Tiffany Ahn  
Yusur Alsalhi  
Adrian Clifford Brooks  
Zachary T. Charif  
Elizabeth Miranda Cooper  
Michael Demers  
Benjamin Parker Goldfein  

**Pi Alpha**  
*national honorary society for physician assistants*  
Jamar Revelle Brown**  
Nicole Marie Fava**  
Anne Michelle Gaston**  
Eva Gougian**  
Abigail Elaine Smith**  
Rachel Elizabeth Van Dyken**  
Sarah Lissette Vargas-Vera**  
Brittany Szabo Young**  

**Pi Sigma Alpha**  
*national honorary society in political science*  
Alejandra N. Anaya  
Paloma Bloch  
Nathan C. Brasswell  
Paola Correia  
Rumeng Chen  
Wei Chen  
Doris Cikopana  
Rachel Citrin  
Ada Dovell  
Mollie Fiero  
Katherine V. Frisbie  
John A. Gillen III  
Matt E. Goldman  
Carissa H. Goodwin  
Alida Haworth  
Jacqueline M. Hayes  
Kelsey S. Hayes  
Jihyun Hwang  

**Psi Chi**  
*national honorary society in psychology*  
Ruchi Ahuja*  
Nicholas Alexander Alvarez  
Rachel Elizabeth Boatwright  
Juliana Dieterich Boff  
Rachel Diane Brenner  
Whitney Leigh Carmack  
Si Woo Chae  
Annabess Ehrhardt  
Ila Gautham  
Madeline J. Gordon  
Devika Harfalka  
Rebecca Joy Head  
Mingjia Hu  
Emily Jacobs-Schwartz  
Zoe Anastasia Katsamakis  
Alexandra Jordan Katz  
Maya Kiana Knight  
Hunter Caroline Kravitz  
Amy E. Krivosik  
Victoria K. Lord  
Sahar Karim Merchant*  
Emma Kate Olender  
Tenzin Palbar  
Eliana Rabinovitz  
Julia Beckman Reagan  
Alana Schoenhals  
Jason Robert Sell  
Emily Joy Siegel  
Destini Smith  
Claire Brennan Sontheimer  
Catherine Urbano  
Mikaela Rose Young  

**Sigma Pi Sigma**  
*national honorary society in physics*  
Che Yeol Chun  
Yijun Dong  
Zhou Fang  
Karl Xavier Fenzl  
Cristin Rebecca Hendrickson  
Greer Bullington Howard  
Junghyun Kim**  
Jonathan Lothrop  
Geethika Naga Malla  
Jennifer Ann McGuire  
Gulungier Nurikem**  
Amthul Siddiqui  

**Sigma Theta Tau**  
*bosom society of nursing*  
Master of Science in Nursing  
Nnaemeka G. Anosike**  
Catherine Ashby Assink**  
Katya Monet Brickman**  
Michelle Carranza**  
Margaret Faye Carrillo**  
Xi Chen**  
Christine Chong**  
Mckenzie Elizabeth Clark**  
Chemise Latonya Curry**  
Keely Anne Darnell**  
Roma Desai**  
Kathryn Kim DeVillers**  
Kathryn Lee Dirks  
Mary Frances Doss**  
Brittany Marie Dupree**  
Brittany Allyce Eddy**  
Lisa Emily Erlanger**  
Caroline Victoria Fore**  
Rebecca Michelle Gloss**  
Adam Hoffman**  
Samantha Marie Hydes**  
Savanna Katherine Jensen**  
Jan Johnson**  
Jerrica Lynn Kallio**  
Allison M. Kamm**  
Michelle Monique Loria**  
Thuy-An Hoang Nguyen**  
Madison Emily Olkes**  
Michelle Ruth Orozvitz**  
Lindsay Michele Owens**  
Demery Paladinick**  
Allison Bess Perry  
Anna Rebecca Pestine**  
Emily Peterson**  
Haley Danae Reid**  
Joya Michelle Smith**  
Celene Sabado Tan**  
Kathleen Thompson**  
Taylor Victoria Thompson**  
Bryan Wimbish**  
Meng-Chieh Yang**  

---

* Graduated August 2017  
** Graduated December 2017
**Bachelor of Science in Nursing**
Claire Anderton**
Elizabeth Moise Aycock**
Emma Nicole Beckwith
Emily Sara Berman
Elizabeth Marie Bilsborough*
Robert Colin Blenis*
Elianne June Carroll**
Ansley Nicole Caulkins
Leslie Anne Church**
Leah Katherine Coughlin
Jessica Kimsey Coulter**
Jacqueline Michelle Cutts**
Bianna Kathleen Dunn**
Taylor Anne English
Carolyn Lee Evans**
Anita Diane Faulkner
Audrey Ann Fisher
Isai Natan Flores
Juliana Marie Foster**
Emma Katherine Gingrich
Sarah Anne Herbert**
Xiqin Huang
Sunju Hwang**
Annie Kathleen Kagel**
Sarah Soyoung Kang*
Courtney Nicole Keene**
Alexander William King
Asia Erin Kwan**
Xinning Liu
Ellena Elizabeth Malek**
Rachel Leah Marlin
Kiara Xavier McNamara
Stefka Mentor
Aaron Anthony Montgomery
Nicole Christine Munz**
Lisa Mai Thu Pham**
Grace Ann Pixler
Jessica Pont**
Priscilla Quach**
Victoria Marie Sandsor**
Meghan Elizabeth Seery**
Akriti Singh**
Jamie Michelle Smith
Richelle Stephanie St. Louis
John Lee Stanton Jr.*
Meredith Clair Stevens**
Helen Su**
Taylor Ruth Wainer
Elizabeth Harden Wisebram**
Cory Robert Woodyatt**

**Theta Alpha Kappa**

*National honorary society for religious studies/theology*

Kimberly Blair Ely
Micaela V. McCall
Zoe Ravina
## Awards and Prizes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>National Awards</th>
<th>Emory College</th>
<th>Emory University Awards</th>
<th>Creative Writing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Beinecke Scholarship</td>
<td>Boisfeuillet Jones Medal</td>
<td>Robert T. Jones Jr. Fellowship</td>
<td>Artistine Mann Award in Poetry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mallory Leigh Carnes</td>
<td>Chelsea Ann Jackson</td>
<td>Benjamin Parker Goldstein</td>
<td>Madison Dalton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Center for the Study of the Presidency and Congress Fellowship</td>
<td>Schear Book Award</td>
<td>Robert T. Jones Jr. Scholarship</td>
<td>Artistine Mann Award in Poetry, Honorable Mention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jason Robert Sell</td>
<td>Mallory Leigh Carnes</td>
<td>Wei Wei Chen</td>
<td>Nora Sullivan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. William Fulbright Grant</td>
<td>Sudler Prize in the Arts</td>
<td>Carli Brooke Kovel</td>
<td>Artistine Mann Award in Fiction, Honorable Mention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jonathan Conde-Peraza</td>
<td>Eric Newell</td>
<td>Leah Rebecca Neiman</td>
<td>Jacquelyn Barbara Kraut</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zachary Todd Denton</td>
<td>Leila Tavari</td>
<td>Jason Robert Sell</td>
<td>Ron Schuchard Award for Undergraduate Research, Honorable Mention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asha Fradkin</td>
<td>Sonny Carter Memorial Scholarship</td>
<td>* Graduated August 2017</td>
<td>Jacqueline Veliz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abigail Lopez Rivera</td>
<td>Gabrielle Stravach</td>
<td>** Graduated December 2017</td>
<td>Dance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julia Munslow</td>
<td>Charles Elias Shepard Scholarship</td>
<td>Pioneer Award</td>
<td>Catherine Margaret Messina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lydia Rautman</td>
<td>Mallory Leigh Carnes</td>
<td>Margaret Emiko Vail</td>
<td>Margarre Emiko Vail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chebon Echeng Ryan</td>
<td>Harmonie Coleman</td>
<td>Economics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nora B. Sullivan</td>
<td>Taylor Alyse Eisenstein</td>
<td>* Jack and Lewis Greenhut Prize</td>
<td>Timothy Anders Olsen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barry M. Goldwater Scholarship, Honorable Mention</td>
<td>Sonia Kiran Ghura</td>
<td>W. Tate Whitman Prize in Economics</td>
<td>Jonathan L. Kaminski</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tristan Yates</td>
<td>Bei Luo</td>
<td>George Benston and Richard Muth Prize</td>
<td>Alexis Marilyn Korman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Humanity in Action Fellowship</td>
<td>Eli Patt</td>
<td>English</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jaly N. Radziminski</td>
<td>Anthropology</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Humanity in Action John Lewis Fellowship</td>
<td>Outstanding Senior</td>
<td>Andrea de Man Prize for Excellence in English</td>
<td>Courtney Murray</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>River Malachi Bunkley</td>
<td>Diana Anna Cagliero</td>
<td>Margaret Elizabeth Pavleszek</td>
<td>Margarre Emiko Vail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samantha Keng</td>
<td>Marjorie Shostak Prize for Excellence in Anthropology</td>
<td>Betty and Michael Wolf Prize in American Literature</td>
<td>Jamison F. Murphy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Science Foundation Graduate Research Fellowship</td>
<td>Undergraduate Research</td>
<td>Harry and Sue Rusche Scholarship</td>
<td>Nora Sullivan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth A. O’Gorman</td>
<td>Research</td>
<td>Environmental Sciences</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tristan Yates</td>
<td>Rebecca Michelle Lebeaux</td>
<td>Emory University Commencement 2018</td>
<td>James G. Lester Award</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhodes Scholarship</td>
<td>ART HISTORY</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chelsea Ann Jackson</td>
<td>Dorothy Fletcher Paper Prize</td>
<td>Areanna Caitlin Sabine</td>
<td>Hickcox Student Leadership Award</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harry S. Truman Scholarship</td>
<td>Adam Michael Ring</td>
<td>Areanna Caitlin Sabine</td>
<td>Hickcox Student LeadershipAward</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chelsea Ann Jackson</td>
<td>Dorothy Fletcher Paper Prize, Honorable Mention</td>
<td>Environmental Sciences</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morris K. Udall and Stuart L. Udall Scholarship</td>
<td>Cecily Michael Spindel</td>
<td>* James G. Lester Award</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jamani Montague</td>
<td>Athletics</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woodrow Wilson Teaching Fellowship</td>
<td>Thomas Aliberti Award</td>
<td>Areanna Caitlin Sabine</td>
<td>Hickcox Student Leadership Award</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Wang</td>
<td>Scott L. Rubinstein</td>
<td>** Graduated December 2017</td>
<td>Areanna Caitlin Sabine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emory University Awards</td>
<td>Julia Stephanie Wawer</td>
<td>Athletics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert T. Jones Jr. Fellowship</td>
<td>Ralph and Russell Bridges Award</td>
<td>Cindy Ling Cheng</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benjamin Parker Goldstein</td>
<td></td>
<td>Oliver Smith</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert T. Jones Jr. Scholarship</td>
<td></td>
<td>Gabrielle Stravach</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wei Wei Chen</td>
<td></td>
<td>Freshman Impact Award</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carli Brooke Kovel</td>
<td></td>
<td>Isabel Maria Luisa Gonzalez-Rico</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leah Rebecca Neiman</td>
<td></td>
<td>Romin Je Williams</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jason Robert Sell</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Graduated August 2017

** Graduated December 2017
Awards and Prizes

**French and Italian**

Mrs. Renée Bray Prize for the Year’s Best Work in French
Tammany Rose Grant
Rebecca McKown Leussing

**German Studies**

Award for Excellence
Lydia Rautman

Der Sprachpreis for German Language Acquisition
Mi Tang

**History**

George P. Cattino Scholarship for Independent Summer Study Abroad
John Arthur Gillen III
Jeffrey L. Haylon
Hannah M. Helmy
Gweneviere Nichole Sommer

George P. Cattino Fellowship for Summer Programs Abroad
Gweneviere Nichole Sommer

Matthew A. Carter
Citizen-Scholar Award
Brian James Goldstone

George P. Cattino Prize in European History
Jeffrey L. Haylon

James Z. Rabun Prize in US History
Samantha M. Keng

Latin America and Non-Western World History Prize
Samantha M. Keng

**Human Health**

CSHH Outstanding Student Award
Jolie Blair
Kimberly Blair Ely
Stephanie Kristin Pintas
Harry Austryn Teplow

**Jewish Studies**

Judith London Evans Grant
Tam Institute for Jewish Studies
Margaux Paulina Nijkerk

**Language Center**

Excellence in Arabic
Dara Rose Liss

**Mathematics and Computer Science**

Trevor Evans Award
Robert Dicks
Yijun Dong
Kaixin Ma

**Music**

STIPE Society for Creative Scholars, Music
Selena (Nina) Burris

Friends of Music Senior Award
Mallory Carnes

Studler Prize
Eric Newell

**Philosophy**

Paul Kurtz Prize
Michael Demers
Mi Tang

**Political Science**

Elliott Levitas Award
Chelsea A. Jackson

**Religion**

William A. Beardslee Prize in Religious Literature
Zoe Ravina

Robert W. Woodruff Scholar
Eli Patt

Eugene Bianchi Prize
Kimberly Blair Ely

John Fenton Prize in the Comparative Study of Religion, Graduate Division
Georgette Ilunga-Nkulu Ledgister

John Fenton Prize in the Comparative Study of Religion, Undergraduate
Micaela V. McCall

Paul B. Courtright Prize
Zoe Ravina

**Sociology**

Solomon and Sara Sutker Award for Outstanding Student in Sociology
Xiyian Liu

**Spanish and Portuguese**

Carlos Rojas Award for Excellence in Writing
Belen Wilson

Emilia Navarro Award for Excellence in Spanish
Katherine Dianne Kallis

**THEATER**

Alice N. Benston Award in Theater Studies
Cameron Ben Frostbaum

Brenda Bynum
Theater at Emory Award
Victoria Lee Hood

Fine Award in Theater Studies
Margaret Elizabeth Beker

Friends of Theater at Emory Award
Adam Isaac Friedman

Agnes Nixon and Kiki McCabe Prize in Screenwriting
Max Andrew McCreary

**Women’s, Gender, and Sexuality Studies**

WGSS Outstanding Student Award
Samantha Keng
Carly Sue Moore

Student Certificate of Appreciation
Ashley Nicole Brown
Elizabeth Fiske
**AWARDS AND PRIZES**

**OXFORD COLLEGE**

- Viril Eady Sophomore Award
- Service Award
- Samah Z. Meghjee

**SCHOOL OF MEDICINE**

- Evangeline T. Papageorge Outstanding Student Award
- Katherine Marantz Penziner
- Eldon Langston Bolton, MD Service Award
- Sheri-An Olivia Peckham
- Burt and Betty Schear Award
- Kylee Lynn Martens

- 2018 Basic Science Award
- James Scott Cordova
- Robert W. Woodruff Fellowship
- Max Lloyd Goldman
- Sarah Streeter Hutcheson
- Rachel Pearl McDiehl
- Sheri-An Olivia Peckham
- Margaret Rose Salinger
- Anne Elizabeth and Harper Gaston Service Scholarship
- Juhee Joyce Kim
- Ariel Nasm Majidi
- Genetic Counseling Student of the Year
- Brianna McDaniels
- Karen Elizabeth Wernke
- National Health Service Corps Scholarship
- Sarai Lissette Vargas-Vera
- Georgia Association of Physician Assistants Award
- Joseph John Borrillo III
- Georgia Association of Physician Assistants Student Scholarship
- Jamar Revelle Brown

- Excellence in Leadership Award
- Kara Marie Arps
- Excellence in Service Award
- Nathalie Angel
- Nathalie Michelle Rosales
- Elizabeth Irene Weber
- Francis A. Curtiss Award for Excellence in Community Service
- Caitlyn Marie Behling

- Johnnie Morgan Award for Excellence in Clinical Science
- Anna Colonna
- Stefanie Lynn Tsiokeoe
- Director’s Award for Academic Excellence
- Mary Alice White
- Pamela A. Catlin Award for Excellence in Critical Inquiry
- Ann Colonna
- Katherine Mallard Meacham
- Vincent August Santucci
- Susan J. Herdman Award for Clinical Practice
- Hannah Margaret Hudson
- Camille Amanda Silverman
- Jessica Emily Simon
- Director’s Award for Excellence in Growth Mindset
- Amanda Colette Bastien
- Deborah Lynn Korzun
- Ian H. Tovin Award
- Grace Kelli Lancaster
- Samuel Joseph Recinos

**SCHOOL OF NURSING**

- Silver Bowl BSN
- Stefka Mentor
- Silver Bowl ABSN
- Cory Robert Woodyatt
- Silver Bowl MSN
- Kathryn Gretchen Dirks
- Silver Bowl DNP
- Leslie Ann Jeter
- Silver Bowl PhD
- Helen Frances Baker
- Award of Excellence
- Ansley Nicole Caulkins
- Excellence in Collaboration
- Lauren Nicole Noble
- Excellence in Social Responsibility
- Audrey Ann Fisher
- Excellence in Innovation
- Xiujin Huang
- Excellence in Leadership
- Alexander William King

- Compassion and Caring Award
- Melissa Ann Gardner
- Boisfeuillet Jones Medal
- Patricia Ann Craven

**SCHOOL OF THEOLOGY**

- Master of Divinity Academic Excellence Award
- Linda Stephan
- Master of Theological Studies Academic Excellence Award
- Sarah Michelle Kotte
- Berta Radford and James L. Launy Sr. Award in Contextual Education
- Frances Hillary Taylor
- Community Service Award
- Natalie Sousa Faria-Campbell
- Fellowship Seminarian Award
- Virginia Greer
- Frederick Buechner Award
- Kiya Davis Ward
- Ruth Sewell Flowers Award
- Andréa Cummings
- Hoyt Hickman Award of the Order of St. Luke
- Byron DeAndre Wratee
- G. Ray Jordan Award
- Haley Andreates
- Emily Grace Ripley Carroll
- Mary Katherine (Myki) Mobley Memorial Award
- Tala AlRaheb
- Russell E. Richey Award
- Jayde Rasband
- John W. Rustin Award
- Jessica Elisabeth Cusick
- Outstanding Clinical Student of the Order of St. Luke
- Hoyt Hickman Award

**SCHOOL OF LAW**

- A. James Elliott Community Service Award
- Christina R. Zeidan
- ABA/BNA Award for Excellence in the Study of Intellectual Property
- Nicholas C. Marais
- Daniel H. Wegel
- ABA/BNA Award for Excellence in the Study of Labor and Employment Law
- Victoria Lavender Veran Bartlett
- ADR Conflict Resolution Book Award
- Alexandra Claire Keller
- American Bankruptcy Institute Medal of Excellence
- Janiel J. Myers
- Burt and Betty Schear Book Prize
- Bethany Rose Barclay-Adeniyi
- Jerico J. Phillips
- Class of 2007 Distinguished Service Award
- Victoria N. Sparks
- Clinical Legal Education Association Award for Outstanding Clinical Student
- Morgan Bridgman
- Custer-Tuggle Award of Excellence in Family Law for Excellence in Family Law Courses
- Michael Francis Burgess
- Karla M. Doe
- Shannon M. Shontz-Phillips
- Kayla M. Wolfe
- Mary Laura “Chee” Davis Award for Writing Excellence
- Spencer M. Stephens
- Dean’s Service Award
- Seth T. Church
- Samuel C. Feldman
- Rachel Hong
- Sai Santosh Kumar Kolluru
- Faris Bryan Mohammed
- Janiel J. Myers
- Demarius D. Newsome
- Nicole Jean Schladt
- Daniel Brian Tan
- Raymond L. Tran
### Awards and Prizes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Award Description</th>
<th>Recipient</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dean’s Teaching Fellows</td>
<td>Allison Bailey, Matthew P. Demartini, Lucille M. Gauthier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chelsie J. Holler, Kevin Hongsuk Kim, Fiona Patricia O’Carroll, Robert D. Sherrier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eliza Ellison Award</td>
<td>Samantha L. Sherrod</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in Law and Religion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emory International Law Review Excellent</td>
<td>Morgan Bridgman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Editorial Board Member Award</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emory International Law Review Red Pen Award for Best Spader</td>
<td>Samantha L. Sherrod</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia Tax Conference</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Award for Excellence in Legal Research and Writing</td>
<td>Monaliza Seepersaud</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Founder’s Award for Excellence in Legal Research and Writing Monaliza Seepersaud</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia Association of Women Lawyers Award for Outstanding Woman Graduate</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commited to Practice in Georgia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fiona Patricia O’Carroll</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia Tax Conference</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Award for Excellence in Taxation Courses</td>
<td>Zachary Thomas King</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gertie and John Witte Prize</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in Law and Religion</td>
<td>Audra Lyn Savage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael P. Guillett Award for Excellence in Legal Writing and Editing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Folkther</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edward J. Henning Memorial Award</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karla M. Doe</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benjamin Alden Ries</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Academy of Trial Lawyers Award for Outstanding Ability in Trial</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advocacy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benjamin T. Schofield</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juris Master Leadership Award</td>
<td>Apryle Cearnal Brown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myron Penn Laughlin Award for Excellence in Legal Research and Writing</td>
<td>Fiona Patricia O’Carroll</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master of Laws</td>
<td>Chloe Veron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leadership Award</td>
<td>Talia Bess Wagner, Caleah Whitten</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Niyati Arun</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Longfeng Zhong</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moffitt Litigation Award for Outstanding Achievement in Trial Preparation and</td>
<td>Nicole Marie Bigman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Litigation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Most Outstanding</td>
<td>Janiel J. Myers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third-Year Student</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Association of Women Lawyers Award for Demonstrating Integrity,</td>
<td>Nicole Marie Bigman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Academic Achievement, and Commitment to Excellence in the Legal Profession</td>
<td>Samantha M. Busch, Seth T. Church, Alexandra Marie Cochrane, Demarius D. Newsume, Masiel Pelegriko-Sarduy, Elizabeth L. Pratt, Emily Susan Sawicki, Saira Gul Shakir, Chloe Veron, Allison Bailey, Victoria Lavender Veran Bartlett, Morgan Bridgman, Lesley Chen, Alexandra Pearson Conn, Matthew P. Demartini, Jonathan DiChiara, Karla M. Doe, John Folkther, Lucille M. Gauthier, Nadia J. Haji, Chelsie J. Holler, Max J. Kellogg, Taesung Kim, Deyvid Valentinov Madzharov, Nicholas C. Marais, Rebecca S. McMahon, Megan Leigh Meyers, Michelle Tatum Nussbaum, Fiona Patricia O’Carroll, Ariel Marie Olson, Jonathan Robert Pickett, Caleb John Robertson, Sangita Vani Sahasranaman, Robert D. Sherrier, Rebecca Arlene Reiman Smith, Spencer M. Stephens, Jesse Daniel Satz, Robert Beynart Award for Professionalism and Ethics, Shaquana LaNise Ellison, State Bar of Georgia Employment Law Section Award for Outstanding Achievement in Employment Law, Shannon M. Shontz-Phillips, State Bar of Georgia Environmental Law Section Award for Outstanding Achievement in Environmental Law, Jeanna E. Heard, State Bar of Georgia Labor Law Section Award for Outstanding Achievement in Labor Law, Aaron Ross Mtvinner, State Bar of Georgia Real Property Law Section Award for Outstanding Achievement in Property Law, Jenine A. Rossington, Student Legal Services Outstanding Caseworker Award, Seth T. Church, Wolters Kluwer Publishing Excellence in Taxation Award, Vincent J. Comito, Patrick McNary Corley, Robert W. Woodruff Fellows, Alexandra Marie Cochrane, Lucille M. Gauthier, Fiona Patricia O’Carroll, Mathew Plott, Nicole Jean Schladt, MBA Admissions Service Award, Alex Townsend McNair, American Marketing Association Award, Tanya Agrawal, James Tate Mason III, Amanda Piltzer, Danielle Cali Rieder, Art Dietz Faculty Award for Excellence in Finance, Michael Carl Ewart, af Winklerfelt, Andrew Burton Fisher, Mikhail Gusev, Octavian Cosmin Ioachimescu, Keith Kellum, Abhijit Sarma, Atlanta Society of Financial Analysts’ Award, Nathaniel Giess, Eli Kaganov, John Martin Offermann, BBA Career Management Center Award, Robert Gershowitz, Jack Alexander Swardlin, BBA Meritorious Service Award, Kirk Gulezian, Zoey Danielle Lande</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Awards and Prizes

BBA Scholar Athlete Award
Dara Rose Liss

Boisfeuillet Jones Medal
Natasha Sophia Armstrong

Budnick Award for Transformation through Creativity
Ayushi Ashar

Burt and Betty Schear Book Prize
Georgia Kossoff

Campbell Accounting Award
Jinger Li

Campus Leadership Award
Tamara Alexandra Ezrat
Christian Virgil

Core Value Award
Sharef T. Al Najjar
Jessica Grizzard Arndis
Scott Alan Buckingham
Nikhil Viju Chalakkal
Maria Jaehee Cho
Kristen DaCanal
Ronald Dean Davis
Benjamin Ellis
Andrew Burton Fisher
Ashley Sroka Freeman
Claudia Lucia Garcia
Joaquin Gonzalez Varela Garcia
Matthew A. Grob
Nicole Melina Haig
Brian David Harrington
Barbara Elisabeth Hartman
Keith Kellum
Shanchuan Li
Shiyun Liu
Ke Ma
Tawney Milam
Kumiko Watanabe Newmark
Andrea Noktes
Adeapao Olamide Odetoyinbo
Jesus A. Ontiveros
Ivonne Alejandra Orjuela Cardenas
Vikranthi Kumar Otra
Adlai Pappy II
Rosario Isidra Perez
Amanda Piltzer
Deepa Katari Raju
Angeliqe Marie Stewart
Cynthia Georgeann Tassopoulos
Augusto Michael Trujillo
Erik William Trum
Daniel Christopher Webb
Grace Marie Wynn
Okdong Yoo

Educational Foundation of the Georgia Society of CPAs Award
Yizhen Cheng
Tak Chi Wan

Emory/MAC Award for Academic Achievement
Hari Gopal

Entrepreneurship Award
Rekha Ananthanpillai
Scott Alan Buckingham
Inez Dolores Daniels
Benjamin Ellis
Eboni JaLea Dion Freeman
Vikranthi Kumar Otra
Sajee Singh
Tisha Rae Tallman

Evening MBA Leadership Award
Ashley Sroka Freeman

Excellence in Communication Award
Voon Pang Goh
Caitlin Paige Hoberman

Fanaaz Hossain
Core Values Award
Gurbani Singh

George H. Mew O&M Award
Grace Elizabeth Cleland

International Ambassador Award
Pedro Henrique S. Fonseca
Zohair Lalani
Sheyla Perez Nazco
Ryoichi Sato
Makoto Shimbo

ISOM Consulting
Analytics Award
Zhiyu Pan

ISOM Distinction Award
Amelia Brantley Beach
Octavian Cosmin Ioachimescu
Punit Subhash Lamba
Jinger Li
Natarajan Srikrishnan
Harry Alfred Stone III
Tisha Rae Tallman

ISOM Emerging Technologist Award
Derek Liu
Kira Zagorcz

John R. Jones Accounting Award
Cori Allison Arndt

Marketing Faculty Honor Award
Andrew Joseph Cobb
Joaquin Gonzalez Varela Garcia
Kirk Gulezian

Nicole Melina Haig
Deepa Katari Raju
Jared Sears
Gaia Vasiliver-Shamis

MBA Admissions Service Award
Alex Townsend McNair

MBA Meritorious Service Award
Kyle Joseph Davis
Hari Gopal
Nicolas H. Howe
John Paul Ortiz
Amanda Piltzer
Catherine Elizabeth Rickenbacker
Steven Rogers
Jesper Jose Spack Fierro
William Graham Swafford

MBA Multicultural Award
Caleb Prabhakar
Ilana Vera Videlefsky

Modular MBA for Executives Leadership Award
Nicole Melina Haig

MSBA BusinessGuru Award
Shiyun Liu

MSBA DataGuru Award
Wen Zhang

MSBA Service Award
Jonathan Iacobelli
Xia Li

MSBA TechGuru Award
Shanchuan Li

Organization & Management Faculty Award
Achim Miguel Biller
Steven Xing Cheng
Ashley Sroka Freeman
Mikhael Gusev
Natalie Frances Lewis
Deepa Katari Raju

Outstanding Club Leader
John Paul Ortiz

Partnership Award in Finance
Christopher David Mortimer

Real Estate Faculty Award
Erica Virginia Goldman
Nicolas H. Howe

Social Enterprise Distinguished Student Award
Gillian Marie Robinson
Kira Zagorcz

Transcendence Award
Francisco Javier Reyes

Unsung Hero Award
Joshua Adam Bainson
Jonathan Evans Carr
Charles Henry Moore III

Wall Street Journal Student Achievement Award
Artem Baroyan
Hannah Kalozdi
Thomas Sprague

Weekend MBA for Executives Leadership Award
Amanda Windsor White

Al Boux Outstanding Executive MBA Achievement Award
Jessica Grizzard Arndis
Angeliqe Marie Stewart

Andrew Ethridge Outstanding MBA Achievement Award
Natalie Frances Lewis

Gordon Siekfin Outstanding MBA Achievement Award
Rene Meza

Michael Lee Outstanding Evening MBA Achievement Award
Grace Marie Wynn

John Robson Outstanding Student Achievement Award
Grace Elizabeth Cleland
Katherine Maria Hoppenjans

SCHOOL OF GRADUATE STUDIES

Eleanor Main Graduate Student Mentor Award
Osric Anthony Forrest

Andrew W. Mellon Foundation Graduate Teaching Fellowship
Sara Ashlee Bledsoe
Oliver Ambrose Braselman
Cowart
Irem Ayse Ebertek
Anastasia Catherine Klupchak
Marisela Enedina Martinez-Cola
Erika Serrato

Arts and Sciences Fellowship
Ayisha Ashley Mohammed
Al-Sayyad
Nancy Bays Arrington
Kevin Robert Brennan
Rebecca Lee Copeland
Louis Fagnan

* graduated August 2017
** graduated December 2017
Corey Joseph Goergen
Aaron Elliot Goldsman
Lenora Bellee Jones-Pierce
Alexander Lars Lundberg
Brett Emery Maiden
Molly Marie Slavin

*graduated august 2017
**graduated december 2017

Corey Joseph Goergen
Aaron Elliot Goldsman
Lenora Bellee Jones-Pierce
Alexander Lars Lundberg
Brett Emery Maiden
Molly Marie Slavin

Dean's Teaching Fellowship
Bree L. Beal
Kevin Robert Brennan
Sarah Elizabeth MacDonald
Richard Kenneth Morgan
Jennifer Lauren Nelson
Samantha Mary Noreen
Robert Peter Schneider
Molly Marie Slavin
Cameron David Thurber
Ashley Lauren Watts
Dominika Anne Winiarski
Rebecca Claire Woodruff
Daniel Yu

Emory Graduate Diversity Fellowship
Antonio Alonso
Lauren S. Aulet
April L. Brown
Johanna Ruth Chapin Bardales
Jason Conage-Pough
Kyle E. Giesler
Meeka Saragina Halperin
Audrey Henderson
Ivaxier A. Higgins
Behzad Kianian

Anastasia Catherine Klupchak
Georgette Ilunga-Nkulu
Ledgister
Margaret Ann Martinez
Winston Dwarka Graham
Persaud
Keon A. Reid
Alessandra Maria Richardson
Eduardo Sanabria-Figueroa
Erika Serrato
Sujit Shrestha
Chanel Ranita Craft Tanner
Julian Sharyiif Whitney
Danielle Lee Wiggins

GDBBS Division Scholar, LGS
Mandakh Bekhbat
Brenda Milagros Calderon
Qize Jiang
Omotola Folashade Omotade
Katherine Elizabeth Squires

Tam Jewish Studies, LGS
Collin Robinson Pae Cornell

Initiative to Maximize Student Development
Michelle Rishma Leidy

George Armelagos Award for Excellence in Teaching by a Graduate Student
Bisan Adnan Salhi

George W. Woodruff Fellowship
Eric Andreansky
Amanda Riana Arulpragasam
Helen Baker
Zachary Orion Binney
Letitia M. Campbell
Mary Virginia Carter
Sumita Chakraborty
Jonathan Wade Marcuse
Engelberg

Clarissa Catherine Garvey
Lisa Helene LaViers
Debbie Lee
Elena Sage Stavtrakis Lesley
Christopher Lirette
Chris Clement Martin
Margaret Louise Matthews
Stephanie Spaid Medema
Jennifer Lauren Nelson
Tamara Plishvili
Robert Peter Schneider
Riley Jane Steiner
Anais Stenson
Rodrigo Bueno Therezo
Daniel Thompson
Sarah Isabel Trebat-Leder
William Andrew Wagstaff
Steven Wayne Webster
Rebecca Claire Woodruff

Laney Graduate School Fellowship
Kaitlin Emily Banfill
Jessica Hartmann Belle
Qingpo Cai
Joel Conkle
Andrew James Culbreth
PamelaSara Elbaz Head
Stephanie Allison Larson
Sasha Mital
Jirui Qiu
Heather Elizabeth Reese
Blair John Rossetti
Daniel Charles Semenza
Lauren Marie Standifer
Kathy Trang
Lauren Marie Zauche
Carlos Zorillla

Marjorie Shostak Prize for Excellence and Humanity in Ethnographic Writing
Bisan Adnan Salhi
Sydney Meredith Silverstein

Woman’s Club Memorial Fellowship
Sarah Elizabeth MacDonald

Benston Scholar
Lisa Helene LaViers
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*graduated august 2017
**graduated december 2017
A Commentary on Commencement

Emory College of Arts and Sciences originated from a concern for higher education in a Christian setting on the part of the Georgia Conference of the Methodist Episcopal Church. Chartered in 1836 in Oxford, Georgia, the college was named after John Emory (1789–1835), bishop of the Methodist Episcopal Church. In 1964 the college at Oxford was named Oxford College of Emory University.

Emory College became Emory University by virtue of a charter granted by the Superior Court of DeKalb County on January 25, 1915. Although classes on the Atlanta campus were begun in the schools of law and theology as early as 1916, the college did not move to Atlanta until 1919. The university now includes nine schools, most tracing their origins to years before the chartering of the university itself. These schools are Emory College and Oxford College (1836), the School of Medicine (1854), Nell Hodgson Woodruff School of Nursing (1905), Candler School of Theology (1914), the School of Law (1916), Roberto C. Goizueta Business School (1919), the James T. Laney School of Graduate Studies (1919), and Rollins School of Public Health (1990).

The intent of the founders is perpetuated by the university’s vision statement: A destination university internationally recognized as an inquiry-driven, ethically engaged, and diverse community, whose members work collaboratively for positive transformation in the world through courageous leadership in teaching, research, scholarship, health care, and social action.

A Short History of Commencement at Emory

This is Emory’s 173rd commencement. The exercises witnessed today represent an imposition of medieval academic tradition on an institution that had its roots in the nineteenth-century frontier. The first Emory commencement was held in 1840, four years after Emory College had been chartered and two years after the college’s first classes. That first ceremony, however, was without graduating students, as there were no graduates until the following year. Then, as now, sermons and addresses had a central focus in the exercises, whose members work collaboratively for positive transformation in the world through courageous leadership in teaching, research, scholarship, health care, and social action.

Academic Dress and Customs

Academic dress goes back to the founding of European universities, which were the products of the intellectual revival of the twelfth century. All medieval students were clerks and consequently wore the dress of clergy. This is the academic costume we wear today, with certain changes introduced in the sixteenth century by Protestant reformers. The oldest articles of academic wear were the robe, over which was worn the habit, usually a kind of tunic with short, wide sleeves. The medieval hood was lined with fur or inexpensive skins and could be gathered around the neck or pulled up on the head as a turban. It is uncertain when different colors became associated with different degrees.

There were four kinds of caps: the round cap, reserved for doctoral dignity; the tena, a round cap with strings tied under the chin, worn by jurists; the square cap; and the Tudor bonnet. At Oxford University in 1565 the square cap became the norm, but the faculties that had become laicized adopted the Tudor bonnet that is still worn by doctoral candidates today. The basic design of all academic costumes in the United States was first established in 1895 and was first used at Emory by the Class of 1902. The bachelor’s gown features an embroidered Emory University seal in gold thread and has long, pointed, open sleeves. The master’s gown has longer sleeves, which are closed at the bottom with openings about midway for the hands. Beginning in 2014, the bachelor’s and master’s gowns are made of fabric spun from molten plastic pellets from recycled water bottles. An average of twenty-three post-consumer plastic bottles are used to create each gown, furthering Emory’s commitment to sustainability initiatives. The doctor’s gown has full-length lapels of velvet and bell-shaped sleeves with three horizontal velvet bars. Tassels for bachelor’s and master’s caps are black; tassels of gold thread may be worn by doctors. Gowns and caps are usually black, although Emory and some other schools have specified that their doctors may wear gowns of distinctive colors. Yale’s deep blue doctoral gown, Harvard’s crimson, Columbia’s dark blue, and Emory’s blue and gold are a few that may be seen in the procession.

The hood varies for the respective degrees, the doctor’s hood being longer and fuller than the master’s. The field of study can be determined from the velvet facing on the hood according to the following color scheme: white, the arts; gold-yellow, science; purple, law; apricot, nursing; green, medicine; teal, physical therapy; scarlet, theology; salmon, public health; drab, business; and dark blue, doctors of philosophy. The hood is lined with silk in the colors of the degree-granting institution. For Emory graduates the lining is blue with a chevron of gold.

The president of Emory University wears a badge of office given to the university in 1965 by the Emory chapter, Gamma of Georgia, of Phi Beta Kappa. Designed by Eric Clements of Birmingham, England, and executed by the Worshipful Company of Goldsmiths in London, the solid gold badge is an open teardrop enclosing the raised seal of the university and is suspended on a gold chain.

The chief marshal and deputy marshals lead the academic procession. The faculty marshals and the secretary of the university jointly manage the forming of the procession, the seating of commencement participants, and the planning of other aspects of commencement exercises. Marshals are identified by their unique blue tunics, which are sleeveless and lined with gold.

The Quadrangle stage with blue canopy was named the University Marshals’ Stage in honor of the dedication and service provided by Emory’s chief marshals throughout history. The university mace is carried in the procession by the immediate past president of the Student Government Association. Academically the mace is the symbol of a university as a corporate
body of scholars possessing its own jurisdiction and its own legally constituted authority. Traditionally the mace is borne in procession immediately before the chief officer of a university and is placed before her or him during formal academic ceremonies.

The mace of Emory University, a gift from D.V.S., an Emory College senior honor society, was designed by Eric Clements and executed in silver and gold by the Worshipful Company of Goldsmiths. In the teardrop at the apex of the mace, against a background of oxidized silver, is a freestanding representation in gold of a human skeleton. This is Dooley, the “spirit” of Emory, who traditionally “rises” once each spring and for a week rules campus. Immediately below the skeleton, in an open teardrop, is a gold sphere divided (by stippling) into eight segments. Topping the sphere is a simple cross, symbolizing the relationship of Emory University to the Methodist church. The seal of the university is sculptured in gold within the circular base.

Before each school in the procession, the school’s student marshal carries its gonfalon, a banner in the color associated with the respective school’s degree: medicine, green; public health, salmon; nursing, apricot; theology, scarlet; law, purple; and business, drab. The gonfalon of the graduate school is gold representing Emory’s gold, and the gonfalons of Emory College and Oxford College represent Emory’s blue.

**Emory Alumni Legacy Medallion**

Graduating students who have a parent, grandparent, and/or sibling who is also an Emory graduate are wearing specially commissioned medallions hanging from blue and gold ribbons. The medallions are expressions of the university’s gratitude to those families who have chosen to continue the Emory education tradition throughout the generations.
EVENT LOCATIONS
1. Alumni Memorial University Center/AMUC
2. Candler, Asa Griggs, Library
3. Candler School of Theology
4. Cannon Chapel
5. Carlos, Michael C., Museum
6. Cox Hall
7. Gambrell Hall (School of Law)
8. Gambrell Hall South Lawn
9. Glenn Memorial Auditorium
10. Goizueta Business School Building
11. McDonough Field
12. Quadrangle
13. Rollins, Grace Crum, Building (Public Health)
14. Rollins Plaza
15. Medical Education Building
16. School of Nursing
17. Schwartz Center for Performing Arts
18. White Hall
19. Whitehead Biomedical Research Bldg
20. Woodruff, Robert W., Library
21. Woodruff Health Sciences Center Administration Building (WHSCAB)
22. Woodruff P.E. Center (WoodPEC)
23. Emory Conference Center Hotel

Visitor Parking
Transit Plaza- Woodruff Circle

Shuttle Stop
Some Short Run Golf Cart Assistance Available

For more information visit transportation.emory.edu or call 404.727.1829

Dickey Dr segment of P route runs after all-schools ceremony ends (10:30am)